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Management of Contractor Personnel in Contingency 
Operations 
To document existing DOD and inter agency policies and 
changes in policies on private security contractors 
Face-to-Face 
Pentagon, Arlington, VA 
July 7,2004 
Steve Stemlieb, Assistant Director, DCM 
Carole Coffey, Analyst In-Charge, DCM 

( 
(') i Ryan Ona, Intern, DCM 
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We spoke tc during a visit to the Pentagon, Arlington, VA to discuss the current 
status of the DOD directive and interagency policy memorandum regarding management of private 
security contractor personnel in contingency operations. The new DOD directive and instruction, 
""Management of Contractor Personnel During Contingency Operations" and "Procedures for the 
Management of Contractor Personnel During Contingency Operations" respectively, are currently 
"draft" DOD working papers. :1 provide us with copies of the draft instruction 
(version: June 15, 2004) and the draft directive (version: June 21, 2004). The %ld us that the 
recommendation for DOD-wide guidaJ.1ce for using contractors on the battlefield which was in GAO 
03-695 Military Operations: Contractors Provide Vital Services to Deployed Forces but Are Not 
Adequately Addressed in Military Plans (June 2003) was the driving force behind both the 
instruction and directive. 

Oliginally, the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) in Iraq expected the military forces to provide 
force protection for all contractors whether they were working for the military or the CPA. As 
reconstruction began, the CPA realized that DOD could not reasonably provide security for over 
2500 sites. Since then, typically all DOD contractors (such as LOGCAP) would have the military 
provide force protection where as CPA contracts (basically, any agency other than DOD) would 
have the contractors provide their own force protection (though private security contractors). 

In response to (1) GAO's June 2003 report on contractors on the battlefield, (2) the realization that 
DOD is increasing its use of contractors, and (3) the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal 
Year 2005 (H.R 4200), DOD is finalizing a directive and instruction that will provide guidance on 
managing contractor personnel during contingency operations. The currently drafted directive 
states that DOD policy is to "provide force protection of contractor personnel. [ ... ] Geographic 
Combatant Commanders shall provide force protection through military means, commensurate 
with the level of force protection provided DOD civilians, unless valid contract terms place that 
responsibility with another party. [ ... ] Contractor personnel may only be armed for self-defense or 
security pursuant to reference b [which is the aforementioned currently drafted DOD instruction]. 
Basically, unless otherwise \vritten in the contract, DOD will provide force protection for 
contractors. Unlike old DOD guidance, the new directive does specifically allow for exceptions to 
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be made in the contracts; which would allow armed, private security contractors rather than 
military forces to provide security. Furthermore, the directive explicitly states that "arming 
contractor personnel for [reasons] other than self-defense or security during contingency 
operations or within an area of international armed conflict creates an unacceptable risk that 
contractor personnel could be viewed as unlawful combatants ... " Plainly, contractors during 
contingency operations can only be armed for "self-defense and security." 

The currently drafted DOD instruction repeats many of the same policies (as the directive) 
regarding the provision of force protection for contractors and actual authorization for the 
possession and use of weapons by contractors. It also explicitly states that "contracts for security 
services shall not be used for direct support of combat operations where hostilities are ongoing or 
imminent. In addition, contract secUrity V\Till not be authorized to guard U.S. or coalition military 
supply routes, military facilities, military personnel or military property." 

According to . there is also an Interagency Policy Memorandum that will address 
contractors and inter-government agency relationships and coordination with regard to 
contractors in Iraq. The Interagency Memo apparently will draw much of its policy a.l1.d wordage 
from existing CPA orders, regulations, and memorandums. The DOD directive and instruction and 
the Interagency Policy Memorandum address "different phases of the operations," respectively. 
. .. The DOD directive holds up to the point of 'nation building', which is when 
other [government] agencies get involved. [ ... ] The interagency memo addresses the 'country 
rebuilding' [portion] of the operation." It is important to note that the drafted interagency policy 
memorandum currently written only to address the operations in Iraq. 

According to major challenges in determining policies to manage contractors in 
contingency operations are the legal issues surrounding the "classification of contractors" (Le. 
civilians vs. combatants). As contractors have more say in the actual contracts, in effect having 
more effect on regulations governing the contractors, the "gray area" in classifying [private 
security] contractors has the potential to grow. According to :a ", currently, the term 
"contractors" includes "everyone" (including all subcontractors who can sometimes be foreign 
nationals). Possibly, different tiers of contractors need to be defined. 

With regards to command and control of rivate security contractors, in future operations, 
~ontrac ors . ave to "register" themselves with in-theater mili forces so that the contractors 
Will have more "visibility" to the militarY. Furthermore, a "security operations cen er wttl-be-set--" 
upa::sa:n information dispatch center to alert contractors of dangerous areas and "hot spots" in the 
theater. According , in regards to military support of private security 
contractors in the case of an attack, the policy will probablY read: "military assistance may be 
available to the contractors;" therefore, there is no "real (legaJ.) committal" for the military forces 
to support the contractors. 

______ Iso provided other points of contact: 
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He also mentioned that after-action reports of contingencies involving private security contractors 
in Iraq would probably be available through Joint Forces Command (JFCOM). 
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Informational Interview with Private Security Contractor 
To gain an inside perspective on the current PSC situation 
Face to Face 
GAO HQ, Washington, DC 
July 27,2004 

StE;\Te . , OC1\1 
Carole Coffey, Analyst in Charge, DCM 
Glenn Furbish, Senior Analyst, DCM 
Kate Walker, Analyst, DCM 
Ryan Ona, Intern, DCM 
John K. Needham, Assistant Director, ASM 
Christina Cromley, Senior Analyst, ASM 
Bill McPhail, Senior Analyst, ASM 
Gary Delaney, Senior Analyst, ASM 
William Petrick, Junior Analyst, ASM 
Lara Laufer, Senior Analyst, ASM 
Judy McCloskey, Senior Analyst, IAT 

• with us to relate his company's experiences and perceptions as a. 
private security contractor in Iraq. _ .Irovides personcg, ~ convoy, and !3Te\ 
.§.t.curity as well as thread assessments and red teaming. less than I • 

Its founders and new CEO have Special Forces ~W5iR: ba.ckgro~~ and 
previous security contracting experience. 0 as recently wor mtracts WIth 
qoalition Provisional Authority (CPA). --

The company has 800 employees, composed of roughly one-third U.S. nationals CUSI'D.; on.e-third 
third country nationals (TCN), and one-third Iraqis or home country nationals CHCN)-=-

a as a "handshake agreement" with the D0nar&t to recmjt active duty perso~ 7, 
@ leveloped a ~ay scale according to market pricing.. ... -

. :: 
pac 

has suffered 13 Defense Base Act (DBA) injury claims since enteling Iraq.. _ sets its 
own training standards; Its employees must complete four weeks on intensivE" t.rainine: in the. 
United States, including skill a.l1d physical training and psychometlic testint, !yalso 
has a fixea cOSt contract. .~ 

lY"lr VL 

CC/%t.bp L-( ? 
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(R) .itt JII~ ~olely pro.&des protective detai!: Similar to many other big companies, they @ not....-
I ,..1 Q~ convoy security. ~ ,plains that the DOD is not Vlrilling to pay the costs of "doing the 
\. job right." For example, DOD is currently looking for a PSC to lead a 100 vehicle convoy from 

i (e) Amman to Baghdad for arOUl1( 0 & contends tha_ 4S lId not cover the type of 
5 protection such a convoy would necessitate. 
I '-

( t _ r _ ~' has a number of concerns with the current s~. Key issues are: the 
~ regulations involved in w urchasin and ~~ ~kQf_milit9.rY ~ 
I ~ onun~!1:ication with US military - .....;.,uong private security firmS;::'-aJ.1d,industry =-
I Involvement ill reg a Ion ecislOn-making. ad Won,_ y belIeves that Memoranaum 
\ 17 needs to be revised. 
1 
1 
~ , 

, 

i 
1 
l 

_. ___ ~_ ~ s also reported a tas.k of.military backup and suppo~ ~everal circumstances, 
.. ....las called for mjJjt:fry assistance and has not received any aid ,:1.lso-

)'reported that there is some ambi ui within the chain of command fhllovvin- the rollover of ;; 
(~ontracts to the ent. While r _ _ _ a ts tlielr money from Defense Financ~ 

and Accounting Service(DFAS), they do not know who has taken authority of their contract. 

[commi.!iication proble~e another issue plaguing private security companies (PSCs). GRi4 
.. _--- )orted duplications within the distribution of frequencies in Irao .. which could lead to 
potentially dangerous situations. In one specific examplE. ~ported that - --- --~- u 

had overlapping frequencies with PSC. . iVho required military aid and were requesting an air 
stri¥. Had crossed wires not been untangled, . 3 site might have been bombed at 

• bidding. . • ~nd after-action report.) In addition to frequency issues, ~ are not 

tcommunicating with each other or military. Some PSC have attempted to address this 
communication gap by gathering and distributing intelligence via email list serves, but even llal.lJL 
his e ort has 0 y been - e as PSC are W 01 IDdlscnmilla e ill ormation sharing . 

• .--::- -:ported that PSCs have little faith in sharing information with USG because they fear that it 
would not be utilized. 

• = II_concerned with Memorandum 17. They find it to be unclear and poorly written. 
In addition, they are wary of the Memorandum because it places PSCs under Iraqi law, which has 
not been ratified. PSC are already starting to experience repercussions from the Memorandum as e----__ ~ 

insurance cOIlJl)anies are increasing their premiums to counter the unknovvn consequences or Iraqi 
jurisdiction. _ s also irritated t~t they are audited every six months by the Iraqi 
government. They believe that companies will begin to "cook their books" in order to avoid 
potentlallyhigher taxes or bonds._ .,..' would like to see diplomatic intervention from 
the United States addressing Memorandum 17. They believe that the Memorandum was largely 
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written without industry insight and that it is not logistically feasible given the short time frame 
within which the Iraqi government is trying to implement it. 

The transfer of information relayed to the Iraqi government via weapons cards is another area of 
interest for & Data from about 3,500 people including names, addre.ss,~.s~?:S:R:C:ial:~_ 
security numbers, and date of birth were handed over during the CPA rollover. ~ ... 4, 

concerned that this transfer of knowledge was a breach of the Privacy Act. 

In order to address thes~ concerns, !lWIII1JIJ!I!lIII--
Ass . . , iation of mili service 0 erator roviders who 
Congress to address their concerns "lNith Memorandum 17 and to improve coordination 
private security firms and the milit?rY. In addition tc _ a _ _ nternational Peace 
Operations' current members incl~de ArmourGroup, Main Street Supply, I:bE, f\irE.can, IS!?~ 
~~PRI, and J-3 Global SeIVlces. _ - -

is also very concerned about thE [ . They believe tha.- . )es not 
have enough experience in Iraq and that the contract workload is too heavy fOJ . D Lpabilities. ___ 11_ .. -also offered his opinion of the current top PSC in Iraq: 

& 

(

British Firms: 
• Aegis 
e Armor Group 

\ 

• Control Risk Group (CRG) 
• ErynJs 
• Global Risk 

• Hart 

) 
• Olive 
• Pilgrims 

~J US Firms: 
• Blackwater USA 
• Custer Battles 

• Diligence 

• DynCoI]J 

• SOC 

• SMG 

• Triple Canopy 

\ 
South African Firms: 

• Meteoric TacticaJ Solutions 

\ 
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Informational Interview with Private Security Contractor 
To gain an industry perspective on the current PSC situation 
Face to Face 
GAO HQ, Washington, DC 
July 28, 2004 

As1:;istant Director, DCM 
Carole Coffey, Analyst in Charge, DCM 
Glenn Furbish, Senior Analyst, DCM 
Kate Walker, Analyst, DCM 
Ry.an Ona, Intern, DCM 
John K. Needham, Assistant Director, ASM 
Christina Cromley, Senior Analyst, ASM 
Bill McPhail, Senior Analyst, ASM 
Gary Delaney, Senior Analyst, ASM 
William Petrick, Junior Analyst, ASM 
Lara Laufer, Senior Analyst, ASM 
Judy McCloskey, Senior Analyst, IAT 

. met with us to discuss their company's 
current situation ill ..' founded ; '4 i i#¥@ir' 

years ago. The company originallj. I.departments on its 6,000-acre private basntl 
las since'expanded its business model and now 

training, security consulting, aviation, and canine services. In the past two 
has trained over 60,000 sailors at various places around the United States. 
moderate-:high to high-risk tactical solution provider. It has a robust armory; weapons storage and 
arrununition supply built to military specifications. The compan to use 
weapons and vehicles. The company has invested $ I5-20M in 
• jJJirains 300-400 people every day, including federal, state, military, and security 
'= ! 111 currently working under a Blanket Purchase Agreement in Iraq. 
'lin b \.,.J.Q"".:>JLU<:;;U contracts in Iraq. Most 0: contracts are with the USG. 

_ does not utilize subcontractors. 

: .... IfI"'TIPloys 200 people and has about 1,000 independent contracts with about 450 in 
actu8Jrotation. IJWb¥i:e trains its employees according to its own physical standards and also 
conducts extensive clinical psychological testing to ensure that they have the "right man for the 
job." hires its employees on a trial basis, placing them on a rotation to see if they work 
out. es not renew contracts with employees who do not meet expectations in the 
field. 30% of employees are lost to such attrition. 

'_W~1l!m.~orts that whildR~:~alaries are lov-rer than other PSCs, the company 81130 

offers stronger employee beneffts. _i~~~'1rq;focuses on building hum.:m capital and retaining 
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<£ t &jl.. ~o~~ employees. intends to stay in the market for the long run and prefers not to be a 
If&) "flash in the pan". has five tiers of employees. .. 

. ~. ensure that its 

\ 
Ii 

Ii 
j! 
'/ 
Ii 
{ 

/: 
ji 

~ 
i 
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Ii 

\ 
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limits the amount of time that employees are out in' the field. 

There are currently 32 task orders under the Security Service to Iraq (SS1). Seven companies have 
been issued these 32 tasks. Originally:. 4 r had ten tasks; they now have seven contracts as 
some have been consolidated. DOS funds: ... ltracts.! 3£ also provided 
security detail for md currently 

security. uso has classified con in 
other countries including Afghanistan. a . contracts for USAID and subcontracts for the 
Army Corps of Engineers. Since entering Iraq as lost 9 employees and has filed 7 
injury claims with the DBA. 

'2 .~ finbdS that thfethUSG in IraqtiS in
f 
thin~sarray. He contendsli~hat ththerethar~ minimal to no 

convoys m aq ecause 0 e poor star.e 0 gs. e eve at e .l.orces are 
currently running without the security that is necessary and finds that USG is seeking contracts for 
convoy trailers that are too small to afford the appropriate security coverage. For example, the 
USG wants to move 11-16 tons of trucks from Jordan to Iraq for $5M. believes this 
sum is too small to be realistic. 

I Un fmds that PSC are severely restricted by USG regulations. He feels that the Defense 
Federal Acquisition Regulation or DFARs and ITAR have put PSCs at a definite disadvantage; 
PSCSM .. fu,;mable_to..get the weapons they need. for ~xample, the regulations restrict the ability of 
PS~ to ~ort boQy_auuo...r...int.{tlrag,.:without DOS approval. -DO-S, in fa.:.ct, has a long list of defense 
~ (incluQing~9Y armQ!2 which PSCs cannot import into Irag without apprOVaL'The --.... ---~" 
aQQroval Qrocess is rather leIlgthy and this pas forced. either get their V\.:"~Qp.s on 
the world m§lIket or on the ~treet corner in Iraq. ------.. ------- -------= 

Air transportation and regulation is also a major issue in Iraq for PSC. SFAR 77 gave the FAA the 
ability to restrict American flights into Iraq. As a result of this regulation, :eSCkru::e..r.esQrtingJ;.Q 

" flying.J.s>rdAirJ wl:!khJill..ds-up...beiug-mQ.r..e...expensLv.e.lLo_thiQr PSC and for the USQ-especially 
given that many USG contracts are cost plus. ~appens to have an aircraft in Iraq for 
Negroponte, but they cannot use the aircraft for alternative uses. 

f~els th....at ESCs are "at the bottom of the bar.!..~." They don't have mili~ aU'tE.?rity 
and are heavily regula~d. .., ; ;.$ thinks that the restrictions wou..kLb_e...:fuJ.~if PSCs were . 
~e_<i.Qy the miliIDrY-. .' ;a ptes numerous examples in which they ?§ked for help, but 
y..s...G didn't come to their aid. Instead, ~l!!e Ie!! ~~th<2~!..~li~_aicLap...Q!;·~~.lJ.Q.t9JJoW~gJQ .... 
defend themselves~) '-. ,_,--J-.. ---~---.~.--- ..... --::!""" 

- ... -"-~" ... -"".~.- .. ,-
Communication is also an issue in Iraq. -~ reports that .. i.4)igQ.:~Q~~!!n~~_~~~~~~xists 
between PSCs, but needs to be more struCtured. He would also like to see someone at DOS to 
champion communication with foreign ministry and advocate for PSCs. Key among his concems 
with the nevV' Iraqi mirlistry has been ME;mQ.r~l.r).durn 17~ Memorandum 17 waB unexpected by PSCs. 
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PSGs were not referenced in writing Memorandum 17 a.nrl Ii 'AlJbelieves that the 
memorandum lacks an understanding of the PSG paradigm. PSGs have asked for the ability to be 
included in the process. ~y''pJ?Cs ,£onfer that regulation is a good thing, but they-also beliey~ 
that tt sho!Jld..he_infQ.r:m~d. A gro11t PS<;:;s have corroborated and written a letter to DOS 
requesting USG intervention. 'II lJlIJI!t.hinks that DOr is looking at pushing back the 
implementation of Memorandum 17 as DOr is cUrrently too understaffed to bear the full 
responsibility of administering the Memo. also concerned about the amount of 
authority given to DOr in Iraq, a system that has yet to be tested. Memorandum 17 places bond 
prices to the DOl's discretion-something PSCs fear that the MOL will abuse. ,In additiQn, under 
~o.r.andum-t7~_ar:.e-D.QlQIl~er.granted immunitt~nd subj~J; to local· law. PSG are afraid 
that the Iraqi government will tax away profits and make their businesses unsustainable. Slow, 
laborious processes to get license permits from both MOT and MOr will also make matters more 
difficult for PSGs. PSCs wor.ry..Jh..~hile Memorandum 17 was created to regulate PSGs, it v1!l ~ 

lact worsen the PSCs' situation,~ it will place them under the rule of a messy gove~~~~_~.:. 

~ indicated that he believes that the USG contracting system can be improved. 
Currently, there exists a huge chasm between the technical and contracting divisions. Contractors 
don't have the technical experience necessary to carefully analyze proposals and invoices . • 
U'iljeves that dubious contractors are bilking the USG." 2 also thinks that the 
comp]1aD.C¥-Qf.GQRtr-aets-sru:m1d-b,~examined. culates that a lot of contractors 

aren't compliant. He says that, ::~~~~~co~m~e~s~b~a~c~k~t~O~~~~~~~~T.;:~~~~~~~!~~L 
becauseitcostslessi"~~~;~~d~~h~yh~h~;U~~~hb~~~iiii<~~~,,:~,~~~,~v _"':>nr)rt~>rl that he has little faith in thE 1 ontract -
do not have the technical expertise and manpower to properly manage the project. 

From 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
5 

• 
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To learn more about CPA regulation of PSC 
Face to face 
Pentagon 
August 10, 2004 

mn 
Steve Sternlieb, Director, DCM, GAO 
Carole Coffey, AIC, DCM, GAO 
Kate Walker, Analyst, GAO 

• s' in... et vvith us to discuss their knowledge of CPA provisions for private 
security contractors (PSCs), m larks for the, iTn,. .. ,PCO), 
formerly knovm as the Project Management Office (PMO), The PCO is a Department of the Anuy 
that serves as an operations intelligence center for military based in Iraq, The PCO is responsible 
for executing the $l.4B Iraqi reconstruction fund, Prior to working for the PCC q was in 
the intelligence community for a number of years and later moved into the private sector working 
in international corporate fi...'1ance accountinP'.n .-or the past fourteen months, he has been 

7? working on Iraq issues, He is currently the : r _ '. :PCO. . .... Nrote 
the _*. U@ iii " '. He worked with - .__ ; i CPA 
employee that attempted to address PSC issues in Iraq, on this letter. 

au a:... ; no longer on the CPA staff or working for the PCO. She explained that she was 
not a contracting officer; rather she was a ' .... 'ocusing specifically on timelines. 

forked fo: • . ,.fore coming to the CPA. When she left the CPA, she went to work 
for the lumy. 

Tracking PSCs in Iraq 
S7"fF"Sb3ted that the list of companies providing plivate security in Iraq in the response letter 

from the CPA to Congressman Skelton was a guess because there is no database that holds PSC 
information in Iraq. The companies listed where drawn frolF 24' experience vvith 
contractors in Iraq. ' thinks that the State Department (DOS) might have some records, 
but believes their information to be very limited. In addition, he finds the embassy headcounts of 
PSC personnel to be inefficient because many PSC personnel only in the country for a short time 
fail to report their presence. "'so believes that Army counts on PSCs are inaccurate. 
Many companies get into Iraq whichever way they can and then register later. £ w:;)lds that 
it would be difficult to report on the number of PSC in Iraq because no one source holds the entire 
universe of contractors in the CENTCOM AOR. In addition, of the data that could be collected, we 
still wouldn't know what kind of error existed in the data and could not separate security 
contractors from other contractors. 
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Unti,J, ~ assumed his position in Iraq, ii1ll¥§& stated that there vvasn't anyone dealing with 
PSC issues or tracking their presence in Iraq. No regulations existed which required PSC to meet 
with him or coordinate with the CPA. Essentially, Il 'as at the mercy of the PSCs and 
could only meet vvith those companies that volunteered to meet with him. By default~ "-
became the hub of information for PSC. From "'Ilia. erspective, PSCs were not a part of 
CJTF7's purview; PSCs were shut out. ' liYas the first to implement registration for PSCs 
and their weapons; he issued weapons cards in accordance with CPA Order 3. Under 'I lit. 

command, PSCs also had to register with the PMO or sector PMO (the PMO is now the PCO per 
• PSC did not have to register information on home countly nationals (HCN). 

To help bridge the information gap that PSC faced, :Tanged an informal weekly social 
event at the Palace for PSCs to gather and share any intelligence they had gathered, • 
also utilized email newsletters to update and inform participating PSCs of any intelligence he 
received from either other PSCs or his contacts in the military. Any intelligence that he received 
was not attributed to its contributor. Since , • taken on the onus of 
information sharing for PSC ... --.. tdicated that some PSCs garnered information informally 
through their contacts in the military. Official contacts in the military for PSCs, however, were few 
and far between. In addition to pre'Vious anc' , .... ; current efforts, tli . 

• .. is running a fusi~ center for PSCs. The PCO also recently awarded a 
contract t< _ ereate and implement a defense communication system for sharing 
operational and intelligence information between the military and PSCs. ~ports that, as it 
stands now, the military does not know what is happening on the ground vvith regard to the 
movement of PSCs. 

Memorandum 17 
Memorandum 17 was created by r , a member of the MOl staff in order to address the 
lack of licensing or registration required fo:t,rivate security contractors. Memorandum 17 also 
addressed concerns that h'1surgents might use PSCs as a cover that would allow them to commit 
subversive acts. ? .esigned Memorandum 17 to include a number of hurdles that he 
believed legitimate PSCs could overcome easily. Under Memorandum 17, PSC are required to 1) 
submit information to sector PMOs, 2) obtain a business license from the MOT and 3) get an 
operating license from the MOr. Memorandum 17 also increases the training requirement for PSC 
personnel. J!6 r .;ports that these standards will be tougher for midr and lowerrtier companies 
to obtain. Upper-tier companies should have no problems meeting these requirements. The point 
of the~ hurdles was not to overly burden PSCs, but rather to keep out illegitimate PSC. While Mr. 
--"X~,bowledges that Memorandum 17's requirements are slightly burdensome, he does not 
think that they are overly stringent. Rather, he believes the regulations reflect the typical type of 
hurdles that companies face in 3rd world countries, given his background in international business. 
Memorandum 17 was also created to better address the fact that Iraq is becoming an individual 
nation and serves as a baseline for Iraq. Memorandum 17 also gives PSC personnel immunity while 
they are on duty in Iraq. If they are off-duty and commit a crime, however, they will be held liable 
to Iraqi law. In conjunction with Memorandum 17, a guidebook for PSC has been put together, but 
has not yet been released. IT sure that MOIIMOT is at the point to address Memorandum 
17 now, but said that ~ ?FED. _lId know better.- .,....ks that they probably do not 
have the capability. 
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In the past, conununication has been a definite problem for PSCs • era 'eports that a more 
robust system for dedicating frequencies is now in place, making it easier for PSC to get their own 
frequency band. --. cported that PSCs have contact information for military officials and 
that the military is accessible via telephone and cellular modes, 4 d not, however, know 
how often and under what circumstances PSCs call and request military aid. 

Wh'J ",r Military Provides 
found that the military helped PSCs to the extent to which they could afford. He also 

believes that the military would be more inclined to help higher profile contracts. The general 
sentiment among military officials is that most contractors have the' ecurity or 
subcontracted for security, so military aid was not necessary. . surnes that mili:@,r"y 
approaches to PSCs ality driven. Convoy security an d from the military was 
ew and far between. ~aid that more experienced PSCs will sometimes put convoys 

together with other PSC. ~so reported that PSCs that met with him were coming up with 
their own escape plans because DOS was wrapped up in itself. He suggested that we talk to people 
on the ground in Iraq to get a clearer picture of how the military operates with PSCs. 

CPA Usage of PSC 
The CPA used contract security extensively at its 8-10 compounds around Iraq. A:s the CPA facility 
is going away, the organization no longer needs PSC contracts. All but four former contractors 
with the CPA have lost their jobs; DOS overtook the contracts of those that are still employed. 

Incident Reporting 
When PSCs come under attack, they can file situation reports (sitreps) on the SrPRnet. These 
reports typically cover rocket attacks, mortar rounds, convoy attacks, etc. These sitreps are not 
comprehensive, however, as ;lieves there to be a large degree of underreporting. 

}ntract 
There are a lot of concerns among PSCs about the leadership of the4' •• '!I*iWtiWtd their background. 
___ IILM·recalls thl • d a strong proposal. 
(Analyst note: We requesteM' a copy of the contract frorr? Rili 

i-W 19gested that we contact: 
o 
o 
o 

Page 3 
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Contact Method 
Contact Place 
Contact Date 
Participants 

Q 

ComnlentslRemarks: 

with the military 
Face-to-face. 

• 
August 11, 2004 

z 

.. 

Carole Coffee, GAO 
Dave Grover, GAO 
William McPhail, GAO 
Steve Sternlieb, GAO 
Kate Walker, GAO 

"lir 

± 

.. 

~ _5 a military contractor that provides e? _ ,:he US Anny under thE Ina .... l1d 
.... contracts. Under this contract, t!:!.e Anny is supposed to provide --e.c'O$~eCl1ri~ecti~ 

In addition to this protection, ~subcontracts for secllrity with the • _ . a private 
security firm based out Of 1''1. In this meeting, a number of G 'mcials spoke with us about 
the current situation in Iraq, their experiences with the US military and the subcontractor 
relationships. 1 & . ~'u F,'tIid most of the talking. tlS-. 

6. e 1m R 
t + m ..... t ! r=;.major contributors • tilized a PowerPoint 

presentation to review the questions that we had sent to them in advance. (Analyst Note: 
Presentation included in Interview Notes.) 

___ resence in Theatre 
4IIIII .. iliildlljlf$rently has $p r:7P (sonnel in theatre.., 7 ,.rutates its employees in and out of field on 
yearlong rotations. Some people choose to stay the whole rotation. 

,,: -~~'Rq.~ 

4f¥U "I # 

(e) % 
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Regional security managers handle sectors of Iraq. The security manager manages main camps 
and sites in Kuwait, Iraq, etc. £ ,. is tr _I 7¢ n 1n Iraq. "Iii .... 

_ .USZ!I to the military officials almost hOUrly. Security coordinators are typically US 
expatriates with security clearances that work at Anl1Y camps. While their roles and 
responsibilities Valy with their location, their primary job is to serve as the senior liaison with the 
US military al1d make sure that force protection measures are in place. Security technicians write 
reports and conduct analysis of security situations. 

•••• ..,..8 a regional office in,_.-r at thf q which is protected by US military parameter 
defense troops. .. • ('ks out of the L -office. ~ 
subcontracts with thE " WI secUlity protection. 

Military Force Protection: Who is responsible? 
The military provides protection for .& •• itractors. This protection is delegated to coalition 
forces in the sector closest t&the contractors. Currently, coalition forces provide limited 
perimeter protection. otes that coalition forces lack of quick response teams and that some 
coalition sectors could be stronger."" :zd5 that they are not receiving the amoUl1t of force 
protection #(;ontractually entitled to in coalition sectors. The military also provides 
protection for first tier subcontractors located on Army bases, and sometimes will also provide 
protection for second and third tier contractors if they are located on an Army base. 

What level of protection is provided? 
Under the provisions of thlllu .. ~ontract, the US military is required to provide its 
contractors vvith the same level of protection as that provided to the military troops. Th~le el of 
protection is decided cooperatively based on 1 .'dorms vulnerability assessments. KBR ad 
concerns, their first response would be to talk tcp j 4 ij Aey wouldn't go direct y to 
the military. If that attempt elicited no response, _ Q +il then go to the pca in writing. 

On Army camps, 151 tier subcontractors working witt '@'"entitled to the same level of 
protection granted to "low first tier subcontractorsJd 'las unsure about the level 
protection provided to contractors by the military. He assumes that if the subcontractor were on 
the base, then they would get the same level of service as first tier subcontractors. But, most 
second and third tier subcontractors typically do not live dJl • imps/sites. 

In generar," ~eceived good cooperation and support from the U.S. military. Wh#'rtr;:; 
have been some minor incident.' 7 $ unaware of any major situations in whic <;n't 
received good support from the military. IIW n<i.. iPhave a very "symbiotic 
relationship" with the military as most of its employees were former military officials. 

_----.:-==7:-.... :. ~~~~s~; -: .33 

d a 
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t :. • 
Military Force Protection: Convoys 
The US military is responsible for establishing security requirements and coordinating details for 
contractor convoys FTl'-ks "hand and glove" with their military counterparts to help assess 
whether convoy standards meet adequate protection levels. I:1 :>n't satisfied with the level of 
security offered by the military.. ; to contact their prime security manger. The manager can 
then talk to the commander. The military is also responsible for coordinating dedicated detail for 
convoy travels from point A to point B. '8 has a dedicated team for convoy/personnel 
movements that coordinates with the military,. ,. I1ployees and subcontractors. 

1 .. ,"-

§@lieve that convoy details are dedicated to specific regions, resulting in 
convoy handoffs at checkpoints between sectors. Military requirements for convoys are written 
into Fragmentary Orders (FRAG Orders). Specific force protection requirements are based on the 
size of the convoy. (Analyst note: See page 7 of the 4IIIIIMa orce Discussions PowerPoint 
presentation. ) 

is heard about situations in which the ratio for convoy securit-y was not 
sufficient. ! 2 • acquiesced to this statement, saying that he was not sure if the Army's status 
quo requirements provide enough protection to securely cross convoys. He said that J. _ 
would better be able to answer that question. .. tated that in the early days there could be 
as many as 1,000 trucks backed up awaiting security details . 

• Because convoy transportation is so insecure, LS an air shuttle run that goes to five 
locations in Iraq. !WSo noted that there is a problem with "free wheelers" in Iraq. "Free 
wheelers" are contractors that don't wantto wait for US Anny protection for their convoys. ti • 

:$ 

One of the most dangerous roads to travel in Iraq right now is the 131an road from Biop to the 
Green Zone. This is a military supply route/army supply route (MSRlASR) that needs to be 
protected. The MSRlASR is not secure right now. 4d that even in secure places there is 
still rock throwing, etc., that is thwarting progress. provided the following anecdote to 
illustrate his point. He spoke with a victim of the 9 April 2004 convoy attack that it was the 5th 

convoy that he had been in that had been attacked .. - b !ported that the convoy experience 
is different in different parts of Iraq. The South is unlike the West, East, or North. 

The PMO keeps a tally of convoy attacks. --Iocperational center IT m r hfeps tabs on 
attacks on contracts for'- - H 

Multinational Coalition Force Protection: Convoys 
The general e)...rpectation among the multinational coalition forces is that ...... ijjld fend for 
themselves; _P_S_C_s_~e the lmvest priority for coalition scrvic!(s. Convoy movements have to be 

Page 3 
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t 1 scheduled. Unscheduled/non-regular convoy protection is neaxly non-e}Ustent. The company will 
\- ' not move unless they are secure.! is ,;ed that if their inability to move impedes their ability to 

r 
fulfill the contract they would bring it up vlith their contracting officer. e ~ "thinks that the 
convoy protection is under charter of .. Vhile ail eves that there are areas in convoy 
protection that could be stronger, they have not yet reached the threshold where they can say they I are not getting adequate protection and need to subcontract for security. 

, 
! 
I 

i 
! 
I 
~ 
i 
~ 

Weapons: 
It is against] J. F and n lvisions for gjployees to hold guns; ~!I!!I!JI~ 
employees are not shooters. If anyone IS found with a gun, he/she is fired immediately. 
Subcontractors protecting: ch as the ., )wever, can have weapons if they are 
required in the scope of work (SOW) for the sUbcontrac4r. 

Sub<i.S.Dtractors have run into a number of problems acquiring w:~~ons. . . ~ 
. ~ ___ .... . )ntract reported that, It IS very dIfficult 1:& get weapons; 

availability is everything." The requirements are based on cost importation and custom issues 
include: 

o 7.62 mrn for rifles 
o Minimum 9 mm for side arms 
o Some AK47/45 and MP5 can be allowed depending on subcontractor location 

.... "reported the mbcontracted had originally planned to import and lease their 
weapons on day rate, but UN embargo prohibits importation of weapons. illtimately, the~ .•••• "'DII 
_.----RI!!!lIl~~ontractor, ended up buying in country, forensically clean weapons and register 

them on government property books. 

--_1I12"m~vrmed us that a FRAGO had been issued defining which small arms/personal weapons 
could be used in Iraq. This FRAGO also required those operating or owning guns in Iraq to have 
weapons cards. (Analyst note: We have a copy of this FRAGO issued in September 2003 in our 
files.) 

Camp Protection 
• .aware of any contractors living outside military camps in Iraq. There is a concern .. 
that high-rise hotels are too dangerous, when but 500-600 people are cycling in at a time, f 

few choices other than housing them at a hotel. At complexes with a large number of people ---,! ilftIIt 

can hire PSC, but they have to be unarmed. There is no security at such hotels other than unarmed 
military. Recently, .., been warned about the security situation in Kuwait. There is some 
intelligence that the local insurgents were specifically stliking contractors. 

Records of Activity: Military Reporting 
FRAG orders are distributed by and to all military. 

Records of Activity: Daily Reports 
lewtIMsmAI .'lI!jjiiMl.tmadaily report about all personnel at each o."! ~ .. 

its subcontractors' work locations by pay rate. He also has a roster of all personnel present for 
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duty and their registered weapons. Acti\.rities are well recorded. The most common incidents vary 
depending on your location. 

o North: rockets, improvised explosive devices (IEDs), mortars. 
o Baghdad: Everything, vehicle borne IEDs, rEDs, kidnappings, small arms fire (Sf..F) , 

rockets, mortars, attacks on camps, convoys, aircraft 
o South: Occasional mortar attacks, hijackings, theft, vandalism 

Records of Activity: Operations Reports 
Operations reports have evolved over time and give security managers insight into what types of 
issues different bases are facilJi. They are provided and maintained in the security managers' 
offices in Iraq. Th&2 ubmits operations reports as well. Thel!!i • .s also 
absolutely required to provide an after-accident and incident reports fiIIliii' 2 Bjiiiii!fb. ;gested that the 
new Project Manager would be the best person to talk regarding operations reports. The only 
reports seen in Houston office are serious reports that have to be given to the client. Serious 
reports involve the destruction of government property, USG embarrassment, or death/injury of 
contractor personnel. Serious incident and operations reports also go to the PCO. ~ . __ not 
contractually required to report security concerns to the PCO. F :IS lost 42 .... [Jeople 
(including subcontractors) to date in theatr.e. Anytime a service person in injured or ldlled, .... 
reports to the PCO . .-as ioes notknow l however, what the PCO does with that information. 
''1 i'ports bo.... ·nd subcontractor information to the PCO. ~ Jeneral sentiment is that 
nobody has a grip on the contractors' facilities, etc. because PSCs are not required by contract to 
report anything. (Analyst note: suggested tha b _ lOuld be the best person 
to ask kg r ports to the client if w.yone dies.) 

Intelligence Sharing: Among PSCs 
Currently, there are no contractual requirements that PSC communicate with each other, but 
intelligence sharing between all major companies is occurring. Note, however, that those 
companies perceived as "fly-by-night types" by major companies are not included in this 
communication. 

Emergency Action Plans: 
Ala R ocations have an emergency action plan. ,., reports, however, that many military 
units have not created a coordinated emergency action plan with their contractors. 

C CONTRACT 
Force Protection 
The origina:? &!ld PCO Oil Contract required that the Services Theater Command provide· mu 
with force protection "commensurate with that given to Service/Agency civilians." As this force 
has been found insufficient, wt 4:ontract now has a hybrid of military security augmented by 
private security subcontractors. .... ~rivate security supplements the guard force in camps, 
provides escort security to move to work sites, and temporary perimeters at worksites. r 
supplemental security protects itself, its subcontractors, and DOD civilians. Coalition Forces still, 
however, provide a secure perimeter for the areas where 4111111iiit..ts subcontractors, and DOD 

• personnel sleep. ThE" a.... p came aboard the II! i ho mtract _ !!MW;iiISl@IiIl!i!i!~ 
"P' $!vides security for pipelines' MIl. :; unaware of any subcontractors fe,.. .. {"oviding 
private security for oil. 
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'

I Title Interview with "'ilI!I. ;;:8 .::;-;=-;::: .. ~--:;c': ~~ -'';=.;'' #::;;;;",!;S]-~~. '¢:2·frii':El··i1:l1i$#i#~.II!! ... _!Il!I4!!111'''' 
·1 

Purpose To learn about LW:: ~ •• IJ!II!I"III&IIIII-"' __ ". ___ • 
Contact Method Face-to-face .. -.... 

Contact Place 
Contact Date 
Participants . 

ConunentslRemarks: 

the 
contract. 

August 12, 2004 

a .-.A .. -.. ,~-. ~ ........ _"' ...... _ ..... 

Steve Sternlieb, Assistant Director, liAU 
Carole Coffey, Analyst-in-charge, GAO 
Dave Grover, Senior Analyst, GAO 
William McPhail, Senior Analyst, GAO 
Kate Walker, Analyst, GAO 

••• ~"i.iI charge of Lh upport office for thl 

Th, Office supports all overseas operations. Currently, -«as work in six 
countlies: Uzbekista..l1, Djibouti, Georgia, Afghanistan, KU'wait, and Iraq. '1£0. ;. . human 
resource (RR) ernployees recruit and process employee applications. Processing new employees 
takes 8-10 days and HR processes about 500-600 employees'every week 'S ... required by 
contract to perfoml background check on all of its employees. These background checks are 
outsourced to a corporate security office. "lJUVi":quires that employees pass provide updated 
medical physicals, passports, and training requirements. 

PROJECT CONTROLS 
.iierploys a number of resources to ensure that its projects ~re properly managed. In 
i- 'as a robust procurement office, a twenty-four hour operatIOns center, a contract 
, administration, and accounting and' finance staff all dedicated to project management. 

CONVOY MOVEMENT 
Botl:. i~ployees and supplies are transported in convoys. .As of 19 July 2004, aL~onvoys 
are required to have: 

1. One military platform (humvee, etc.) for every five~~es 
2. No more than 15 ~per convoy in order to keep the convoy short (The convoy 

standard used to be 25 ~icles.) ,,-
3. A military shooter on every third vehicle 
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__ l1li_.. ! has provided us with a copy of these convoy requirements. When crossing sector 
lines, force protection changes for supply and employee convoys; mail convoys have dedicated 
escorts and do not change between sectors. Army escorts can be the militarY Dolice (MP), troops, 
combat arms, combat support (CS), or combat service support (CSS) units. • r reports 
tha'i mvers occasionally complain that they do not have combat arms escortingileir 
convoys. But, he believes that this is justa grip and that CS and CSS units have provided sufficient 
force protection to date. 

__ t:!t;shad to occasionally leave a vehicle behind if it is not usable. ' These vehicles are typically 
burned so that insurgentS cannot use them. If a vehicle is burned while in protected convoy 
transport. ~an submit claims for reimbursement to the PCO, .. il!i!iiiMiust also submit a loss, 
damaged, or destroyed (LDD) report to the PCO, but it must be approved by to be govemment 
property . 

. _~& transportation operations center at every location they have in theatre. ~Tehicles are 
required to inform these transportation operations centers of their movement. Most. 'Nstes 
have QualCom satellite systems that allow them to communicate with theatre transportation 
operation centers. r lehicles also carry satellite phones. ~nvoys follow Army command. 

_--------_-_________ Iftheatre. 4;J£JJiiIT d coordinates convoy 
movements with the commander in Kuwait and Anaconda ill Iraq. He also works wi.t~ ~", 1.f0' _ ••• -~(l Baghdad to coordinate movement. (--9 j ; 

". / 

11-.1111.&=' iil!l:&_~j;i'iTould like to seflllill!!!_II_iil'imove away from ground transportation to air transportation. 

CHAIN,OF COMMAND 
_. __ -«IPfu' lds that there is no "security chain of command" in Iraq; program managers are the 
chain of command." ftf' is the ~ , !I! , " 

Middle East and Asia. 'I' p ,; is the - • ¥ IlIihiWiilMi\iiliiiiiWi@\MiWiii!r;. 1.e is located at 
th· !IE; - n Baghdad. ttfMllilii'. has provided us with a matrix of the chain of conunand 
fc i - -- ';;;l addition to the lack of a secUlity chain of command, also believes 
that technical stove piping is also a problem. 

FORCE PROTECTION AND SECURITY 
Under 2 ;, t jli le Anny is contractually required to provide force protection f~ To date, 

,m ... not had to supplement the security that the Army or Rangers provide vvith private secUlity 

#f r 
',' 

guards. Several months prior to the interviev ':'4 "'4\templated getting more protectiGi\D - - "-
• __ -l!iri!lfiaS concemed that the force was getting smaller and would not have sufficient resources 
to provid ... !Nlaraedequate protection. Ultimatel~ iecided against it because it was cost 
prohibitiv~ addition, the govemment would have to indemnify it, further complicating matters. 

INTERNAL REPORTING 
Tne government requires tha'~ovide them with after-incident reports, daily SITREP reports 
(including persormel status), the death of an employee, etc, ... ~~vided us 'with copies 
of some of the after-incident reports. Nearly five to ten after-incident re1?orts are written daily. 
These reports go to the ACO and the PCO. Convoy incident reports initiated from theatre 
transportation are immediately sent to ~'2"'f'i'W##l!i!'M¥@¥iijm.dad where they are 
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dispersed. The convoy commander writes a more detailed report aL-"ter the conclusion of the 
convoy. Reports about mortar incidents are reported to an element on the camp. 

SUGGESTIONS 
Overall ~'. ~lieves thai ~ a good relationship with the military. He believes that. 
the reserves and national units do a goodjob and does not think that the soldiers leave anything to 
want ~" did suggest that the military acquire better technology to detect improvised 
explosive devices (rEDs). He did say, however, thMlli' "vesting in its own hard vehicles, 
ballistic blankets, helmets, and vests. 

n ... __ 'JI 
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To learn about CPO's role in managing PSCs in Iraq 
Face-to-face 
Pentagon 
August 27, 2004 

1J·ltl~ } 
Dave Grover, ASM, GAO 
Tim Wilson, ASM, GAO 
Carole Coffee, DCM, GAO 
Kate Walker, DCM, GAO I 

I CommentslRemarks: I 
i 
i 
1 

We met with - and "W;&&. l to discuss the role ofPCO in organizing and coordinating 
contractors in Iraq. !!!lIJ works for th@."andislocatedatthePentagon .. ".---.. -

.. II - -U has recently returned from Iraq where he dealt 
directIywith private security contractors. 

CONTRACTOR TRACKING IN IRAQ 
According to ... the PCO does not have any information on subcontracts nor do they have 
anyone collecting information on subcontracts. abelieves that part of the problem is that 
the PCO does not have enough contracting officers to perform all of the necessary administrative 
tasks. With regard to conununication with private security contractors (PSCs) in Iraq, •• __ .. -
was only aware of an infom1al weekly meeting lead by ERMO advisors and hosted by the PCO. 
The PCO would occasionally bring in Iraqi officials to address the PSCs at these meetings. 

a raid that the only way to collect information on PSC entering Iraq would be to track them 
as they deployed through Kuwait. In theory, these contractors are supposed to register with the 
MOr as they enter the country, but in reality they tarely do. The USG only has cognizance of those 
contractors deploying through Kuwait of Ft. Belvedere. In order to pass through Ft. Belvedere or 
any official USG deployment center, contractors must have a common access card (CAC). CAC 
cards are given to civilians, military, and contractors. Thus, if contractors pass through a USG 
deployment center, they would have to apply for CAC cards and from this information the military 
could glean a list of contractors in Iraq. This list would not be comprehensive, however. 

The following part of the write-up covers our discussion was with _ s r 

a o 
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2 I ( 2. Site security-provided by a number of different sources including: private 
~ l.l.ol' dsecurity contractors (such as & .. home country nationals (HCNs)/Iraqi 
• F i people, third country nationals (TCN), and the military 
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.v. i)~c... ~ Military security-overarching security services? 
.... 1 ~ \ . ~ersonal security-private security detail (PSD) contracted by private security 

YDJ companies for either contractors, DOS and other government agencies 

CONT~T}jN IRAQ 
aware of several contracts in Iraq. 
o Currently there are nine primes working for the PCO. The PCG provides these 

primes with bodyguards, a living area, site and convoy security. The PCO does 
not, however, provide these primes with life support. 

o DOS has PSD through a contract with - . - 2 
o pca has PSD, site, and some convoy security through. --_ .. l addition: ~TI ___ 1III!iIIIo 

o 

o 

coordinating an operation center for the PCO. c stimates that BOOla of 
Z :mtract is for personal security while the remaining 20% is sglit with 10% 

on the operations center and 10% on site and convoy security. _ 3 operations 
center will only be responsible for collecting intelligence and movement logistics. 
They will not be responsible for making decisions regarding alternate routes or 
coordination with the military. Currently, only three people are working in the 
operations center. 
a In the RIO contract has the providing its security. '111 tz 

living quarters at Basra and from this base camp iTorks at sites within 100 
miles in southern Iraq. The escorts these sites. 
--_Palso gave us the most recent list of PSCs that he has from the PCO. 

STAGING SITES IN IRAQ 
Currently there are two s~ging sites for Iraq: Abu Gareb and Umkasar. Two sites will open later in 
Mosul and Assud. MNFI could not prOvide security for these sites so peo now contracts out for 
security of these sites. MNFI only does military work. Military have too much on their plate. 
Military have a different definition of security. QRF not good enough. The military doesn't know 
how to prioritize. --

MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS 
o The North does not have as much control as the south. 
o Sector PMOs only give project management support. For example, they help schedule, task 
orders, manage construction, and handle the logistics and finances of the contract. 
o While DOD Ov\TflS the contracts, the Army just oversees them. 
o __ .s unaware of any crimes being committed by contractors or any DOS policy 
letters dealing with contractors. 
o • reports that transportation into Iraq has proved difficult. They have had a hard 
time getting people overseas. 
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Record of Interview 
Title • $ terview and Site Visit 

Purpose 
Contact Method 
Contact Place 
Contact Date 
Participants 

CommentslRemarks: 

Founded ir -1!1,----1111~ 

To gain on-the-ground insight from PSCs 
Face-to-face 

August 30, 2004 

Kate Hudson, DeM, Analyst 
Carole Coffey, DCM, AlC 
Steve Stefnlleb, DCM, AD 

ag 

• 
-

US federal, state, and local government. 2 
containE" .. 

evideE 

Ii& 

&~======-L -==- tM n. •• r:::: :':::: ¥" P'Wt 

ultiple contracts with a number of US government agencies, including the 
DOD and DOS. These contracts expire in March 2004. 

____ D- currently at 90% working capacity and has employees in a number 04r0untries, 
including Iraq, Jordan, Israel, Afghanistan and seven US states. On any given day, ____ .', _~_ 
emplovs between 700 to 1 rsonnel with approximately 500 men workin ecificall for 

~unty onsulllilg. Whil, p1ploys mostly expatriate; .-- -
. a--country national from & -:or static site security. Even though their 

require it loes not use Iraqis for security. 
....-

Inly provides security in medium- to high-risk environments. Medium- to high-1. haijflcludes guarding..emhassies in Afghan.istan and Liberia. - ,'" a not 
perform "rent-a-cop stuff." .. __ . _ [ers cargo, personnel', and federal packages. 
They currently support e working on DOD contracts. 
ljadershiP is mostly former Special Operations officers, Chief Warrant officers, SNCOsINCOs. 

s been very successful the past several years and are now afforded the "luxUIY. - ... 
~ng 00" to potential jobs....-

Pa&!e 1 
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PRINCIPLE CUSTOMERS 

:-
::::-~biggest contract is under the blank purchase agreement (BPA) with the CPA. 

i le of seven companies providing services under the BP A and was awarde •• __ ." 
of the 18 task orders issued by the CPA. on the Othi ~k orders. DoD 
funds these task orders, but oversight' of the contracts is a DOS responsibility. & 

however, is unsure about the relationship betwep.n thp non ~nrl nos Por the 0 ders 
it has won, 1'iIII. ____ ---E;;;;;;;;:;;::;;===::;::::;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;--:;. 

_, _ The task orders are funded through 
November 30,2004. In addition to these contracts, q uso subcontracts. For 

.s a contract with te election board run under USAID. 
p,~fr;r! convoy security for __ part of a four deep subcontract in 

KuwaLlj s the prime contractor. ~"" ;saiJso has several contracts protecting 
USG Ame~officials and high visibility USG facilities (such as consulates). 

CURRENT SITUATION IN IRAQ . 
• . ports that the security situation in Iraq has gotten worse over the past year. The 
road to Baghdad is very unsafe and is seeing the same hits at the same sites every day. 
. . da.elieves that the USG needs to be more proactive and that the DOS in particular 

needs to Improve the infrastructur~. for dealing with PSCs.(. _ as~d int~ti6ns 
with the military to be tense and th.~ in eneral the mill does not under' a who th 

think we're COWboys. 
elieves that much of the tension exists beca t...he enlisted mili . -e enVIOUS of the PSCs 

freer ability to move around and . gher wages ... " - as had to supply their own guns, 
body armor, etc. 

TRANSFER OF POWER AND THE CHAIN OF COMMAND 
The transfer of power between the CPA and the DOS reallocated everything that fell under the 
CPA's purview to the CPA.' lieves that the transfer of power was poorly 
handled. For example, the chain of command betw -= P and MNF du'n thenandover 
wa:sri'eVer delineated and no guidelines were given regardin how the mili should respon 
ifPSC required help~ IS see Ig c anges in the handover from CPA to D S. 
They find Q9S to De more bureaucratic Bod less accessible_ For example. nas 
found that common access cards (CACs) are hard to get now that DOS in charge. 'tOS won't 
issue CACs to companies unless the company has been vetted, but since DOS hasn't defined 
what being "vetted" requires everything has been at a standstill. Not having a CAC card 
severely complicates the process for PSC. Without a CAC card, companies are treated like as 
if they were indigenous, making it more difficult to access weapons. Since the changeover, 

not seen any improvement. 

CLEARANCE PROCESS 
_~ __ .. ~notes a serious lack of cooperation among federal agencies with regard to security 

clearances. ~gencies will not res ect security clearances iven by different agencies. This 
poses anum er of problems for PSCs as many of their employees have security c e ances 
issued by different agencies, but are unable to utilize their cleared status because agencies 
refuse to recognize each other's clearances. )rts that there has been a 
Presidential Executive Order requiring agencies to cooperate, but agencies have not complied 

Pal!e2 
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'\ "With this order on the ground. It is very e~pensive for companies to get their employees 
private security clearances as clearances costs range from $20,000 to $80,000. Redundant 
clearances for multiple agencies are a drain upon company resources. 

:; also encountered inconsistency in the security clearance required by different 
agencies~ For example, while DSS tactical requires security clearances, the CPA does not. 

_________ ... P3D did not require security clearances and, thus, the group 
working fur ! _ ·uldn't gain access to DSS intelligence. In situations such as this, -"'."i1IIIP'; 1 that unclassified people would just tap into their informal network and find 
someone who did have a clearance who could get them the logistical information that he/she 
needed. 

3lso found that they encountered problems vetting home country nationals 
(HCN). 'l'here is no good apparatus available for performing HCN background checks 
because the Iraqi Police (IP) has no criminal information or records. 

LACK OF FORMAL CO:MMUNICATION AND CONTACTS WITH MILITARY 
mdicated that the there was no offis:ial cooperation or formal communication 

arran ements with the military, but t r'- unofficial coo eration. 1 report 
t at 3 4 'ovided some informal communication, but said that his role was not 
comprehensive e~h. • oun~d that the best way to commnnjcate with the mUitaIy 
was to utilize the~ormaJ..reJatiQnshiQJ . For exa..rnple, ld no formal means of 
requesting military hackup for some of eir operations. They would inst.ead talk to their 
personal liaisons at the company level, most typically the Army captain level and below. Level 
03' ,best eo 1e tha to eal with in the mili . LeveC-
03 and up were found to be unhelpful. ~\t ~ 

LACK OF MILITARY • 17-e.o- -
---"',~·.rr.bted the' Najaf e . erience as an exam Ie of the lack of military backup. 

(Analyst note: _ 
__ --~,quested aid from the US military on April 4, 2003 after they came under attac 0 

Iraqi insurger ." ~nt 14 hours withQut US militmY res~f!nS&; When - -
___ -Slid report, he was not happy to find out that c Zjbative had been leadini' 

the counterattack. - ~r l.$sued an after-action report delineating the event. (Analyst 
note: 

[so indicated that the Marines were res 
in FallujalP __ .. _._ _ ~lieves t at the Marines lmew that the 

to he 

__ . inks that much of the ctance 
on part to do with blame game." The mili~'doesn't want to help 
P~f it is not explicitly stated to be within their AOE heC8llse they do not want to carry th~ 

Page 3 
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bI, e oflosing one of their so' urincY battle. Different commanders have different 
a jitudes towards SCs. Some commanders are wilillig to cooperate and help PSCs outi.. R ~e.:rs think that PSCs Should taRe care of t1iemselves. 

(") . <Olso does not know the chain of cornman; to request US militaI:y aid. They don't 
kno'Y....who to contaCt and'ad not b2SrQ dedica:t;cr"go to person." Additionally, their co~ 

(

does not inaicate whom they should contact in case of an emergency situation. & %. 
does not believe that there is a formal MOA delineated in their contract regarding the 
responsibility of the military for providing support to PSCs in times of need. Due to the lack 
of formal protocols for requesting military aid .::; resorted to "worldng through 

I the back door." For example, if :;eds back up in a certain area or is taking a 
I convoy through a certain section of town and they want some additional back up j;hey will 

I ~tilize their "informal relationships" b~ suggesting to their former colleagues and connections 
in the military that the "mi h w s to_onduct a training issue" ill a certain of town :;. 
\v ere anning their 'mission. G r LS qw;td that they have to seek out 

\ 

informal ways of girting backup/help from the US military. els that they are 
basically on their own. They do not have any means of communication with the military; they 
do not have the frequencies or numbers of persons they should call in the military should they 

! need assistance or even to report an lED attack. 

I 
! 

I 

I 

PI , , 

Conversely rovides assistance to the military whenever necessary. ' ¢. 
provided us with a letter from Henry Ensher, CPA Governorate Coordinator in Iraq detailing 
the exception service the. . len provided. , CAn~yst note: we have a copy of this 
letter, but are missing the first page of the second letter '-." •. -- -- h' 

DIFFEREJiT RESPONSES- TO PSCs FROM ARMY AND MARINES 
: ' IS noted that the Arrny~.Matines have different responses to PSCs. 
_ :s found that the Marines are'fTt r tive and t hev foster aeounter-
insurgency mentality.? t.lso said that the arines are better about returnmg C 
phone calls and offering PSCs aiat ioes not - at co tion 
with the Mannes IS better than with the Army, but does hold that many of the differences 
bi!ween the two is more of a reflection of local commanders' attitudes . ..., 

MOVEMENT COORDINATION 
___ -lIrlliitlIiV"aa:ware of a movement control cell that serves both the . itary and private 

security contractors. as found that th onventional mindse f the eneral and 
st.aff fails to include PSCs into any movement calculat ons. Because of this mindset, 

! ,d other PSCs have suffered dislocations. Because they cannot rely on the 
military to haelp coordinate their movementWlth other convoys, - as an in-house 
team in the Green Zone that keeps track of mployee movement and any other 
mUVeW Of npvate security movement they can discern through their contacts or observation. 
: ~mployees call in via cell phone when they are movira , :S not 
understand why the military is not taldng advantage of the prototype technology available for 
tracldng movement in Iraq. For example, Thuria is a commercial tracking system that the 
military could implement to track convoy movement. At the urging of a number of USG 

n ... 
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1 agency personnel, submitted an unsolicited proposal to the DoD for a fusion cell. a • 
(Analyst note: we have copies of both submitted proposals.) 

Crisis action teams (CATs) handle U.S. Administrator of Iraq, L. Paul Bremer's movements. 
: • eported that the military was not coordinating these movements. The military 
provides at ~est limited support for CAT teams. 

CONVOY SECURITY 
Convoys are traveling precariously in Iraq. Currently, USG is only running convoy security on 
trucks. Many non-military convoys are moving unprotecte( 7 as heard th.~· ---���a1llililil.. 
is losing approximately $lWweek in convoys. The DOS just lost $1.1 million in Suburbans 
because they didn't have enough security on the OST convoy. a _ Jays that because 
convoy security is so risky, insurance for gear ill Iraq has skyrocketed. For example, 

• ___ ., m _lIrecently had to insure' $3,000 gear with $10,000. 

~_ .. _ .. 'es that the military has unrealistic expectations about the quantity and 
quality of security that is appropriate for safe movement. For example, the BPA allotted each 
task order $5M each year for convoy security. This contract would cover approximately 
14,000 trucks/month with an armed convoy.. • )onded to the RFP with $7lWmo 
proposal. After receiving several responses to their RFP that were significantly above the 
original $5M, the BPA realized that the original proposal was too small. 

INFORMATION AND INTELLIGENCE SHARING 
While _ _~'i:ts own internal incident reporting system, it is neither voluminous nor 
comprehensive. To date, ~ports that they have had 9 causalities resulting from 1 
car accident and 2 ambushes. These causalities were shipped to Dover, DE and any medical 
treatment given by the Army was free of charge. : t required to report these 
incidents to t..l-te Army. ilso has an internal intelligence gathering mechanism. 

_ .. ~~_.}i1as~not been asked to file reports with local commanders regarding any convoy 
atMcifs or mtemgence they have gathered. . 

~ently, i;here is a lack of intelligence sharing in Iraq. p.sCs do not b ave an official formal 
source of information from the military. Currently, there is no grand central database of IEDs 
or mortar attack on convoys. 'lhere IS no one in the military thai -- luld go to clear 
the road with if transporting officials. (Analyst note: c _a_--_____ .... 
.. _.III!I!III!I!--~-~'.:I111;--~~~?Qrted that there used to be a daily 0908 brief at the 
cpA, but believes that no one attends it anymore because the information provided was not 
any more than the PSCs could derive themselves. Part of the reason for the lack of 
intelligence sharing is that much of the informationlS"classified and not all PSC require that 
their men have security clearances. -

PSCs hav rin cr their own intelligence infonnall:> IJ 
... md that the OSCA used to issue dru y ne ngs t rough a secure website. These reports 
were inconsistent, however, and therefore unreliable. A company on the US west coast, SOC
SMG also used to pull together intelligence reports on Iraq. Similar to the OSCA reports, the 

I , 
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( f", SOC-SMG reports were not systematic and sent directly to PSCs worldng in Iraq. Several 
\ PSCs pooled their resources in an attempt to hire_ ... to represent the PSCs 
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inside the MOL PSCs hoped that in this position, :ould represent the 
interests of the PSCs to the MOl and would distribute situation reports to PSCs daily. Several 
companies, such as withdrew their support from this unit and 
the plan never came to fruition. 

WEAPONS 
Prior to Memorandum 17, the CPA did not require weapons to be licensed. Qp _ 
reported that while the CPA had intended to issue weapons cards, these cards were now 
"being used as post-it notes." CPA issued weapons cards "never came to be." 

Access to weapons in Iraq is limited. Private companies are having a hard time buying 
we'apons and have taken to buyirig many of their weapons overseas. While DOS purportedly 
requires export licenses to get guns into Iraq . reports that they never saw any 
limits as to what they could bring into Iraq. . id remark, however, that weapons 
fell into a gray area If they have the money, comparues can buy anything they need in Iraq. 

ked that Iraq had a free market for guns. They found Afghanistan to be the 
same way. Conversely,.. . id that they could not get the weapons that they wanted 
with the appropriate range. Under me provisions of their contract, .. ployees, 
providing security are not allowed to have offensive weapons. Likewise, in accordance with 
their contract, elicopters could arm door gunners, etc. with hand-held guns, but 
they were unable to have mounted weapons. 

n -also found that the process for requesting permission for body armor was 
laborious. While working on a DOS contract protection DOS officials,. 3 ~ ad to 
prepared seven duplicate request orders and then would wait approximately 8 (fays to 
receive the body armor. 

CRIMINAL LIABILITY 
Under Memorandum 17, there are repercussions for contractor actions. Wnks 
that Memorandum 17 is an incident waiting to happen, but notes that nothing has happened 
yet. Currently, n._ _ & ; little faith that the Iraqi Police (IP) has the c@ability of 
enforcing regulations, conducting investigations, o\prosecuting criminals. j a s 
not sent any employees home for misdemeanors. 1, however, sent less than ten 
employees home for performance related issues. 

IRAQI POLICE 
• a inds the Iraqi Police (IP) to be highly ineffective. IP are not yet doing typical law 

enforcement-such as criminal prosecution or investigations. Q L '!ports that before 
the Fallujah convoy incident, IP did not have a presence in Iraq. Q lds the IP to be 
insufficiently supplied; IP get four rounds per magazine. When worldng with the IP, 

them full rounds. ) believes that the IP are afraid of the 
and not confident in their work. The IP is largely ineffective, . , point 

of view. For example, ten days ago (approximatelv August 20,2004) there was an accident in 
which an Army vehicle collided with, ~hicle in the Green Zone. Two Americans 
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eLl were injured. When the Army l\1ilitary Police (MP) showed up, they refused to write up a 
report because they said that the accident was under purview of IP. The IP never came. 
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Ultimately, the M? showec how to write up a report to submit to the DBA. 
.. .. mfes that the Green Zone has "self-service accident investigation." Theoretically, 
the local Iraqi police are supposed to investigate and He polic~ department would deal VlTith 
the POS since there is no apparatus in Iraq to do investigation. The MP does, however, 
conduct investigations for causalities. does not know where these records are 
kept and have never heard about any follow-ups. 

PROBLEMS THAT .. "". DETECTS WITHIN THE MILITARY 
In our discussion Vlriti illter, several areas of concern regarding the military were 
raised. In particular, ., inds that the US military is overburdened Vlrit tactical 
operations centers mmunication centers, etc., and t a ere are too many electronic 
eash~. Frorr • ; perspective, the y IS resorting more resources on m ning 

its equipment rather than focusing on managing and training its meI' ieves that 
US Army reservists do not have the proper experiences and training to prepare them for 
combat in Iraq. dI _ also finds the military to be inexperienced and unequipped to 
handle the current situation in Iraq. 

~_ .. __ liil~so foncerned that the military is not being Qroactjve, For example, __ -_ ... 
observed • -. ng repeatedly bombed. The military responded by shooting in • 
retaliation . .A P9C UGf4:ng at the base figured out where the shots were coming from and 
suggested directly mortaring the perpetrators to the Army commander in charge. The 
commander said that proactive responses were not in their purview. believes that 
the Army isn't displaying enough "moral courage" and that Army officials aren't willing to risk 
lives to save lives. 1116 believes that officers are too afraid of the blame game to act 
proactively. • ~)rovided another example of the military not being proactive: 
-. unning out of supplies in Najaf and was trying to put together a operation via 

air or ground to get more ammunition. c approval fro' on • & ros 
authority. When the regional security officer (RSO) at the 'site found out abouv .. 
plans, he was displeased. The RSO perceivel __ .. s as an offensive rather than 
defensive action and, thus, not under the purview of a private security contractor. The RSO 
threatened Iraqi govenunent persecution if anyone died during the operation. In addition to 
these examples, _ • questioned why the Biop highway is repeatedly hit in the same 
places every day. He believes that a more proactive army would seek to prevent the attacks 
rather than react to their effects. 

•• ___ .. - .)0 finds the mjJjtary to O@ too slow They said that ccomplished 
more in Afghanistan during the first three weeks than after when the miliW'\;ommander flew 
in; finds the military to be inefficient. Only after the military commander arrived did things 
start to get backed up. 

CONCERNS REGARDING GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS 
m mMD very concerned the current government contracting process~_~~~"".1I: 
believes that cost-plus contracts incentivize waste because companies make a profit base!'8n 

\ how much the government spends. The more money a company charges, the more money 
) 
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r X / they make. All: contracts are finn-fixed price. With firm-fixed price contracts, 
"- . contractors take all of the risk. •. also found that they have had to float the 
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government money without interest for the first 90 days. Because they are bearing much of 
the risk of working for the government themselves and providing the government with good 
service, els that the current contracting process is unfair. Under the current 
system, prior performance doesn't count in procurement. Low cost is the deciding factor. A 
number of "one-off, inexperienced companies win bids" because they have low overhead and 
can give the USG a cheaper price. Cheaper prices, however, do not necessarily equate quality 
service. Because low cost is the winning denomination, 4:; found that in order to 
win a contract they must give the USG what they want rather than what the job truly requires. 
• 0 believes that the contracting process is faulty because there are no fines or 
follow-up toriontracts to assess whether or not the contractors are competent and compliant. .. . 

,links that ~ contract is an example of waste and the ill-constructed award process. 
The . contract is supposed to formalize tQg informal communications. that have been 
occurring and the military by I _ mtelligence. 
According to _ ] PSCs i!l Iraq and CENTCOM's AOR are to be included in this 
project. '.. a wary oft ility to successfully fulfill this contract. - ___ ..... 
believes that . las overextended itself as . _ ; ~rrently doing 78 personal protection 4.. 
details. In addition, th- ~'act is using a number HCNs ant does not & 
believe that HCN s should be ensured with secure information. 

PSC EMPLOYEE RECRUITING, TRAINING, AND COMPENSATION 
___ 11__ ported thatrecruitin<1 is getting tou They have found that they have been 

resumes ve a d have fewer resumes that meet 
DO,o/standards. The clearance process also creates a bottleneck in the hiring process, making 
it more difficult to meet staffing needs. While • wtially hired only.' -----
_ ... _11_.... -ley" are now having to cull from the next "level" of employees, including: infantry 

soldiers, Marin Corps, S ecial Weapons with Tactics, Poli~e Force. Employees from this 
lower tier ge ight week f training to prepare them for the Ira i environment. Former-
special operati ns recelV wo weeks of trainin ouble the amount of training aSlast year. 

----IiPIC~laining involves shooting, driving, physical fitness, teamwork, and critical 
thinking skills. ! • I*f:tjund that the laws of ecouQm:lCS are I3l1lling the pay scale 
down. More people are willing to work and, thus, salaries have decreased. • .. has 
also found, however, that some companies were initially paying higher salaries to build up 
their employee pool, but now that they have sufficient employees they are paying less. Pay 
scales have also decreased because DOS is pushing wages down. As the single largest pnvate 
'securi clIent in Ira ,DOS has a 1m oe amount of influence on contracted employee wa es. 
DOS also influences the type of employees that P can hire; DOS security requires that some 
positions have to be TCN or HCN. While a number of private security employees will migrate 
to companies that pay higher wages nd that many of its employees are 
more concerned that their co-workers are skilled, quality people. 
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I There has been significant concern that PSCs providing mission critical services will quit in 
the battlefields during times of need. When asked whether they had ever had a problem with 
personnel quitting on the battlefield, : • . reported that they had never known any of 
their men or any other contractors, for that matter, who had ever been driven off the 
battlefield. - £ ;mployees feel that they are in Ira to do a missi and to su ort 
their troops 'It cIterate • edication to service by stating, __ -. .. ..J 
believes so'stron in what we are 1iOillg that we are Willin to take the risk u on ourselve . 
For examplE. LS se - ure 0 Its own helicopters . even fundin some 
.¢~Qntracts hy floating the government mon~. Repeatedly, tQose we interviewes! 
stated that the~Teren't in it for the money; they were doing something tha~y believed in 
ana as part of their love of the United States and the democratic society for which it stands. 

__ ---lIIJfknows of two companies---I111_-----_ 
out of Iraq !riled out because of frustration with the military. 7 
;es.Cs are still working in Iraq. --v-----=-~=~ 

WHY EXTENSIVE USE OF PSC? 
he d frankly said that the Army does not have the nece e to fi t the 

current a e in Iraq. Part of the reason for this lack of resources was the jd.QD and DOS~ 
lack of ap ropriate planning and bud eting. DOS has no nreyjolls model of how to handle a 

ucre diplomatic s ill a.l1. unstable \-var zone. Iilstead;DOS is more accustomed to using the 
law enforce men ype 0 pro ec on found in more benign environments rather than the more 
extensive protection found ill military environIrJ,ents.. • as also heard that DOS is 
frustrated with their counterparts in DC; they have a hard time explaining to the people in DC 
w y they need certain things (for example why they eed 12 rounds instead of 6) .• -----IiIIIa.40Aoo.. 
eels that they have become the muscle for the military 

WISH LIST 
_---8eelieves that the situation in Iraq could be improved in several ways. 

o __ .-~CIntinks that the MNF have become top heavy resulting in slower response 
times. -.lieves that a mQU; streamlined chain of command would impr~e 
response time. _ . 

o would also like a QRF and a way to communicate with them. 
o Currently, communication is very unreliable in Iraq. Outside Baghdad, the best form of 

communication is email, followed by satellite phones. Regular telephone seI'Vlces are 
intermittent. lIriproved communication lines would help ameliorate some of the 
coordination and comm"-Unicatron roblems that PSCs face in Iraq. 

o urren y, t e est orm of intelligence is word of mouth an rom company to 
company vould like to see a formal intelligence communication center for 
both PSCs and the military. bsHeves that CivillVlilitary Operations Center 
(CMOC) is the ideal apparatus for PSC conununications and could easily operate a 
fusion cell. 

o Lastly' like some means of formal communication with the military. 
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\ MISCILLANEOUS ISSUES 
, 0 Travel into Iraq: Currently, American airlines are not allowed to fly into Iraq. Many 
: Americans and contractors are flying Jordanian air into Baghdad International Airport. 

currently has three helicopters in Iraq. 
o Canine Traming· From their experience in canine training, AT jdtome to 

learn that patrol dogs are synonymous with attack dogs. 
o Security at the Embassy: Embassy security is three-tiered. The Marines protect the 

innermost threshold of the embassy. _res the mid-level and locals 
provide security for the outermost area. 
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y lte~ew and Site Visit 
To gain on-the-ground insight from PSCs 
Face-to-face· 

fl C 5 

(~gust31, 2004') 
Kate Hudson, DCM, Analyst 
Carole Coffey, DCM, AlC 
Steve Stemlieb, DCM,AD 

index; 
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\ ConunentslRemarks: e 
In our second day of interviews With ___ ill;- iVe spoke with ~ ~!Wl!IIJi~ 

I 
I 
! 

• !K Jraq. +._ _ ieft Iraq i: me @ iiffilis now working as c ~ 

c i1i,,11 Ii! 

I SECURITY CLEARANCES 
; y believes that the security clearance process is illogical and does not work in 
I practice. Currently in Irag, there is a lot of information that would be valuable to private security 
! contractors that is being held behind closed dooJ;s. iii if! "i. Irted that by closing 
! .legitimate paths to information, many private security contractors had to resort to getting 

infomlation "through the back door." Oftentimes, if private security companies (PSCs) need 
cleared information to which they do not have access, they will ask one of their infonnal military 
or cleared PSC contacts. To circumvent some of the problems associated vlith the security 
clearance process, WtIl!' Id.,,,- is started requiring more clearances tha1 their contracts requiTe 
so that they could have access to infom1ation. 

INTERNAL INTELLIGENCE AND REPORTING 
Currently there is no one learm 'house of information in Iraq that PSCs Cal1 turn to for 
'~1tellig.enc£_ @- garners its intelligence reports "om a variety of sources, induding: DOD, 
CJTF7, DOJ, CPA, British troops, etc. • ! Wn ~d that "no one entity had everything." 
In addition to gathering intelligenc~ "!fir""., .so tracks attack trends. From these reports, 

C , III Ran tell which areas are suffering more attacks and plan their travel routes 
appropriately. 

COMMUNICATION AND INTELLIGENCE-S!!ARJNG--
Communication and coordination is bo Jllo~stical' atld svsterni2) roblem. ~Logistically, 
cOImnunication is difficult due to intermittenL and. ur '- .-- vera e. Fl"equently, improvised 
e~losive devices (lED) disrupt connections.ftt1'f"'Wi'6"4~' has found that people use a 
combination of radio, cell, and satellite phones because no one mode of communication can 
enSt'xre complete coverage. From his experience 41classified cell h e rOvide the most reliable 
form of communication. Cell phones, however, ha e a short range of ab ut 30 km and L----------____ ----

Page 1 
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c,pnversations on open lines must be encoded. Encrypted UVF and VHF handheld radios are 
another popular mode of communication. WIille having a wide variety of communication channels 
is helpful internally, *WM~ _T has found that it is sometimes more difficult to get in touch with V Ii the military's quick reaction force CQRF). 

r- \~. ommunication is further complicated be~se the military does ll@systematicallycommunicate 
~rom unit to u~t. "irr'rrr' states.c...Q:tere is a lot of stove-piping occurring>, ~ 

t would like ~o see cornmUni~11r:on spread to every~ne theatre-wide ... He believes that there nee~o 
t, b~ a consolidated commurucation center to coordmate PSC andmilItary movemente ii¥f"Iil 
\ ,has run llltO numerous . b ms with the military because the cannot communicate their } not-

movements. 7T7 ~ mployees are often not in uniforms and dress like indiC1enous people, rdex:k 
:. , driving native cars, and lJsing domestic weapon q; . P, Ii resorted to these tactics because t% A If !hey found that weanng uniforms and driving I . ijJ!ry vehi~ made them targets for insurgent /'S{'.j 
\ attacks. Thus, without a proper outlet of communication, the military has no way of knowing -==-= 
! 'whether or no ~ ee; employees are friend or foe. 1\ 'staken id 1 'ties c eO"retful 

acciden,!S. In addition, because of their lack of communication. employees cannot 
request military QRF aid in urgent situations. 

Because no formal means of communication with the military exists, i has also been 
"forced to go underground and use informal rnilit?ry contacts." For example;z 5. aas 
developed liaisons at most units at Camp Victory where the DOD theatre commander is located. 

• : twuld only gain access unofficially to irlformation on military or PSC locations, 
movements, contact information and communication frequencies .... iII_ also informs their 
informal con~cts \i'\rithin the militanT of their movements as a precaution. For example, by the 
request of PSCs, the Air Force has been Imown to send training groups to areas in where PSCs are 
traveling and think that they might need backup force. . tlad made contact with the 
military officially, they would have had to mire through th bureaucr~c chain..o.f...c.om.ruand~hi~ 
oftentimes takes too long and does 1· _sure ai' . ___ . .::: eed. 7--'-'-
c._~ __ .~._--~,~- -----.~---.~--- .... _ .... _ .. _-

• ___ ~. mentioned that there had been one er on in' the miUtar who had attem ted to / . _. ; 
i create a formal communication and intelligence-sharing huh. ... ~·Marine. ·,·,f .. ! 
! coordinated the reconstruction effort in Baghdad and the Green Zone; he set up t1e design for ~:,~. 

Green Zone. _II_~ td thai . mg!* had vision and insight arid was "trying to do 
things the light way. 'e.. r ~eld weekly meetings in coordination with the CPA to inform 
PSCs of an intelligence that had been athered~~ l st9Pped attending the meetings ! /:, , 

er thr e months ho --ever because he found the meetirlgs to me ective an orma . ~~ t.~ 
..... :;y felt th the meetin~s did not provide hlm WI an infonnation that he could not '" 

i alreadY Ie rces. ntinued to give em , . their information even 
! after they stopped attending meetings .. 

\ QUICK REACTION FORCE (QRF) 
i Originally, CJTF7 had the tasking authOlity to provide aQRF for anyone in Iraq that needed help. 

~.M.\~.' .:s not yet seen this come to fruition and in its absence has created internal quick 
~ learned that it needs to "solve 

(, o~~ problems.". These QRFs tie up two men each teaJ.11:~,*~ oted, however, 
I: that nearly. 75% 07 .J!.(ii$l4lW .... ," •• ", .... yr¥ams do not have QRFs. 
\~~-, 
! 
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r{l\ AI' f b f l '-' \ t t 1e urgmg 0 anum er 0 government agencie'C' iiiIiilOi\i!jt., ~ubmitted an unsolicited proposal 
we have a copy of the submitted \. 'E2J2QD for a QR£... This proposal was ~enied. (Analyst note: 

/) 
J,:' . 

proposal.) . 

-: INT~RAJi]QN WITH THE MILITARY __ 
maa YO hasn't seen an formal olicies, Jrocedures or guidance about PSC interaction with 

the military, ~ lelieves th the military mindset is focused on their mission for the 
USG and dismissive of pscS'i; ; :~s learned not to rely upon DOD support. @. I fiii_I""". . 

~
has also found that there is~tention between the military towards PSCs. Enliste .. ~ 
not willin to risk their life f, :::<?these private secUlity guys who are makinCf near1v their salmJ1:" 
. or practically the same type of work ,. usc. believes that the Army resents PSCs 

. ecaus ey impmge upon ten tmy's authority. dditionally, military officers are afraid of 
·losillb e r rank and fem' that may make them 00 ba~." 

.... ~ 

.ays that there is a huge separation between civilian contractors and the military, even 
though "we are supposed to be a unified team." The military cmmot account for or identify . . .. -..... .~..... -----...",---:-~~-.,,---~-

contractors, resultinCf n: . "fi~htinOi) a, . t ew, ays ~hat t~c~mologYJ su~h as 
tneBeacon system, easIly could be use to 1 entify where peopTe are. WhIle thIS IS an e:1..'J)ensrve 
technology, it could be used to identify people "on the same team" and prevent unnecessary 

. fighting. 

MOVEMENT 
WIler t Ila. irst came to Iraq, they moved with the military. Over time, however. 
~found that the military's ~noveme~1t was too, consp~cu~,us. The mil~tary uses the sc:rne 

format for convoy movement every time and IS constantly getting Flanunered.· ~~ k1'1ed 
dropping back from the milioo'y, but this too drew fire as insurgents became savvy to their ne"N 
tactiCS. _._ ~_ ays that the milita. T is not ta . Cf' 1 've measures in determininCf its 

'"10 • "'"'k: 
~l2lent; milit~ry movement mvolves no intelligence gathering. Eventually found 
that they had to start varying their movement forma d start thinkin like Iraqis in order to 
avoid getting attacke .. They ~tartedJj,rhrjllg-iu.d.igenous cars, ~em·ing native clothing and.copying 
the driving pattems of domestic people. llso stm"ted to clean their cars more 
frequently because tl1e rou Ie and liked to have clean 
ve c es. - --. ~~: 

CHANGING SCOPE OF WORK 
~ii!I'¥irl'$SI\t"" found that the scope of the work his team was responsible for changed drastically 

while he was in Iraq. Originally __ ~UiiiW@@ilS providing PSD for their client during vehicle 
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movement from one site to aI10ther. Three months late: q .,.,) work had expanded to 
provide planning, trainIDg, first aid, risk assessment and strategy design in addition to vehicle PSD 
protection. Theirres onsibilities stretched wa above their ori<1inal mission:t" 1[,. _. ____ ails this 
th~~ssion creep-=-' _ said tha cracks results and statistics to 
demonstrate to their clients the necessity and success of "mi..s.sjou creep .. ·J!iMiWMt ..:!eps logs 
and dates in a database of infonnation to show their clients the "before and after" effects of 
e . ... iTork. ViThile such tracking cost _. ___ .. __ '!!! _____ ney and subtracts from their bottom 
line, it helps them to better understand their client's situation aI1d which tactics are most 
successful. 

'., ... 
as • -las heard govemment employees in Iraq say that they do not feel comfortable with 
~POl"t. 

WISHLIST REQUESTS 
o 4Mt """'" . would like to see one single clearinghouse of information. 
o 4,... uggests that the military have some sort of tracking or beacon system on 

individuals in high-risk areas. 
o __ !!P"T would like there to be a universal sign to signal to the military that they were 

not enemies. Because of their indigenous garb~lll7.i!~1Ployees have been drawn 
down upon a number of times. 

o .. & 'iii"'" Nould like a dedicated military QRF force to respond to PSCs requests. 
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Purpose To gain on-the-ground insight to the Contractor perspective 

~~ I Contact Method 
-~-

Contact Place 
Contact Date 
Participants 

CornmentslRemarks: 

Face-to-face 

& 

October 9, 2004 

e 
r- _ M Sf . 1 11,', ·eese 

Caroie &aney, xnatyst m't3~e, dX8 -
Glenn Furbish, Senior Analyst, GAO 
Kate Walker, Analyst, GAO 

We met with I!iLd 7 S n to discuss their experiences in interacting with the 
militarY, .... ~urrentlv is currently working on tasks order _ a 
__ . L + ii' f. md task order n & of all task orders which provides 

,w 'nIraq. 

CONVOY SUPPORT 
The military has complete control of: $ convoy movements .. TIle military decides the num~ 
Of escorts necess 'ven the threat level. In addition to military support, the Kuwaiti Military 

olice also escort the convoy, The current standard protocols for convoys in Kuwait are: ~ 
F 

The Army takes a "hands-off" approach to convoys traveling in Ir~q, 

When asked if he ever felt that the level of support that the Army had given him was insufficient, 
... :plied that he was a civilian and he really does not know what ade uate rotection 

warrants. 'i' I did indicate, h wever, that e level of Qrotection the military provides ad 
"been increased since an incident 8 and 9 April 200 , uring this incident, a -..> 

atj:acked for two slays, -.e9.-uested aid from the "tary, but received non 41 assets re 
l.Q§t-After this incident, .. management team contacted the military. The military a no idea 
that the convoys were attacked even though they were accompanied by military vehicles . ..
was aware of the situation because they have intra-convoy communication with a convoy 

I

'. movement control center.· rter learned that the military escort that was supposed to be 
. accompanying the convoy did not request aid or release information on the convo 's situation. 

-.\- (f\ er earnmg a out t e attack, the force tection and reduced the Q)1 .-v J cQnvoy size fwm "- -=- the supp~ 
.i) convoys did not have before, The military also gave • £ nvoy tracking system called Joint 
( (J \ Distribution Logistic Management (:!DLM2 to help mor!Jtor their convoys ....- so ~es QualCoI1!:
~ t I to~mmunicate vvith its convoys,_ 
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we IlIPfllso finds that military support is often unfamiliar "With the territory. After the April 
incident, the military also told 'hat they were going to get U.L~~~ 

-~. "V"~~Li,,r~:i 

F - __ -.."iereels that the ypport provided by the military are jnexperienc.e..d. 
l\1.ost of the liP the convoy were previously cooks, etc. and had not shot a gun since base 
camp training 'tr' believes that the military is conserving their assets for more risky -
endeavort'o .-
TRANSFER POINTS 

r reported thL........ had noted that transfers between Army and Marine area of 
responsibility CAQR) are ~eamless. Most recently, a convoy traveling to Anaconda that was 
being escorted by the Army had one of their trucks shot up by a Marine as the convoy entered the 
Marines AOR. 7 s heard some complaints regarding the support given by the Marine~ 
He believes that the Marines feel that sinceam. is an Army contract that they should not be held 
responsible for their protection. : - Inds that "the Marines are a very independent group 
that likes to do things themselves." He says there are a lot of "flexing over who's in charge" 
between the Army and the Marines. 

MILITARY AID 
• hldicated that r Ilas a military contact person for times of need. Depending on the 

type of situatioIi? 'C'''''will call upon the aid of either the army or the Kuwaiti Ministry of Interior 
CKMOI). Typically - pwill request help from Kl\101 in minor situations and rely upon military ail 
for larger problems. 

INTERNAL REPORTING AND COMMUNICATIONS . ... 
Internally, .... tracks damages to its trucks incurred via rocks, lEDs, etc~. ---.... j believes 
thJd has good internal communication, but external communication with the military is not 
strong. _ ieJatest fatality occurred south of Baghdad, when ~ ommander was killed by an 
lED. According tcP he military had known about the lED, but had not told anyone 
about it because they had heard that the rED was not live. 

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 
Under the agreed upon rules of engagement ilployees and subcontractors are not allowed 
to attack insurgents unless they are returning fire. .. ';£ITlployees are not allowed to take 
proactive attacks. 

CURRENT SECURITY SITUATION IN IRAQ 
Since the April convoy attack, S)orts that they have seen more secUlity from the r r \ mili~. !JIi!fT"""f'OiiWts, However, that they are still operating in a war zone and vulnerable to 

~ the Insurgents. 
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r /1,,\ IMPROVEMENTS IN IRAQ 
! x.,. would like to see jncreased route security, especially on main supply routes (MSR). At 
~)~ L')1 any given time, there are nearly. convoys moving p'er week on MSRs. .~lieves that 
..., the military should be more proactive in protecting these routes. Extra support for convoys 

moving north would also im •• e the situation in Iraq as insurgents are aware that convoys 
, 2 ( :. =1. :;:p .n:' 114 "I. I IWlUZUiIii; nil ___ 

II j 113 v-! --,,~ is: . 

_____ lieves that the military needs to reassess their policies dealing with PSCs. He 
believes that the rules of engagement for PSCs need to be clarified. . f1:;els thGtb has 
an advantage over other PSCs in their relationship with the military, a£ Is with the nufiBu,y 
directly and have full visibility. 
-------------------------
There has been some talk of creating a military "bubble" in Iraq and having the military control 
movements within the inner triangle of Cedar, Mosul, and Alasad in Iraq. In this central triangle, 
only military vehicles would travel and contractors would provide transportation and services to 
the main entry points. eves that this system would be more successful because the 
military would be better able to manage its own personnel and improve internal communications. 
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ntle: Interview with CENTCOM 
Purpose: To discuss CENTCOM policies addressing PSCs in CENTCOM's AOR 
Date: November 9,2004 
Type: Face-to-face 
Location: CENTCOM, MacDill Air Base, Tampa, Florida 
Participants: ______ _ 

. ," f 

J -
.. -M = ;: fi_i 

Steve Stemlieb, Assistant Director; GAO/DCM, (202) 512-2501, 
sternIiebs@gao.gov 

Carole Coffey, Analyst-in-Charge, GAO/DCM, (202) 512-5876, 
coffeyc@gao.gov 

Kate Walker, Analyst, GAO, (202) 512-6193, walkerk@gao.gov 

t 

We met with • _ discuss policies and memorandums 
addressing private security contractors (PS(;S) 111 CENTCOM's AOR. 

WARNING ORDER ON CONTRACTOR SECURITY 
In June 2004, there was significant concern that a US contractor aiding the military in 
Iraq might withdraw its services due to security situation in Iraq. In response, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff (JCS) sent out a request for information .fre>rn CENTCOM. C-ENTG.Q.M
then issued a wamin order WARNORD to Multinatio al Force-Ira MNFI). This 

NORD r~.s...uested that the MNFI commanders provide an estimated lis,! of 
contractors in Irag. the potential risk to the reconstruction should contractors withdraw 
their services, and courses of actions to improve contractor security in Iraq. In July, 
MNFJ responded with a short document detailing their action plans for addressing the 
contractor concern. The JCS found this document to be insufficient and re..9}lested more 
in-formation. CENTCOM then issued another W ARNORD in August with a September 

:. lle..da.!.e-.M1T.El...r§s onded w' a d aft 46- a e document on 2 eptember 2004. 
,j",;7 CENTCOM currently has Version 10 of the docume ./l'· e IvrNFI response has not been 
/' '-;;., finalized and is still sitting on the Cornman mg eneral s desk. CENTCOM has 

currently halted work on the WARNORD and review of the MNFI document because 
because it is linked to the release of the Interagency Memorandum. The CUlTent MNFI 
response indicated that more information is needed about contractors ip Iraq. 



\ 
! 

fNTERAGENCY MEMORANDUM 
In addition to the W ARNORD, the Deparimcnt of Defense (DOD) and the Depaliment of 
State (DOS) is writing the Interagency Memorandum. The Interagency Memorandum 
directs organization-wide coordination and eliminates the need for the infonnation 
collected in the W ARNORD. The Memorandum is "not a new idea" and breaks down 
the stovepipes that many feel have been thwarting contractor coordination. The 
Memorandum was created in response to contractor concern about security and the need 
for a consistent set of rules for PSCs. The Memorandum also lays out the anticipated 
responsibilities ofthe rriilitary to contractors and other USG agencies. We asked ... _._.IV" (' there was a comprehensive list of guiding documents for contractors in 
accordance with 1.4 from the Interagency Memorandum. does not believe 
that a comprehensive list exists. He stated that a number of different documents currently 
address the military's responsibility to contractors in Iraq, but a document that provides a 
comprehensive overview of the military's relationship to PSCs does not exist. .., 

ggests that we spealc with Staff Judge Advocate (SJ A) for a robust list of such 
documents. 

The Interagency Memorandum has been held in suspense for a number of reasons. 
Currently, the priorities of the US military, the embassy, and the Interim Iraqi 
Government (IrG) are not aligned. Contractors including PSCs are not the main priority 
in Iraq right now. There is also some debate over whether the Iraqi Military Force (IMF) 
can participate in the memorandum. 

--__ iJil" believes that the Interagency Memorandum's vision for a common 
operating picture would be in the best interest of the contractors; it would decrease costs 
and· overhead and would increase security. The success of the Interagency Memorandum 
and the creation of a common operating picture are dependent upon the success of the 
Project and Contracting Office Operations Center (PCOC). The PCOC is vital for 
communication and coordination of contractors in Iraq; it is the only communication and 
coordination source for contractors in Iraq. -las been working with a 
J oint staff counterpart, m the Interagency Memorandum. 

CURRENT CONTRACTOR SITUATION IN IRAQ 
Insurgency has continued to grow in Iraq since the spring of 2004. -, ~ noted 
that the number of contractors in Iraq has increased greatly since the government 
transition and the number of contracts in Iraq is still growing. Currently, CENTCOM 
does not know the number of c..ontractors in Iraq; contractors are constml1LyJii:J.liiX:---·--
CEN'TCOM does not have visibility to the subcoritractor leVer • is unaware 
of anything below DOD regulations that instructs contractors about protocols tor conduct, 
movement, and coordination with the military. _ lelieves that the main 
governing document for contractors in Iraq is the contract itself. .. asserted 
that the need for the DOD Directive (DODD), DOD Instruction (DODI) and the 
Interagency Memorandum are all examples of the lack of guidance provided to 
contractors in Iraq. These documents were created because contractors need more 
direction than that provided in their contracts. 
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LEGAL ISSUES 
!IIf¥iI'#!Wi¥i#@4liQ&, believes that the only way to legally require contractors to register wouid 
be to include it in their contracts and require contracting agencies to report this 
infonnation. All current contracts for work in CENTCOM's AOR would have to be 
rewlitten to reflect this new policy. e suggested that we speak with the SJA 
to learn more about the legal issues facing contractors in Iraq, 

MILITARY RESPONSIBILITIES 
_---II_'believes that the only policy that outlines the milital:Y:'s re,m2on..§ibility for 
£,?,~!!_~~!g_~§Jm.d..IL~a.gmcii.i{n·lraQiUhe National Security Council (NSC) 0Eera~ 
,~!-AN). Annex K of the OPLAN outlines CENTCOM's and DOS's security 
responsibilities. The NSC OPLAN is a handshake security agreement between the DOS 
and the DOD that provides security guidelines inside and outside the Green Zone. The 
OPLAN delineates the pecking order for receiving aid. 

Under CE~TCOM's current commander's mission for Iraq, it is a militar mIS to 
"provide ¥~ecure and stah1~ This outlined mission in Iraq does not, 
however, indicate that the militalJ:: is to provide security for contractors and civil 
government agencies: ');aid that as available the military does su port 
contractors b;{: ectrum of contractor suppOrt is wide. or example, at one end of 
tll spectrum, there are those contractors that are working or USAID and the Army 
Corps of Engineers that do not have a direct connection to the US military and currently 
provide their own security. At the other end of the spectrum, there are those contractors 
providing logistics support for the military at base sites and are provided with secUlity by 
the military. Somewhere in between these two extremes are the contractors inside Iraq 
that are supporting USG agencies whoj;lave 1ittl~c<2ntact with the military and are not 
receiving security from the military; ~_beIieves that the Interagency 
Memorandum seeks to fOlmalize some of these relationships and provide a safety net for 
those contractors that are not directly working with the military. 

CONTRACTOR DATABASE 
Currently, there is no one organization that is maintaining a database of contractors 
working in Iraq. 7 ',ndicates that there has been some conflict over 
resources and who would manage the database. 

MOVEMENT CONTROL 
Movement control is currently part ofthePCOC fusion cell. According te •• _ .... 

_ " this fusion cell is up and running. If contractors are capable of radio 
communication, they can call the pcoe and radio in their movement schedule. The 
Interagency Memorandum would further define the responsibility of the PCOC fusion 
cell. 

QUICK REACTION FORCE 
If contractors should need assistance, the military will send a quick reaction force (QRF) 
from whichever military unit can respond first. The military will send QRF aid ifit has 
the assets available. It is the commander's responsibility to decide whether he/she has 



enough personnel to respond. Operating procedures hold that contractors under attack 
should first contact the PCOC. The PCOC would then relay contractor needs through 
NMOC and the highlighted responsibility would be to the nearest military installment and 
could include IMF, MNFI, other PSC, or US military aid. 

INFORMATION SHARING 
G indicated that the PCOC has been responsible for infonnation sharing with 
contractoi'tsince the turnover in July. It is the prime contractor's responsibility for 
ensuring that sub-contractors remain infonned. 

COMMAND AND CONTROL 
ioes not believe that the military has direct legal authority over PSCs. For 

example, while the military can suggest that contractors not enter Fallujah, contractors 
are still legally allowed to enter the area at their own risk. )elieves that 
the only definite line of authority is that of the contractor over the subcontractor. The 
contracting officer is the closest link to the military for contractors. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT 
• Ii believes that communication between the military and private 

security contractors can be improved by standardizing communication methods 
and knowledge of communication links. It is vital that contractors have common 
radios and linkage with the PCOC'? Z _ holds that while much of the 
foundation for communication is in place, communication does not exist to the 
level necessary. 

• Standardization of contract language would help to alleviate some ofthe 
confusion over military responsibility and chain of command issues. --_II .. t 

Q >elieves that the Interagency Memorandum will address some of these 
issues. 
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Interview with tMJl 

To learn about PCO PSC coordination and th l rt " -::;ontract 
Conference Call 
GAO HQ and Baghdad, Iraq 
December 2, 2004 

- . . 
Bill Solis, Director, DeM, GAO 
Steve Stemlieb, Assistant Director, DCM, GAO 
Carole Coffey, Analyst-in-Charge, DCM, GAO 
Kate Walker, Analyst, DCM, GAO 
Tim DiNapoli, Assistant Director, ASM, GAO 
Gary Delaney, Analyst-in-Charge, ASM, GAO 

, _ 7. is thUI!t; or the Iraq Project and Contracting Office (PCO), formerly know 
as the Coalition Provisional Authority. The PCO is responsible for all activities associated with the 
program, project, asset, construction and financial management of the reconstruction effort in 
Iraq. --_« ; iIF.( curity contractor for the PCO. --.. ,provides private security detail (PSD) for 
the PCO director and key members of the PCO staff... currently has 23 vehicle escort teams 
and static guards in one location. Within the PCO are seven operational centers (a National Center 
known as the Reconstruction Operations Center (ROC) and 6 regional ROCs) that provide 
situational awareness, infonnation and intelligence, and serve as an interface between the military 
and the contractors including PSCs in Iraq. The national operational center is located in Baghdad 
at the PCO headquarters and the regional centers are located in Mosul, Tikrit, Ramadi, Baghdad
Camp Victory, Hillah, and Basra. .... operates these centers under the same contract used to 
provide security to the PCO. Currently .. s is about 90% staffed. sent us a brief (-f, 
giving the overview and readiness status of thE' . ,cell.) a .! 

Genesis of the PCO and Contractor Participation 
The peo was created in anticipation that the State DepartmentJDepartment of Defense 
(DOSIDOD) Interagency Memorandum would be signed. The DOSIDOD Interagency Memorandum 
called for the creation of an entity to oversee movement and intelligence sharing in Iraq - the PCO . 

. -{l.\. Currently, contractors participate with the PCO on a voluntary basis. a reports that the 
PCO is seeing increased participation every day. If the Interagency Memorandum is signed, it will 

I require contractors to register with the PCO. M' d. 3aid that in some cases, contracts would 
{ have to be revised..- does not know if all new contracts include provisions for 
1.\ registration with the PC~.~~tractors were informed about the PCO through a series of meeting 

with each of the prime contractors' security managers. When asked about the concerns conveyed 
L til by several contractors we interviewt t - __ conjectured that the contractors we spoke with 
V Y \ mibO'ht have viewed -. .IS a competitor. ~eported that the CPA-IG had conducted an k':-~J Z ''''1iiIl 

ll\(!.~ rmalysis of thE GiiliiJl_:mtract award . 
... ov; i 
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Intelligence Sharing 
The G-2 at the PCG gets information from the MNFI G-2. This information is then sent to the ROC 
where, once it is cleared, is sent to PSCs for their use. Contractors can get information about 
movement security, etc. from the pca via the ROC. 

Commrnrlcation 
Tl}ere are currently three methods for real time communication among PSCs and pca. 
,~1. Land-lines 
~. 2. HF Radios-direct link communications with regional operation centers 
(3. Internet, Centrix, SIPRnet 

To re est aid or communication with the ROC or the re ional o. erations centers, PSCs must 
radio their own arters' spatch center and that dispatch center would then contact the 

( 
fI , ~ ~ . A~S if necessary. PSCs can contact 

"t 1 the regional operation centers directly, but ]' believes this to be a complicated process. 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

\ 
'. 

IJ.~_.9:1.s0 dQJ;~.§n't believe that the...c..m:rent method of contact causes too muc~ The PCO also 
has transponder units that plug into secUrity vehicles. These units provide the location of the 
vehicle every four minutes and also have a panic button in the boxes that can alert regional 
operation centers ifthere is an emergency.... " said, however, that there were only a 
certain number of boxes that contractors could check out. Future PCO contracts will require that 
all prime PCO contractors purchase these transponder units. Transponders can be acquired on the 
commercial marketplace. This is not a problem; however, because typically only transmittal 
equipment is available in tl1e market and translating equipment is proprietary to specific 
companies. 

In an emergency, vehicles or convoys without these transponder units can contact the peo via 
cellular phone, but 6r lao indicated that cellular phones were often unreliable in Iraq. In 
addition to contacts at the pca, contractors are also given contact numbers for the embassy and 
local military operation centers. 

-_... informed us that there is also a password protected website that. naintains that 
is also used to disseminate information. .. is unaware of any corrununication between 
the peo and OSAC. 

, a'" encourages informal relationships between contractors, PSCs, and the military, but 
thinks that the PCO should be monitoring these relationships ideally. 

Movement Coordination 
A recent policy has been developed for handoffs between division boundaries, but !II ;& is 
unable to verify that the policy has been implemented. a ea. ~scribes the policy concept as 
one of a series of checkpoints through which convoys must pass. The checkpoints occur before 
the boundary changes. Contractors are supposed to get their march credits approved by the 
military before they begin their movement. March credits are then to be passed on to relevant 
division commanders. 
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Should a PSC need help, the HOC is responsible for arranging quick reaction force (QRF) aid. 
After a PSC contacts the ROC and indicates that they need help, the PCG would in tum contact the 
regional operation centers. The regional reconstruction operation centers (RROCs) are co-located 
with the major subordinate commands' operations centers, so the moment the ROC contacts the 
RROC, the G-3 can be contacted. QRFs are provided by the military on a not to interfere basis~. _ilia. 
~ 'eported that the QRF usually works, but there have been some instances were QRF has 
been delayed. After action reports are written about these incidents only when something goes 
wrong and there is a lesson-learned type scenario. 

Database of Contra.ctor Personnel 
If the Interagency Memorandum is signed, the PCO will be responsible for collecting information 
on contractors. The PCO is not sure how to collect this data. The pca thinks that the Army's 
Logistics Support Element (part of the Army Material Command) would best be able to collect 
information on DOD contractors. 

Weapons 
The types of weapons contractors may use are listed in CPA Order 3. Version seven of the 
Interagency Memorandum would make the PCO responsible for maintaining a list of those 
Contractors who have been approved to issue weapons ,and ammunition under Section III of the 
interagency guidance. -mows of several PSCs that have attempted to register with the 
Iraqi Ministry of Interior (MOL) and Ministry of Trade (MOT), but have found that the MOL and 
MOT do not have to capability to register them. 

Interagency Memorandmn _a. _ would like to see the Interagency Memoran,dum signed. \iVhile the Memorandum isn't 
perfect, he thinks the memorandum can be modified as necessary. The -. is concerned that 
the "Interagency Memorandum" has been reduced to "Interagency Guidance" because he believes 
that guidance does not carry the same weight as a memorandum. The believes that if 
State and DOD can not come to an agreement on the guidance, DOD should issue the guidance on 
its own. The? said that once the guidance is issued, MNFI will issue an order to the major 
subordinate commands in Iraq to provide the military assistance laid out in the agreement. 

Current Status in Iraq 
According to I regional operation centers are not fully integrated and are not fully 
functional. He believes they will be in the near future. 

Conunanders are not fully informed about PSCs. is trying to educate commanders to 
get them to see PSCs as "blue forces." In doing so,· I: hopes to convince commanders 
that PSC need to be given the same military support"as other military units in Iraq. -.--lIIIa 
says that he has person'ally briefed each division commander of PSCs and their issues. LQ 

Chain of Command 
\Vhile the PCO is under the COM command, it is operating under CENTCOM Order #1. The SJA at 
CENTCOM, however, told ~hat CENTCOM Order #1 is not applicable because the PCO 
falls under COM conunand. +!@i!H-" ~Yould like the PCO to fall under MNFI for security 

(1\ 
1'\ '-_' matters. 
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••••• 111 only recommendation would be to get the Interagency Memorandum signed. He 
believes that even if the memorandum were less that perfect, it still would give authorities 
something to modify and improve. He thinks that there needs to be some overarching guidance on 
private security contractors. 
. , provided us with the following documents: 

o A ROC Overview 
o A Brief describing the PSC Association 
o The latest draft of the Interagency Policy Guidance 
o Contact Infonnation for Lawrence Peters 
o ROC Daily Briefing 
o A Security Operations Briefing 
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~ e 'm;Jnteraction with Private Security 
on tractors (PSC) in Iraq _ 

To discuss .. • Division Interaction with Plivate 
Security Contractors in Iraq 
Interview 

4 ¥"&R¥f 

December 9, 2004 ., g;M. AS 

Steve Sternlieb, Assistant Director, GAO 

.~vided the following information. 

AD elevated confrontations, which was easier for I AD than other divisions since they 
were collocated with MNF-I HQ. If PSC's went over the line they had no m~ans to ~ish the 
person (they could punish the soldier if he/she was at fault); would send a complaint orreSUIfof 
investigation to higher HQ. IF an illcjdeot involved killin£an Iraqi the matter would be outside I 
AD's jurisdiction but 1 AD wOUld probably investigate it. -

Contractor legal issues/visibility 

She did deal with other types of legal issues. he chain of command on leaa . sues was fro~ 
1,lp} 
;ttt, cpntractors' was one of the biggest issues the SJA worked. 

, ~.. "'0' ,Armina 

At some 'P~;rfl'A'7' E;~M's pOosition --. ./ 
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was that arming contractors was a yiQJation of the ruJe of wa~ was having contractors provide 
security, fncluding for convoy8':)..There was, however, a distinction between contractors -
accompanying the force and 6iher contractors. For example, although soldiers were stationed at 
ffie Baghdad Iriternafional Airport (BIAP) because it was mrned by the Iraqi Ministry of 
Transportation security contractors could guard the outside perimeter of the airport. CPA order 3 
and CPA memo 17 had to be enforced by military JAGs. QENTCOM guidance said that contractors 
could not be given weapon~ She also said " • 4 * __ that as of July 2004 
CENTCOM had to a prove arming contractors. However, arming PSCs was outside the SJA world 

.. ecause it did not involve the military. Auditor's note: _ ....... "'_ a ........ e , 4ii'" !lhi!IljiIN! 1M: !III ]11'* j! .Pt!$'_ -:=17 "'" .. 
- -- _ -e'!!!!!! !Mi!'%iIi 7 4 !!''IlNea;: sr_ 

w.m ........ ~39 a hard time enforcing any contracts that were not let b;y: 1 AD. It was.hard to get a 
copy of contracts let by others and usually 1 AD could not get the contracts. Therefore local 
commanders did not know what the rules and entitlements were for those contractors although 
the division could go back to the source for a interpretation of what was required under the 
contract. One of the SJA legal lessons leamed was that ail contracts are difficult at the division 
level and that lesson was forwarded to the JAG corps. There is a need to take someone trained in 
contract law and with experience on deployment. There is also a need for boilerplate language for 
all contracts supporting deployed forces and for language to be provided to the divisions for 
contracts they write. 

It was also hard to know who contractors were in theater in part due to the mix of military and 
civilian contractors. People would come in and out of the battiespace. There was no central 
processing system fo contr ors. For example, sometimes people would arrive in Kuwait or 
JOr an, rent a car, and drive into Iraq. ~ elieved that there was supposed to be a central 
processing system for contractors in Kuwait. 

) It was unclear as to what laws covered contractors. There was no martial law in Iraq before the 
rJ l transition. _IE !""'a had numerous conversations on the applicability of the law of occupation, 
~ -1 f which she did not believe was developed for the modern battlefield. The law of occupation mostly 

I deals with obligations to the civilian population, not contractors. In many ways they were in 
unchartered territory in Iraq. Existing laws went back to the 1940s and 1950s. There was even 
some debate about whether the laws applied. 

Contractors did not provide convoy security for contractors accompanying the force. The 
distinction was if the contractors were accompanying the force. 

Lack of Higher HQ Guidance 

II '1 f tS not involved in writing an order or info paper on how the division was to interact 
ij . with PSCs in its sector. She does not recall any rules/instructions being provided the division from ':' 

. CJTF-7 and MNF-I that lara out for. the division what its relationship should be with PSCs. If there i 
were no such rules there should be. The division did get. rules on arming contractors (again see 
above re distinction between contractors accompanying the force and PSCs.) 
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To discuss issues related to private security contractors in Iraq 
Face to face interview 

January 13,2005 
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I 
! 
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I 
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! 
! , 
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Contact Date 
Participants 

m m •. c 

... ~ 
.. -

.& 

Carole Coffey, Analyst-in-Charge 
Kate Walker, Analyst . 
Chris Durbin, Analyst 

CommentslRemarks: 

Introduction 

Following a tour of the. _ acilities led by i the meeting participants reviewed 
£_ 7 .. answers to the initial list of questions provided in advance by GAO (see Work 

. paper #12848071). These responses generated discussion and raised additional issues, which are 
described below. 

Company Description and Security Overview 

r Operations in Iraq 
-",rar< that 'las provided personal security/close security, fixed-site 

facility security, and counter-terrorism training in support of U.S. government operations in Iraq 
for over one (l) year. stated that most of the company's work is performed for the 
Department of State (DOS), althougl _ ~ does provide fixed-site security for the 
Department of Defense (DOD). Currently? "? :lOlds nine (9) contracts in Iraq staffed by 
a total of 455 personnel (179 expatriates and 276 third country nationals). 

Page 1 Record of Interview 
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.-__ 1 lIlII'iiI!I
iII1

ilaS I noted that DOD provides outer-level perimeter security for the International Zone 
(formerly kno~rn as Green Zone) in Iraq, but within the Zone, security is provided by both DOD 
and private security contractors (PSCs). On- r - '-, .. contracts, the overall level of security 
provided varies according to both contractual requirements and the environmental threat level. 
When changes to the threat envirOlU11ent occur, the client (DOS or DOD) has the ability to modify 
the level of security provided b:? _ _ • II an make suggestions as to the 
level of security that should be provided, but it is the client's responsibility to modify the 
contractual requirement. This process becomes complicated, at times, on DOD contracts due to 
high turnover (every 60-90 days) of DOD contract officers. 

Iraq Security Situation 
• Mi#_ stated that the security situation in Iraq continues to worsen, and 

they do not anticipate any improvements until at least after the Iraqi elections are held in late 
January 2005. Currently, the most secure areas in Iraq could best be described as "high threat", 
while the least secure areas are combat zones. In addition, G .. F SW'- 10ted that hostilities are 
no longer confined to the Sunni Triangle area. Instead, new religious and tribal factions have 
become involved with the ultimate goal of preventing the success of national elections. Outside 
influences from other countries are also affecting the security situation in Iraq." 4 
also stated that "even the best area in Iraq is considered unsafe." 

- "fiB 7iews on Issues Involving PSCs in Iraq 
• Ited that the most significant issue facing _ is the inability to quickly 

and efficiently receive authorization to move weapons, ammunition, and equipment into the Iraqi 
theater to support U.S. government contracts. Other issues include a lack of clarification of the 
legal status of private security employees, which translates into liability and insurance issues, as 
well as the overall L.-rnmature status of the Iraqi legal and enforcement mechanisms. (Additional 
details provided within Weapons section below.) 

Weapons and Training 

Weapons Used by ., Mti'i"iP 

... .. ,tated that the weapons carried by _ ._ lployees are specified by 
individual contract requirements, but that primary systems include M-4 rifles, AK-47 rifles, and 
Glock-19 pistols. These weapons are consistent with those outlined in the initial end user 
certificate (EVC)!If "Mtt"'5¥=Obtained from the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA), but have 
varied on occasion from specific weapons;. !6ftt ,5illll as requested. 

Challenges' _ _ .Faces in AcquiIing Belt-Fed Weapons from Vendors 
As request for proposals (RFPs) are issued, they generally outline the weapons a bid-winning PSC 
will be required to use, including various automatic and belt-fed weapons. Although •• ---p. 
possesses a federal firearms license that enables them to acquire automatic weapons, Bureau of 
Alcohol, Tobacco. Firearms and Explosives (ATF) regulations prohibit them from acquiring belt-
fed weapons. '" .i@!ijl:tt~annot even purchase these weapons if they are registered as 
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government furnished equipment (GFE). Some examples of contractually required belt-fed 
weapons include the M-249 and M-240 machine guns. Under - i4i contracts, these 
weapons become government furnished equipment at the point of sale. However, ~ WI 
cannot find a vendor who will sell it belt-fed weapons due to the previously mentioned ATF 
regulations. & L t described this as a Catch-22 situation. 

Challenges .,UIII. v Faces in Acquiring EUCs and Export Authority for Weapons 
Another challenging situation facing AI concerns the process of obtaining EUCs and 
receiving exPort authority for weapons. While some contracts provide weapons and ammunition 
tc '& as GFE, other contracts require the company to acquire an EUC from the 
contract authority to permit it to purchase weapons and apply for export authority from DOS's 
Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (DDTC). Under the EUC process, delays occur at both the 
point of EUC issuance as well as during DDTC review of export authority requests, .. _---... 
officials indicated - l pointed out that the process of receiving an EUe only to later have 
export authority denied is self-defeating, given that DOS is often the agency both issuing the EUC 

e and subsequently denying the export authority (via its DDTC). , indicated that the 
bDTC is not consistent in their issuance of export authority. Export authority is granted on a 
variable basis and is dependent upon the whim of the DDTC official. L has had a 
widely ranging timeline for receiving their export authority. For example, 1 'eceived 
authority for buttstocks in 48 hours, but waited nearly 6 months to get their first shipment of 
weapons. 

According t d ... officials, the current process of EUC issuance and DDTC export 
authority review could be improved. Currently for government contracts, DOS (as contract 
authority) provides an EUC to e ~ _ which then submits the EUC to DDTG (export 
authority) for review. Alternatively, liDOS furnished its DDTC with a copy of the EUC at the time 
of contract award, and then issued the EUG to the contracting company within 72 hours, then 
DDTC would have advance notification of company requests, and companies would be able to 
meet short delivery timeframes. 

For civilian contracts, t_ L_ .' noted difficulty in detennining who within the Iraqi Ministry 
of the Interior has the authority to sign EUGs for such contracts. _ sa anticipates that 
DDTC approval in support of these types of contracts will require longer lead times and may 
require additional confirmation in order to gain approvals. 

Challenges. L <aces in Providing Training to Its Employees 
£j *. dtated that providing training for certain U.S. manufactured weapons is prohibited 

under the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) andpresents a major issue for PSCs. 
She noted that ITAR only covers what is exported from the U.S., so weapons shipped from 
Germany, for example, are exempt from ITAR training prohibitions. . . stated that 
____ ~, Ii1lI:dJatl.as sought permission to train vetted employees (Le., those possessing certain 

military Skllls or experience) from Sri Lanka, the United Kingdom, arld Canada, and the company 
has been denied. Currently 7 - nust operate under the system of providing a training 
roster to DDTC and waiting extensive periods of time for approval. Consequently PTN& 

often must rely upon its personnel vendors to provide training and/or trained products (personnel) 
to the company. This reliance is not ideal given that training standards vary among the home 
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countries of individual _ L ~mployees and by job responsibility. However: .... _-
noted that the quality and previous combat experience levels OJ 4 4 + ..... . employees has only 
improved since the company's initial Iraq deployments. 

Chain of Command and Military Interaction 

Transjtion from CPA to DOS 
___ liiiUIr ,tated that since the dissolution of the CPA and subsequent handover of contracts to 
DOS, that t _ ... " project managers report to either the DOS regional security officer or 
assistant regional security officer for each site and/or contract. Consequently, now 

ically coordinates its efforts with DOS. DOD regional military commanders do not have 
authori ove. L - "!m 10 ees other than to rovide rim dir c ion such as 
designated no-O"o re ions. CJv;c;, I/\......- 1 

I 
\ 

T Interaction with Military 
a 5 noted that DOD has been very helpful in terms of providing after action MEDEVAC 

and removal of downed vehicles tc ttn- nd its employees. In turn - • 
assisted the military with medical support at some of its sites because the company often has 
higher qualified medical ersonnel than DOD. As far as receiving military support during an actual 
mci ent, F tated this was improbable, given the short time frames associated with 
such activities. He did note the; • _ las developed a robust intelligence network 
throughout Iraq, and this information is formally shared with DOS, which then passes it along to 
DOD. Interoperability between PSCs and the mill remains limited due to the v . missions ~ 
of these entities and the fact at neither group shares fre uencies enc ted radios or secure l,. r communica on eVlces. 

In addition, because is embedded on milita.l'Y installations, 'ts em 10 ees have 
fonnal and infonnal information sharin with regional DOD ersonne e on 

these installatiom . _ mp oyees are generallY'under the regionalllocal DO 
commander's procedures and regulations. • stated that this situation causes some 
tension between DOS and DOD, but such issues always get worked out, despite confusion related 
to everyone and every entity having different policies. This situation becomes even more 
complicated when military troop rotations occur and new personnel arrive and modify or 
implement new rules and regulations. 

The Project and Contracting Office's (PCO) Regional Operations Center (ROC), Movement 
Coordination, and Communication 

Movement Coordination ., 
., , ""l1'ted that •. 200rdinates personal security detail movement a.l1d personnel 

information with its client, DOS. The DOS regional security officer is responsible for conveying 
these movements to the military (but 7wen informally notifies the military, as well). 
DOS maintains a list o. _@ .w Mi !rsonnel by site location that is updated daily based on 
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reports the company provides to DOS. After-action reports are also submitted to DOS, who mayor 
may not pass them along to the military, )ted. 

m lnteractjon wHh PCOIROC '., i' . '" . , 

With regar?to the PCO, the company is registered a:nd shares information with this office directly, 
bye-mail, or by telephone, but it does not coordinate movements through the PCO. For its part, 
the PCO relates intelligence tc • through a website, e-mails, and telephone (if a ~--.-& 
--_._1ployee calls the PCO). The Peo is not an actionable organization. 

j • 
;' /. & noted tha .. _---tlP __ ~ not participated in the ROC and stated that such a 

provided t( , well after the act an 0 en oug e C website and/or e-mails, 
f ~syst does n ork because reports to DOS, not DOD. ROC information 

7,.0 ) which is not effective because mos: 17_ .. mployees do not car lackBerries (wire ess 
'V \ communication devices). Likewise, it wo e c t 01 - 0 provide movement 
~t~ information to the ROC due to the fluid situation in that coun whl~ causes tirnelines to be-: 
~%' rare Y 0 owe~. he ac 0 In ero era ill between the Afferent contractors working in Iraq d 

tne military also makes movement coordination difficult.~d working relationships have 
developed with the military, however, which facilitate low level coordination 'with D§DJ 

A:t:>£1AS I A < ._II'e.·. li'iew~' ontract Perfonnance ~0::}tS 
TV --4 '!t'llblStated th . _ does not believe tha 4IiIIIIIIiJi fense Services has been 

successful in its mission. He noted that because PSCs are rivate com a.11.ies r<>c;' erect vvit.~ the 
Iraqi government, there is no requirement to work"\ . I man com- allies have chose t(1) 
work independent 1 .2dditionalls 7 tated that contractors do not feel 

--confident in sharing information with a cornpetitQL. ) 
Interaction with the Tragi Government 

• ___ ,.... Registration wjth lraqiMmstries of Trade and lnterjor 
7= m "'stated that m . ;a.registered ~ith the Iraqi Ministry of Trade (MOT), and its 

application has been submitted with the Iraqi Ministry of the Interior (MOI). Some difficulties 
were encountered related to the $25,000 bond requirement for MOl registration, but resolution was 
reached, and a U.S. bank is currently in possession of this bond. "" pected the bond 
to be processed next week by MOl and for .. ... registration to be processed shortly 
thereafter. She stated >08 contractor, was very helpful t in 
expediting this process. 

4. 

MOT and MOl Implementation of CPA Memorandum 17 
... stated that over time, _ ;..,elieves MOT and MOl will have the systems in 

place to support the efforts of CPA Memorandum 17. However, the current overall lack of an 
enforced legal system, stable security situation, stable banking system, and ratified constitution 
makes the situation challenging. 

In addition, ~;!I%i.'loted that the CPA turned over sensitive weapons card and registration 
documents related to PSCs and their employees to the new Iraqi ministries. These documents 
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contain names, addresses, and fingerprints of every PSC employee in Iraq, and their turnover to the 
Iraqi government was probably a violation of the 1974 Privacy Act, he said. 

Employees and Recrui.tment 

_---.... 'Ovided copies of five (5) slides to GAO detailingO"'---· 
demographics and recruiting issues (see Workpaper #C-TC-2H). 

Other Issues 

employee 

• • _ 7.. has encountered no issues related to transferring security clearances. 
Every A ~mployee sent to Iraq from the U.S. has at least a Secret clearance. 
(Top Secret clearances are not required under their contracts.) 
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.. PSCs are in a state of redaction (not consolidation). Only "appropriate" firms are 
'-

su0:1ving. :lted. 
"'~!(; •• 

• The PSG Working Group convenes monthly as a private organization. Every PSC in Iraq 
is a part of this group. _ • :s not a financial contributor, however. This 
Group seeks to reduce "blue on blue" incidents between PSCs) and "green on blue" 
inci ents etween military and PSCs), but it h?S not proven effec~ve, according to -nsrm -

• The Overseas Advisory Council (OSAC) is a DOS program that provides general area 
travel information. . has not found it to be very useful, and the Council has 
not convened a meeting for seve~al months now. 

• On behalf of _. )ffered to meet with GAO again to discuss 
specific issues facing PSCs related to ITAR. g,.-mains the point of contact for 
GAO. 
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To learn about status of the PCO 
Video-conference 
GAO HQ and Baghdad, Iraq 
January 18, 2005 

7 

Tim DiNapoli, Assistant Director, ASM, GAU 

Carole Coffey, Analyst in Charge, DCM, GAO 
Kate Walker; Analyst, DCM, GAO 
Chris Durbin, Analyst, DCM, GAO 
Mike Avenick, Analyst, DCM, GAO 

We met with several members of the Project Contracting Office (PCO) staff and the LogistiC 
Management Coordination Center (LMCC) via video-conference. 

£jZ in Baghdad, led the discussion. He opened our meeting by 
emphasizing that the theatre in Iraq is unprecedented and that lessons are being learned every 
dayas the PCO adapts to the changing environment. ~.mentioned that in addition to the 
items raised in our questions, the PCO would also like to address 1) PSB Insurance .• &»Iii@f1l~c 
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2) the creation of 8. government armory to distribute 

In response to our questions regarding the handover of the PCO to USACE, ~ ndicated 
that the rumor of the demise of the PCO was premature and that only parts of UlPkm be 
migrating to other areas. For example, USACE will maintain control of the administration of 
reconstruction projects. PCO contracting authority was moved to theGRD. Administrative 
contracting officer responsibility was sent to the GRD after the task order was issued. In 
September 2005, the PCO contracting was to be assimilated into GRD contracting. 

Below follows the list of questions we sent the PCO and their responses. I have annotated their 
responses with notes from our conversation. 

Current Status of the PCO and Security 

1. Is the PCO currently disseminating information on the security situation to 
contractors and guiding contractor movement? Via the Regional Operation Center 
(ROC) at the PCO. 

2. Which contractors are actively participating with the PCO? Participating contractors 
include, but are not limited to, 'il, it !!I ...... 

?&!II ., Wi alYhat resources does the PCO's ROC offer to PCO 
contractors? 1. Operations 2. Information 3. Coordination Non-PCO contractors? Same 
PCO subcontractors? Same Does the PCO maintain a database of participating 
contractors? Yes. Participation is voluntary, but registration, to the best of my knowledge 
is not cross-checked against a database of PCO security contractors (because a database 
does not exist). 

(**Analyst note: ~ eloted that the PCO's ROC has only been up and working since 
mid-October 2004 and that the ROC is still working out sorrie kinks. The PCO's ROC serves as a 
facilitator for cooperation and advocacy for PSCs. - ...... dicated that the PCO's ROC 
currently does not have the manpower necessary to maintain a database of contractors. •• 
o __ nphasized that contractors are not contractually required to participate in the PCO's 
~ i~'ebstration of contractors at the PCO is not cross-checked against a database of PSCs. The 
ROC does not maintain an attendance roster of PSCs, however, all primes and subs are welcome to 
participate. fa fit 44+uMWeves that the ROC has been successful and sites that the UN and the 
Iraqi ministry have contacted the PCO regarding participation in the ROC. rto send 
number of billets and staff at PCO. 

The original design-build contractors had to provide all the security and life services. This was 
found to be cost-prohibitive and contractors have found a middle meeting ground by utilizing the 
resources offered by the PCO's LMCC and ROC. There was an initial bandshalre.ggreem.ent that)f 
contractors participated in the PCO's ROC and L1\1:(5(;' thenmedical ansi se~llrity respon§es would 
b_Wl:a..\d.ded to them. By having contractors partiCipate in the LMCC, there was also hope that the 
cost of insurance for contractors in Iraq would decrease because the contractors would be better 
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protected. For example, those companies that are "drhdng their cargo like a stagecoach" (i.e. 
driving without any protection or without notifying the military of their actions) should expect to 
pay more in insurance than those that are driving on secured roads vvith contact to the ROC and 
LMCC. LMCC hopes to maximize the benefit of coordination and decrease the escalating costs of 
insurance. 

___ .!lJii1 r informed us that the PCO has made aggressive attempts to try and get USAID to 
participate in the ROC and the LMCC, but USAID refused to participate. ' descrihed 
USAID as "not qJ§_am plaJ[er/, For example, USAlD transferred authority of the ~hdad .. 
International Airport (BIA) to the Iraqi Ministry, which is now refusing to transfer big-ticket 
yveapons. The military and Department of State were not conferred on this decision .. -1\4:F:-H-e:Hy
indicated that dating back to the 1970's BIA was a notoriously poorly operating airport and that the 
Iraqis operating the airport were poorly trained. He believes that it was a poor decision to turn the 
airport over to the Iraqi's and that the importation of weapons and necessary military equipment 
will be severely hampered. In another example, USAlD would not participate on an Economic 
Security Board that sought to prioritize security in Iraq.) 

3. Is the PCO's ROC fully operational and integrated with Iraq's regional operation 
centers? If you're referring to the Regional ROCs, the answer is yes. There is close 
coordination between the ROC and the RROCs. 

(** Analyst Note: There are six regional operation centers planned. Only two of these operation 
centers are not fully operational-Camp Victory and Ramadi. Camp Victory has a life support 
problem. Ramadi is operating in a very dangerous work environment and is standing up a team in 
Fallujah until the Ramadi site is fully operational.'" A4ii:dicated that Ramadi has a very 
close relationship with the l't MEF Marines unit in Fallujah. AM ... sked what steps would be 
taken to ensure that the transition from the 1st MEF to the 2nd MEF would be smooth and would 
ensure that the strong relationship with the ROC at Ramadi would be continued 
indicated that while there would be a few organizational changes in the GX at division HQ, overall 
he believes that the transition will not change the active relationship between the ROC and the 
MEF.) 

4. What is the current security situation in Iraq? Depending on the particular area, this 
can be a tough, challenging, difficult environment. Even short distance trips are dangerous, 
time-consuming and expensive. Project sites are subject to attack and loss of materials and 
workers because oftreats and intimidation. For the latest information on the security 
situation in Iraq, contact DIA J-2. How has this situation changed since the initial 
arrival of troops in Iraq? A ground war evolved into an insurgency featuring asymmetric 
warfare and terrorism. 

(**Analyst note:~ .1dicated that defining the security situation in Iraq depends upon 
your frame of reference; e"'security situation varies depending on which area in Iraq is being 
discussed. ~r-JDt indicate that since the initial invasion of Iraq, the troops have gone 
from fighting a ground war to dealing with an insurgency.) 
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5. Which contractors participate 'With tbe PCO's ROC? See above response to question 1. 
Can we have a list of participants? I do not maintain an attendance roster but am 
confident that 80 to 90% of the PSC community and all of the Primes and DBs are 
participating in ROC activities. 

Movement Coordination 

1. Does Aegis help plan contractor movements? Yes, by its participation in the ROC. 
How does 0 _ oordinate movement across Iraq? Via the ROC and its close 
relationship with the LMCC. For example, doeJI "ordinate movement by 
contacting Regional Operation Center's across Iraq~tr _ ' md the RROCs are but 
two elements in movement coordination in Iraq, which features the LMCC and its Tapestry 
system, the ROC and its information, intelligence, coordination and operations services. 

/ ,"1f**Analyst Noteawa& n~OC works with the LMCC, regional ROC's, and the tapestry to plan 
\,.f' JIDovements. The LMCC takes the lead in movement planning and has visibility to MNFI. In order 

to plan and coordinate movement, LMCC has utilized transponders. 

Per their design-build contracts, contractors were originally required to supply all security and 
medical support for their projects. However, the continued combat situation in Iraq has made 
furnishment of this level of support financially unfeasible for contractors, so a mutually agreeable 
(with the ROC) system of registering movements and using transponders has developed. In spring 
2004, the LMCC encouraged participating contractors to purchase their own transponders a.ll.d 
participate in the LMCC's operating system. The idea was for these contractors to purchase their 
own transponders but require these to have a common operating system among all contractors as 
well as a system that was compatible with the existing military transponder system. Contract 
modifications would have made these transponders government-furnished equipment (GFE). 
However, due to issues of oversight and interoperability problems, LMCC instead decided to 
purchase the transponders internally and distribute them to design-build contractors. The LMCC 
allocates one transponder for personnel movement and two transponders for convoy movement. 
After the LMCC originally decided to provide transponders for design-build contractors, 200 lower 
quality transponders were purchased due to the urgency and quick turn-over of the order. Thus, 
the military's 20-25K transponders did not have an emergency button system that can be alerted 
when under attack. The LMCC has since purchased nearly 400 new transponders that have 
emergency buttons.) 

2. How are handoffs between divisions boundaries handled? Are their any overall 
DOD/CENTCOM policies guiding handoffs between divisions? Movements are 
coordinated through the LMCC which registers the movements with the theater movement 
control cell (TMCC). Usually there are no movement coordination measures required 
crossing the boundary of one MSC to another. When a convoy approaches a checkpoint, 
regardless of the AOR (area of responsib'ility), the March Credit document suffices to alIo'w 
passage. If, however, coordination is required for a strategic move (Le., large generator wi 
military escorts), coordination measures are established in an OPORD (Operation Order) 
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issued through the ROC (Regional Operation Center) to MNFI SOC (Security Operations 
Center) for MNCI execution. 

(** Analyst NOlte: The LMCC registers movements with the TMCC. Currently, there are two 
systems for tracking movement in Iraq: (1) the March Credit system and (2) Tapestry. The March 
Credit system is a contractual obligation for passage between divisions. March Credit orders are 
issued by the control battalions. Once a contractor has applied for a March Credit order, they are 
then assigned an alphanumeric code. This code is validation that the military has received the 
movement order request and have notified all relevant parties on the route of movement that the 
contractor would be traveling in their AOR. Transponders under the Tapestry system allow for 
positive 1-2 minute updates on movements and validate March Credit order movements. In 
addition, a Fragmentary order (FRAGO) has been drafted that would require MNF (I) commanders 
to provide life support for certain contractors, including PSCs.) 

3. Does the peo inform division commanders of private security contractors mOlving 
into their AOR? Yes, if they are part of registered convoys or through the Tapestry system. 

(**Analyst note: Division commanders are informed of the registered convoy via the tapestry 
system.) 

4. Have there been any "blue on blue" or friendly fire incidents due to the military 
being unaware of private security contractors in their sector? There are many Blue 
on Blue incidents, but not because the military was not aware that PSCs were in their 
sector. 

5. Can you site any situatiOlns in which the military has fired upon a private security 
contractor or contractor or vice versa? YES. What conditions led to this situation? 
Conditions range from poor fire disciplirie on the part of soldiers to deep anxiety and 
nervousness bome of many SVBIED (Suicide Vehicle Born Improvised Explosive Device) 
attacks. How does the PCO's ROC prevent friendly fire? The ROC documents cases of 
blue on blue and engages MNFI over them. It has proposed improvements to facilitate 
better coordination between PSCs and the military. It has provided PSCs with 
recommended TTPs for avoiding such incidents. Through the LMCC, it has enabled the 
military to have visibility on whom is in their AO. 

(** Analyst note: Ii" .... lave seen a rise in blue-on-blue incidents in the past 2.5 months. 
.... \ ~,o send a copy ofTTP's regarding approaching the military.. ?¥~"'1I!!mlla ndicated 
J...!..i. -T ) that he had given a briefing _ §M5¥*M& regarding blue-on-blue incidents in December 2004. 

f To ill we rlililo nowledge, there had been only one incident in which a PSC shot at the military.) 

Communication and Intelligence Sharing 

1. To what extent can and are threat information shared between US military forces, 
the PCO, and other US government agencies? Limiteo. Could always be bet.ter. 
Growing. Foreign disclosure a problem. 
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2. How does the PCO get intelligence/information from th.e miHtary? FDO Pass
through. Is this information shared. with PSCs? Yes. How is this intelligence shared 
with PSCs? In daily reports and spot reports or on an as requested basis. 

(**Analyst Note:.. _ ndicated that the infonnal intelligence fusion from contractors and 
private security companies was typically much better than the information than the information 
that he received from the military about road conditions, etc. in certain areas of Iraq - - )es 
not believe that there have been any problems bringing intelligence down to the classified level for 
contractors. ldicated that he utilized the Private Security Company Association of Iraq 
(PSCAI) as a means to coordinate intelligence a... .. tlOng private secUlity contractors. For example, 
--... indicated that he would often issue request for information (RFI) through PSCAI's email 

list to participating contractorJ. .' would then share any infonnation that he received with 
other private security contractor: _7 believes that the ROC helps to support the PSCAI's 
communication and information sharing efforts. 

---- r indicated that the ROC was having a hard time getting SIPR or CENTRIX access at 
the PCO. The PCO has requested the appropriate authorities for access to SIPR. The PCO also has 
problems with phone accessibility; DSN access has been difficult as well.) 

In our previous phone conversation witl1" __ , we learned that 1110 __ ._ 

operates a password protected website. What type of information is found on this 
website? Opsiint Who has access to this website? Registered & approved individuals. 
"What is the process for achieving access to the website? Go to brief.aegisiraq.com 
Can we have access to the website? Yes. 

~t q) (**Analyst Note: 

[ 
@&¥9:$ ui !i14i!; s:_ 

4. What is the peo's relationship with the Overseas Advisory Council (OSAC)? 
Limited. OSAC is not very active and is limited to Americans-a small part of the PSC 
community. Does the PCOC use OSAC as a means of communication with private 
security contractors and contractors in Iraq? No. 

5. How have you communicated the PCO's ROC mission with contractors and PSCs? 
Through the PSCAI, and word of mouth. How do contractors learn about the PCO's 
ROC and its resources? Well, the contractors a..<;k questions, the ROC advertises its 
capabilities to whoever wants to listen. 

6. Are there procedures that contractors must follow when contacting the PCO? \Vho 
are they contacting in the PCO? How do private security contractors and the PCO 
communicate? Email, phone and face to face. Can private security contractors 
contact the peo directly or do they contact the PCD "ia their CO? PSCs typically do 
not have COs, they have count.ry managers or project managers. Normally, who conducts 
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relations between PSCs and the PCO and ROC is determined by what needs to be discussed 
and who within the PSC is most appropriate to do so. 

(**ANALYST NOTE: indicated that there were no set procedures for contacting the 
PCO and contractors can contact the PCG directly.) 

7. How does the peo handle emergency situations? It notifies appropriate MNFI 
authorities. Can the PCO dispatch quick response teams? NO, there are no QRFs 
assigned to the PCO, they are to the military. 

(** A.."'JALYST NOTE: In addition to the PCO, there is also a tactical operation center at the 
American Embassy in Baghdad. The PCO does not send out quick response teams; the PCO is 
merely the platform for conununication.) 

8. Does the PCO have any arrangements with Multinational Forces Iraq and military 
units throughout Iraq to request quick reaction forces and emergency medical and 
medical evacuation support to private security contractors that come under attack 
and to deconflictJfacilitate movement of private security details and convoys with 
military unit movements? On a not-to-interfere basis and as forces are available, MNFI 
has agreed to respond. 

(**ANALYST NOTE: The PCO has responded to every situation of which they were informed.) 

9. Do these arrangements differ depending on who lets the contract? Are contractors 
working for the PCO given priority over non-PCO contractors and subcontractors? 
Which particular contract the PSC is supporting at time of difficulty is not part of the 
decision matrix. 

10. Does the PCO interact with __ a ; Security Management Center? Not directly. 

I 
(** ANALYST NOTE: Thdicated thai ... scope had a very limited scope 

m --supporting DOS. In addition, : ,ed that many of the PSCs have their own operation 
centers. The PSCs have tried to cobble together the intelligence centers from the various PSCs, 
but have run into problems with funding. PSCs have different budgets for their spending on 
intelligence gathering and, thus, it would be difficult to detennine an appropriate fee for 
participating in a PSC-administered communication center. The PSCAl tried to address this gap 
and the PCO has further improved communications among PSCs.) 

11. It.Q~_do contractors and military units convey their location to the PCO? 
Contractors through beacon (transponder) system. Military does not.. How do 
contractors contact the PCO while in movement? Sat phone or via beacon. 

, (**ANALYST NOTE: The LMCC maintains display software that allows the military to see all 
\ PCO participating contractor movements.) 
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12. To what extent is the peo's comm.umcations equipment inter([}lperabIe with 
military communications equipment? VERY Limited. PCO does not share military 
comms. Do have cell phones and land line numbers. 

(**ANALYST NOTE: 7 ~ indicated that the PCO is currently using an MCI system that 
allows them to callout of theatre location from a remote line in the United States. The absence of 
shared VHF is a major concern for u Ii _ USO added that the military is reluctant to 
give contractors the full range of conununications due to secUlity concerns.) 

13. Can the communication system between PSCs and the peo's ROC be improved? 
How so? Yes. Common equipment. Costs many $$ 

(** ANALYST NOTE, ,ked M. "uch kinds of communication systems we 
would need to improve communications in Iraq. . ndicated that Thuraya phone systems, 
HF comms and VHF comms would improve communication. ~iq"id that the use of 
Regional ROC's also helps to improve communication because RROC's can communicate directly 
with each other when persons traveling in their AOR are unable to conununicate.) 

14. Does the pe~'s ROe write after-action reports? The PSCs write the after action 
reports. In which types of situations have these reports been written? When contact 
occurs. Do private security contractors participating inthe peo's ROC movement 
coordination relay any after-action or after-incident reports? Yes. 

15. Does the peo's ROe maintain a database of contractors working in Iraq? No. If 
so, how does the peo collect tbis information on contractors? Which contractors 
are included in the database? Are subcontractors and non-DOD contractors 
included in the database? If this data is not currently being collected by the peo's 
ROe; is any DOD organization collecting tbis information? Are there plans to 
implement the creation of a contractor database? The ROC does not have the 
manpower to establish and maintain a data base. Sihce every contractor coming into Iraq 
requires a CAC card (technically), I've asked one of staff to use this as a start point. r 
believe this is a function of IRMO and not the HOC, at least as we are currently configured. 
Bottom line, this is currently not being performed but we are working on establishing a start 
point. 

(**ANALYST NOTE: ( tdicated that the PCO does keep list of contractors on an ad 
hoc basis. The ROe does not have the manpower to maintain a working database of contractors. 
The peo has used CAe card applications as a way to gauge the number of contractors working in 
Iraq. ieves that the maintenance of a database of contractors should be an IRMO 
responsibility. ldicated that until July 2004, there was not even an automated 
database of contracts in Iraq. The peo is stilI trying to get a list of Iraqi contracts and authorized 
dates of service. There are a number of reasons that a database would be helpful, including 
knowledge of the constant movement of contractors, personnel recovery issues. Without a 
database of contractors, it would be difficult to gauge the "damage done when contractors fall into 
the wrong hands.") 
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16. Does the PCO track casualties or incidents involving private security contractors 
or contractors? I don't think so. Does the PCO track casualties or incid.ents 
involving the military? No. 

(**ANALYST NOTE: The GRD does maintain metrics on those incidents (KIA's and WIA's) that 
affect their ability to meet delivery and destination goals.) 

! , 

. v-4~I/S 
17. We have heard from several contractors that there is concern that 5W • not 

sufficient~y fulfilling their contract and that they ar~~ of sharing information 
.' l11tll a pe~lV~._~ontra~tors .believe that communicati~n. f~~cti~~ pet!"o.rmed 

C, u..:p.det . ..t.h~_ ,_ .. __ .ontI:aJ:_t.~an mnately governmental ~oslt!'Qn..and_srur@(fJJe -
) preformed by a DOD entity. Because of these concerns, several contractors have 

/ _._-.. __ ._._ .. _--_._--_._---- . -- ---------_ .. _-_ ... -._ ... _-.--._-
"\ :m:m:ca~~~ .. th~t!.~_~y.JlVill utilize die P1:;-O's resources, but do not J?lace much'-fa:itlrin 

l
' .~i.iQgr_a!!!? Engaging in firefights with terrorists is also an innately governmenW

position, but unless the government chooses to provide manpower far above current levels, 
we must rely on contractors to provide shooters, communicators and other experts fulfilling 
critical roles. "As for not sufficiently fulfilling their contract", it's true that. .. >t off to a 
rocky start last summer .: = ~ 

•• _ _ A mm heir pe orrnanclhas 
improved markedly and they were recently provided by the Contracting Officer with a (non
binding) notice of intent to exercise its option. Some of these rumors can be attributed to a 
lingering perception from these early days of the contract. Others may be based in the 
competitive reluctance of other PSCs to deal with em Ir fear of losing a client t( i I & 

Has the PCO heard these rumors and what steps have been taken to address these 
concerns? We've heard them, although in diminishing intensity over the past several 
weeks. PCO and the ROC operate in a transparent fashion which should alleviate such 
concerns. We overse, leri'ormance on a continual basis_ We will seek continued 
process improvement. 

Weapons 

1. What type of weapons do • ersonnel use while protecting peo personnel? 
M4, MP5 and A.K 47 rifles, Glock 17 and 19 and CZ 75 pistols and Minimi as team weapon. 

2. The Draft Interagency Memorandum indicates that the peo would be responsible 
for maintaining a list of weapons and ammunition that are approved by the USG 
for issuance. Does the PCO 01 ently maintain this list? not 
responsible for maintaining the list. The weapon procurement was approved by tOR, PCO 
and DOS. That list has been superseded by a law signed by r\mbassador Bremer just plior 
to his departure which authorizes PSCs to carry military-level weapons. 

3. Under Memorandum 17, Iraq's Ministry of Interior (MOl) is supposed to issue 
weapons cards. Is the MOl administering Weapons Cards? Yes, to registered PSCs. 
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If not9 why not and who is ad.m:inistering these c8l.rds? If Mol does not do it, it isn't 
done. 

4. Have you heard of any contractors that have encou.ntered difficulties in obtaining 
weapons? YES. 

(**ANALYST NOTE: r 

@. 

~"- - o=-'~==-. 

sr .k iUS. i4I 

. ,,',' 

-- '-':".::::'~: .. '. ':::::':~-:. .. -" .... _ ..... 

Chain of Command 

1. What authority does the peo's ROC have over private security contractors? No 
authority, but collegial suggestions. 

2. What authority does the combatant commander have overtt-lIIJIlI-.employees? 
Coalition military runs Iraq security, what MNFI says, goes. 

Contracting Issues 

1. Does the peo have any lessons learned with regard to contracting for security 
providers and/or security related equipment, such as armored vehicles, body 
armor, and communication devices? 'What actions are you taking to incorporate 
these lessons in new procurements? Similarly, what approach are you taking to 
share or disseminate your solutions to other agencies or departments? Because of 
the nature ot. m ' costs-plus contract, peG Security reviews all requests for purchase of 
equipment. It may accept, reject, modify cir send such requests back to. or further 
information. The Contracting Officer then reviews and decides whether to authorize 
purchase by _ As to lessons learned by -ey state as follows: • fraining 
Wing includes our operational research function. It collates feedback from our own 
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organization, selected other companies and special opera.tions units where possible. This is 
then factored in to our reviews of: Training, SOPs and Equipment Procurement. Our 
external feedback goes routinely to the RSO and peo and specifically (e.g. in the case of 
our vehicle escort policy note) to Dir PCO and widely within and -without the organization." 

2. From your perspective, does the PCO have sufficient visibility over security 
providers and security related costs? What management controls or tools are in 
place that assists you in these areas? Does the peo have new initiatives or plans 
that would improve control or visibility over security providers and security
related costs? See our response to Contracting Issues Question One, above. 

3. Th. ntract indicates that the military is responsible for threats above 
Level I. Who determines the threat level and is there a set chain of command for 
events entailing threat levels above level I? The military generally determines the 
threat level. However, the Embassy also determines threat response for COM personnel 
and may, for example, bar peo personnel from traveling certain routes even when, as with 
Route Irish, MNFI has said it's okay. PCO must answer to both chains of command. Does 
.1"Cve a military contact for times of immediate need or are all requests for 
military assistance sent through the Contracting Officer? Requests for military 
assistance are sent either through the ROCslRROCs or the Security Directorate, not the 
Contracting Officer. 

4. The original contract with • equired that the contractor comply with DOD 
regulations, directives, instructions, general orders, policies, procedures and in 
particular Army Regulation 715-9 and Field Manual 3-100.21. Did the PCO provide 

. rith a comprehensive list of guiding documents and, if so, what are these 
documents? No. 

5. Can we have contact information fOlrtlS---"',es. Please contact~ ___ 'a its 

-ENs ... 
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Record of Interview 
Title Interview with & 

Purpose To obtain information regarding PSCs in Iraq 

Contact Method 
Contact Place 

Face to Face 
rleadquarters 

Contact Date April 7, 2005 

Participants 
"Mr. Steve Sternlieb, GAO DCM Assista..'1t Director 
Ms. Carole Coffey, GAO AlC 

CommentslRemarks: 

"Company Description and Security Overview 

1. What contracts does the _ have in Iraq? 

2. 

• \ as no contracts directly with the U.S. government. The largest contract they have 
is providing security fot who is under contract to the Corps of Engineers to 
rebuild the Iraqi electrical infrastructure. ---

---IIQllprovide 

• 

• ThE""" business model is a low profile business model and uses no TCNs and very few 
westerns (who are referred to as Internationals). Instead, thgy use 12ca} Ira~s who 
2rovided by the local tribal leaders. The ratio is generally rmternationaI to=7' or Iraqis. 
The tribal leaders act as labor brokers,. Day~ the leader and the leader pays the local 
labor r spects and assures that the local nationals are following" procedures and 
are providing the right seiVices in the right manner. When they find problems, they---
reduce their payments to the triballead:,.rs. ~ ~~ ---., 

• In keeping with its low profile business mode"--" lses soft siged sedans ind station 
wagons, and perhaps some SUVs. They have very t"ew "hard. cars" -.'I 

_---- t:"l 

Chain of Command and Military Interaction 

1. Do any contracts require the or its employees to coordinate with the U.S. 
military? If contracts do require coordination, how does the or its employees 
coordinate with the U.S. military? Has the :" I established any procedures for 
working with the military? Has the military established any procedures for working with 
PSCs that the is aware of? 

• __ has tried to coordinate with the military in Iraq and has had a varying degree of 
~uccess. General].. ""area managers contact the U.S. "military commanders ttr th~ area 

1\ 
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~ 
and try to establish a working relationship. According tJl 'Ap some commanders \ 

.} are very willing to work with the orea managers, even offering them lodging and 
others have no interest in working with the psq believes that the differences 
are a result ofqW:rsonaJitle§;j There are no procedures for working with the military --and 
-when PSCs suggest that standard procedures be es~bU~h~g-f9r checkpoints etc, the -

J& 'suggestion is met with initial enthusiasm and they( ilQthing happens: 3'he military has not 
~rrb- Pr:)Vided .any instructio~s. for the P~Cs o~ how to deal ~th ~ilitary. There is no "VIllage 

'~. .~) Idiots GUIde" for PSC/milItary relatIonshIps and e.xery thmg IS dependent on 

~
.A--0 j:)ersonalities. e _. ,did not think that, because J.. . mpany, they had 

$~V~ 0 . any more problems dealing with the American military than other companies. 
~ ~ (~ . A did express a feeling of frustration during those tjmes when the military is transitiOnin~4 
f5!V';;.tJ1 . .rJV" ore unit in and other out becan£e of the need to establish new working relationships. 
'~j ~I . It said that his is unaware of . . . oordinate with 
PJ l -~ Q: the PSCs and other who . . . the commander's AO. If any 

~
~ coordination is done, it is initiated b the contractor. 
'-~ . 

"C:J. ~.~ Has the m . ) or its employees ever requested military aid or backup? If so, please 
~ '\ \~,.;JJ\eP explain the incident and its consequences? What was your opinion of the assistance 

tJ'&T prUvi.~~~O you by the military? 

~ f .e f a:tr~quested assistance from the military in April 2004, when their "house" in hl-Kut 
J was under attack from an armed mob but never received any assistarlce. According to 

- - the Ukrainian Brigade was tasked to provide assistance bllUhe assistance 
never came 

_______ ---IIIIII@!~ .. - .... ___ .. IIi;.:-loted that during the same 
incident, the CPA "house" which was about 400 meters away, came under attack as well 
however, the Ukrainian Brigade assisted the CPA contractors --lI!I! ..... and then pulled out of the area. said that -- st ,d generally stopped 
asking for "Quick Reaction F'orce assistance from the mllitary because incidents are 
generally over so quick that the assistance can't get to their tion in time. In 
response to our ques 0 no e a. s peo12le have the ability to contact the 
local commanders if assistance is needed. They do not have to go through the ROC. 
After this incident was resolved, an AnnY Lt. Colonel with the CPA suggested thar--~' _._ 
develop ersonnel relationshi s with the mill commanders in what ever areasthey 
are working. While it might not have changed the outcome, such a personne 
relationship might result in a more favorable outcome when assistance is requested. 

• ' said that he could not comment on U.S. provided medical assistance; because 
they work primarily in the south, they use more British services. 

3. Havethe ____ flw;lmployees ever provided aid or backup to the military? If so, please 
r f1 \ explain . . r ~ 
'\ i'~ J 

I ... ~~J 
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o No answer provided 

4. Has the z::::. noticed any differences in dealing/coordinating with the Marines or 
coalition military as opposed to the Army? 

• No answer provided 

5. Has the • _ suffered any~endly fire inCidents~tb the military or other 
contractors? PM& describe the circumstances aroun ~hese incidents and any actions 
"the company may have taken to prevent such incidents in the future. To whom are these 
incidents reported? If these incidents are reported in writing would you make them 
available to us? 

• According to the rwresentative, !he company is routinely involved in friendl~ 
fiJe incidents at check points and when encountering U.S. milita.ry convoys .• e._ ..... 
provided writt.en information on the incidents including several inciden):.s-th t happen a 
within the last few months. • ecounted one incident where theJIart v . cles 
c:une upon a U.S. military convoy and was given permission to proceed pas the convoy. 
Apparently Jwaware that the convoy had been given permission to proceed (according-
to & , sometimes the vehicles in military convoys can't commuriicate with each 
other) the second vehicle in the military convoy blocked their movement. r, .... ."~ .. _,, 

convoy slowed down behind the last military vehicle and again was given permission fo 
pass the, convoy. When the tried again, their route was again blocked. This went on for 
wo hours until thd Lpervisors an erican and two other westerns (j out 0 

err vehicle an approac e t e Army aptain In cornman . The captain directed his 

• ?IlIso related an incident that happened i March 2004 One of his teams was 
coming in from Jordan and was involved in an inci ent with an IED. One member of the 
team was badly burned and the team decided to turn around and return to Jordan. AB 
they were heading back to Jordan, they were fired upon by U.S. troops who believed thaL 
they were the insurgents who had set u the IE . According t everal of his 
employees were urt by the gun fire and the previously injured team leader ot the cars 
off the road and dragged the men to cover. However, the U.S. troops had called in attac 

1lelico ters and just by chance t.l1e team was able to find the correct fre uene and 
identify themselves. oug this happened quite some time ago, ... 1s not at all 
confident that a similar incident would not happen today.. l!!rnot believe it -... 
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was ~essary foethe mili~ to take these actions, and again he stressed what he saw 
as !;h(l.ack of trigger disciPli~ . 

• According to I PSCs are not required to report Blue on Blue incidents and he 
believes that many do not get reported. The problem of Blue on Blue incidents is a 
matter of great concern to the Iraq Private Security Association and is one that . 

b rying to get a handle on. zprovided us with a copy of an E-
mail fron . urging PSCs to report all incidents so that he can take them to the 
military and try to get a resolution. In his ema1 ;tated that no PSC had died as 
a result of a Blue on Bu' cident as of et bil the odds were a ainst the PS 

6. Have the) _ employees discharged small arms or other weapons in performance 
of ,",'s contract(s) in Iraq? If so, does produce a report of 
these incidents? If these incidents are reported in writing would you make them available 
to us? 

• The incident at al-Kut required the :mployees to discharge their weap0l1.s _ 
provided information ·on this incident. id that the I 6S clear mles. 
on the use of p;ce .(l!ld these ar<Qjt odered on the British military' s "Yellow Card" or rules 
~agemen!~ 

7. Has the - developed its own intelligence/information gathering capability? If yes, 
to what extent has this intelligence/information been shared with the military? Also, does 
the military provide intelligence and security information to the 

• F . IIUS __ -- believes that the extensive use of Iraqis provides the company with excellent 
intelligence; as according te, the Iraqis know when something in not right. Any 
information or intelligence that has been gathered is provided to the ROC or to the local 
units if the units were interested in receiving it.. 7 Jd a U.S. SOF unit located in 
southern Iraq was always very happy to get any intelligence/ information from the 
~ ~ felt that the information sharing between his employees and the U.S. 
military was very good. 

8. Are there any interoperability issues between the ~ nd the military? 
• From a communications point of view there are interoperability issues because PSCs 

generally can't communicate with the military directly with radios. . laid that 
his teams in the field have phone numbers of the local commanders and these are useful 
if a cell phone is working. Also, the ROC and the LMMC has improved conununications. 
According tc :hey use transponders in their trucks which are tied into the 
LMMC. 

The peo's ROC, Movement Coordination, and Communication 
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1. Who is responsible for scheduling convoy and personnel movements? Is there any 
coordination of movements or activities with the U.S. or coalition military? How does the 

r ensure coordination with the military? 

2. What, if any, is the: • ~ 's relationship with the Project and Contracting Office's 
(PCO) Reconstruction Operation Center (ROC) and or ~ogistics Movement Coordjnajj~ 
Center (LMCC)? 'What services offered by the PCOIROC does the • use? What is 
fue company's opinion of the services provided by the PCOIROC? 

3. Does the ~_ have access to other government run operations centers that provide 
different informat1bn than that provided by the ROC? What are the pros and cons of having 
more than one operation center available to PSCs? 

• No information provided 

4. How does the -____ lIJIiew the success of the PCO and the ROC? How could the PCO 
and ROC be improved? 

• No information provided 

5. Has the-..... utilized th. __ ... ICO website? If so, how helpful is the website? 

• No information provided 

6. Does the --.," " keep a database of its personnel and their movements in Iraq? What 
type of information IS included in the database? Has the 7 L. shared this information 
with the ROC or a..'W other U.S. or British government agency? 

• No information provided 

7. Does the & write after-action or incident reports? What types of reports regarding 
security do you issue to your clients? To the PCO's ROC? Are you required to provide after
action or incident reports to the military? 

• When the ., . t~ams have contact with the insurgents, it sends a report to the 
company's headquarters and contacts the military as soon as possible. It also provides 
reports to its clients. 

Ihteraction with other Private Security Companies , 
: 

Does the _ '"Wve interaction with other private security contractors? If so, please 
describe this interaction. 
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II The'" a::" sometimes works with other PSCs and described their relationship v(lith 
. the PSCs as generally good:. fA mentioned that they had a very good relationship 
with the R r [ks in Iraq. 

2. Is the Plivate Security Companies Association of Iraq (PSCAI) still intact and is your 
company actively involved in the group? 

• The PSCAI)s intact and the n 
~resident C?f the group a 

) is very active}n it. The are currently acting as the 

3. Do you think that PSCAI has helped to convey contractor's issues to the Iraqi government? 

resolve issues with both the 
_ is very involved wit 

Interaction with the Iraqi Government 

1. Is the. __ registered with the Ministry of Iriterior and the Ministry of Trade_in Iraq? 
What has your 2&ap1my's experience been with the Iraqi Government? 

.'egistered with both the MOl and MOT. Regarding the weapons cards that are 
'1.bout to e}..rpire,· en noted that there have been other deadlines regarding weapons 
cards, and that the issues~ve always been resolved. He is not worried about the 
approaching deadline. 

Employees 

1. How many U.S. citizens work for th'" in Iraq? If h1 -- & employs U.S. 
citizens in Iraq are any of them former U.S. military? If the company employs former U.S. 
military were these employees hired when they separated from_military or did they work for 
other PSCs prior to joining th What are the employment arrangements for 
individuals working in Iraq for the Are they company employees or are they 
independent sub-contractors? 

• At the current timE lOt employ any U.S. citizens. lS mployees in Iraq are 
inde en dent contrac d the international em 10 ees who come primaril from the UK, 
Frances, and South Africaz work 8 weeks in Iraq and then get 3 weeks out of Iraq. While t ey 
are ~t of Iraq they do not get paid. 

2. Please provide us with the daily pay rates for employees working in Iraq. 

• Rates not provided 
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1 · WE ~pends on the local tribglleaders to vet its employees. To date they have been very 
(leased with the local Iraqis who work forthe"}. 

I Legal Issues Related to Working in Iraq 

1. What is the~galstatus2fthed . !mployees working in Iraq? Do you have any 
concerns regarding issues of immunity from Iraqi law? 

• No answer provided 

2. Are you aware of the Military Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Act (MEJA) and its possible 
ramifications for your employees (U.S. citizens and otherwise)? Did anyone provide you 
with information on MEJA? Do you have any concerns regarding META or the application of 
other U.S. or international laws to your employees? Also, could you provide the following 
for your non-US. work force? 

• .. was not familiar with MEJA and wondered if it would have any impact on non-U.S. 
employees. He was unaware if anyone had provided I pith a briefing on MEJA, but 
would check with n d egal counsel. 

• Number of non-U.S. citizens working for th __ 1Il Iraq? 
• None of the $111 Cnployees are U.s. citizens 

• Countries of origin of these employees 
• res Iraqis and also some west~rn employees from (rance, the.QK, and 

S91lth Africa 
• Number of employe~om each country 

• Number not provided 

3. Have any of your employees been accused of committing any crimes while in Iraq? If so, 
were the incidents investigated by either Iraqi or U.S. authorities? How did th· a 
deal with the accusations? What, if any legal steps were taken relating to these accusations, 
and by whom? 

• No one employed by ..... l Iraq has been accused of crimes; however some employees 
have been let go for misconduct. ..=- =-= 

- ........ 

4. Are employees of the .a __ - lli_ mbject to British criminal laws for acts committed in Iraq? 

• # IgAe that British law did not apply in Iraq and his British employees were not 
subject to British law when they were in Iraq (he believed, but would check with counsel) 

eel 
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5. Are you aware of any PSC employees in Iraq being accused or involved with criminal 
incidents in Iraq? If so, please describe. 

• Not asked 

Concluding Questions 

1. How would you describe the security situation in Iraq? How has the security situation 
changed in Iraq since the --_ r )egan working in Iraq? 

• JDsaid the state of the security situation in Iraq is very hard to measure. While 
there may be fewer incidents, the insurgents still have a very clear capability to attack. 
The criminal activity is generaliy down in most parts of the country however, it is still 
quite high between the Jordanian border and Baghdad. 

2 .. What does......, ~e as issues involving private security contractor activities in Iraq? 

3. In the company's view how the PSC/military relationship in Iraq could be improved? 

• 
., 
_ _ _ It!!::,.. was very concerned that it appeared ~ him that u.s. troops have had no 

w:eparation or training on dealing with PSCs... elieves it would be very helpful if 
part of the pre:'depJQyment training iucludpd information on PSCs. --Other Comments 

• 

• It is a difficult and time consuming process to get DOD access ca,Ws. Sometimes his 
employees have waited in line for 2 days before getting the cards. He felt that the U.s. 
military sometimes made getting the cards difficult because they could. 

• • :aeurchased their weapons in Iraq. Tried to import weapons but it proved to be too 
difficult. They generally use AK-47s, pistols, RPKs, and machine guns. There are no weapons 
that they want to use that they can not use. Xqi employees are armed . 

. / IP.... a uso tries to coordinate its actions with the Iraqi Armed Forces as well as the local Iraqi 
I police chief. 7 _ oelieves this is a necessary task as the Iraqis are now out front on 
, ' more and more missions. 
tl 
'\ r p '; .,~ ::ioes not sub out any of its work in Iraq. 

\"1 
'-.' ' 
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i Record of Interview 

Title Interview With_~ --=-_______ _ 

} 

I 
I 
i , 

Purpose To obtain information re _ work in Iraq 

Contact Method Face to Face 
----~~~------~-. ...... ~-----------------Contact Place -

Contact Date 
Participants 

CornmentslRemarks: 

April 8, 2005 
Steve Sternlieb Assistant Director, DCM 
Carole Coffey, AlC DCM 

Company Description and Security Overview 

1. What contracts does iilPhave in Iraq? 
• For confidentiality reasons, II - jid not provide us with a complete list of the 

companies/organizations that employ them. However, they are d by 
.R; 4 

_ _ . such ~ "Ib- They also 
provide security to the U.S. Treasury in Iraq as subcontractor. 

2. What types of security (convoy, personal security, facilities) doeE _ provide for 
contractors and goverrunent agencies in Iraq? .. 
• The representatives of ., explained that they are Ii§.k management and _ 

consultingjJrm however; in Iraq provide the full range of security services to 
their clients to include personal security details, escort service etc. They 
generally do not provide convoy security but if a client needs such services 
they will subcontract the services and manage the subcontractor. For 
reconstruction contractors they will escort the clients to the work site, protect 
the work site and escort the clients back to their camp. While they generally 
do not provide static security the will provide guards if the security situation 
and the client require them. 

Chain of Command and Military Interaction 

1. Do any contracts require ..... nployees to coordinate with the U.S. 
military? If contracts do require coordination, how does&ii&h' its employees 
coordinate with the U.S. military? Has 1QilStstablished any procedures for 
working with the military? Has the military established any procedures for 
working with PSCs that ,.~ aware of? 
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( (J ® a· ·,tas found that coordinating vvith the military can bea mixed bag. Some U.S. 
\. . units are very Virilling to establish a coordination relationship. Generally; when _ J~ 

aJ.'€}~:~mal}~g~.l;:,anivesinapartofIraq;,tteVirj.11 rna:ke-an'effort.to.rtl:eet"withthe, 
( c9h~,~l:ders;ofth~U . .s:hlilita.ry;in·thatpartof,the,Gountry. He will explain the 
f comp~y's mission, discuss operating procedures and try to obtain contact information 
I for the unit. According to the ' ;k representative, some times the U.S. military 
t <::O:rrunanders are very cooperative and very willing to coordinate.Other-tirnes, the, I . 
1 commanders have no interest in meeting with t1:1' til';;: ,.epresentativesand;have no 

interest in coordinating or working with PSCs.·· Accordin<1 to the fI!I~' ~_iiIIii!::.... 
representative, the t\j2e Qf.r.elationshi,2 depends on the?n:rsonaliJigf both the~~l2-SbNaLr 
commander and thePSC::rep:res;;tatiVe. He noted thatWere was a great deal of -::::..-:::::::===== 
coordulation with the U.S. military wher ~ ovided security for the ICE program. 
Every time they moved cUlTency they coordinated their routes with the military. The 
• - _¥resentative said that they also got a lot of security assistance from the 
military. For example, the military would provide "top cover" (air escorts) and military 
patrols would go out before the money moved and clear the roads they would have 
military escorts. ' 

. 2. Has!" e"$; mitiS employees ever requested military aid or backup? If so, please 
e:1.rplain the incident and its consequences. "What was your opinion of the assistance 
provided to you by the military? . 

Ii' The military provided QRF assistance on several occasions, particularly dUrlllg the ICE 
program. In addition, I've have received medical assistance from the U.S. military which 
been excellent. In response to my question, the", ~resentative said that it did not 
matter the nationality of the employee or on what contra.ct he or she may be working 011 

v;;hen medical assistance was needed it 'was always provided. 

The PCO's ROC s Movement Coordination, and Commu.nication 

1. How does !!j!'W ililiMMeew the success of the PCO and the ROC? How could the PCO and 
ROC be improved? 

e The ROC haS not had much on.an impact on large security operations likef*¥"1~ 
have proved very helpful to smaliercompairies; "'~.:iS the ROC to obtain 
information on the BIAP road. 

2. Has (~. utilized th~ website? If so, how helpful is the website? 
fi ~'Jresentati:res expressed some concerns about the cUlTency of the data on the 

weo SIte as well as. the accuracy. ,. 

Interaction with other Private Security Companie§ 

Page 2 Record of Int.,rvipw 
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1. Does .!Iii.. have interaction with other private security contractors? If so, please 
describe this interaction. 
• _ ........ c; little interaction with other PSCs in Iraq. 

\ Interaction with the Iraqi Government 
~ , 
\ 1. Is ( ~istered ,vith the Ministry of futerior and the l\1inistry of TradeJn Iraq? 
I What has your company's experience been with the Iraqi Governmel'lt? 
~ ., _I ~ .as registered with the MOT and MOT. Alsa;; 'fit i a contract vllith the 
~ 
1 Iraqi government to provide security for BIAP and has had some problems getting paid 
t by the Iraqi government. 

Employees 

1. How many U.S. citizens work for !II tFffIraq? I -ij~. .iroup employs U.S. 
citizens in Iraq are any of them former U.S. military? If the company employs former U.S. 
military were these employees hired when they separated from_military or did they work for 

th PSC . t"· E m G ? O' 'J 7 () 17f'-7 o er spnor oJomm~ -..-- - . roup. Uvt,. ~l . e_. 17 J9 U.S. citizen employees presently; their western ex-pats generally come from 
former commonwealth countries (South Africa, Australia,) and from Britain. Their 3rd 

country nationals (TeNS) come from Nepal, Fiji, and Sri Lanka. Also, we hire Iraqis as 
well 

2. '¥hat are the employment arrangements for individuals working in Iraq for ~ 
~ji'iiliiIJfi-e they company employees or are they independent sub-contractors? 

'(e) 
\. 

Toee 

Legal Issues Related to Working in Iraq 

1. What is the legal status of MhMfu :mployees working Ln Iraq? Do you have any concerns 
regarding issues of immunity from Iraqi law? 
® """- __ .?f1d that~ las some concerns regarding immunity from prosecution should 

something happen while their employees were acting vvithin the scope of the contract. 
For example, if someone died in a traffic accident. They are very UTlCOmfOl--'-table 
regarding the immunity issue and believe it needs to be resolved now. 

,1'1 \ 2. Are you aware of the Military Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Act (MEJA) and its possible 
" \ ramifications for your employees (U.S. citizens and otherwise)? Did anyone provide you )l\ 

Page :I Record of Tn tpnn P'lIT 
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with information on MEJA? Do you have any concerns regarding MEJA or the application of 
other U.S. or international laws to your employees? 
Q; ~~ unaware of MEJA and had not received a briefing on it from there DOD 

contracting officer. 

3. Have any of your employees been accused of committing any crimes while in Iraq? If so, 
were the incidents investigated by either Iraqi or U.S. authorities? How dj - -- - - -. , deal 
with the accusations? What, if any legal steps were taken relating to these accusah1fls, and 
by whom? 

Pa!le 4 

e No one employed b:'Y. Its been accused of committing any serious ciirne while in 
Iraq. However,,, ~aid that the cornpany is not sure who would have jurisdiction if 
a crime was committed. 

D .... ,. ..... _~ .... ~ T_ ...... _~.!_.~. 
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From GAO Steve Sternlieb, DCM AD 

Carole Coffey, AlC 202-512-5876 
ConunentslRemarks: 

Company Description and Security Overview 

L "What contracts dOEl( __ '.- lve in Iraq? 

eM' ~s a contract with the PCO to provide 
for the ROC. It also has a contract to _M __ ~ -
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been in business for abou rMd'tw#iii'ii*S a sub-contract '\Vith a U.S. firm - ~Y;;"n~'~~i~ 
which provides any U.S. employe..,. iiiiiiF6 ght need. 

2. \\That types of security or security services (convoy, personal security, facilities) doef~. 
provide for contractors and government agencies in Iraq? 

• ~;o\rides all of t.t,.e above senrices as well as secUlity management. However, the 
most important aspect of their work in: Iraq is thE; management of the Reconstruction 
Operations Center (ROC) and Regional ROCS. 

Chain of Command and Military Interaction 

1. The section H-4 clauses in the contract re uin 
MNFI relatino- to health safe force rotection an non-interfere11ce in milit operations;'" 
What is the impact of this clause in your opinion? For example, does this clause place you 
under the command and control of MNFI? To the best of your knowledge has this clause 
come into play in Iraq? 

cr "'.@t$]. Lid that the clause was confusing because of the complicated nature 
of the comral:!timrrelationship between the PCG, the State Department, and MNFI. Even 
though the contract was VilJitten and awarded by the A..rmy, and the PCG is part of the 
Army, the civilian members of the PCG are under the security protection of the Chief of 
Mission and as such~ :es direction from the Embassy's Regional Security Officer 
(RSO) when providing security for the PCG's employees. For example, according to 
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& '1!MiI!ljl!jJ#, the RSO recently increased the number of cars needed when employees, 
who fall under the force protection responsibility of the COM and the RSO, travel around 
Iraq. According tcd.!& _ iiSO decided that convoys would now consist of 3 cars, 
instead of 2 which had been the policy. I _ Me )ld us that they were required to 
comply with the RSO instructions even though the contract was not awarded by the 
State Department and thE ~ es not provide security for State Department 
personnel. a;;;;; _ C said this change resulted in some PCO movements being 
cancelled. Also" rondered who would financially responsible for paying for the 
additional vehicles necessary to meet the RSO requirements. Also, the PCO is not under 
the command of the MNFI commander or the CENTCOM commander so if the 
commander's orders and the orders of the PCO and or the State Department were in 
conflict they would have to follow either the PCO or the State Department. However, in 
reality, if the MNFI commander (or his representative) told. __ rtO travel dOVilIl a 
road, or stay out of a mosque they would do it because they don't want to put 
themselves or their clients in danger. 

2. ~n H-4 also requires that your employees complv with applicable DOD and service 
rules, regulations, general orders etc. Did the contracting officer provide you with a list of 
applicable rules, regulations, general orders, etc? If they did could you provide us with a 
copy and if they did not please explain how you are complying with this contract clause. 

/ ~ 7 The military did not provide any DOD rules, regulations, etc. and the representatives ~ C from ..."."".re unaware of CENTCOM General Order lA. ) 

3. Do any contracts requ:i.J~r its employees to coordinate Vvith MNFI or coalition 
forces? If contracts do require coordination, how does """11:~ts employees coordin2.te 
·with the U.S. military? Has IIIIMtllltablished any procedures or \vorking \iVit.~ the military? 
Has the military established any procedures for working with PSCs that ~.:s aware of? 

@ .;pg,;*1. .mtr~ct with the PCO re.qui~~es thl:,t they c~~rdinate with the military and ~h:? do 
on a aily basIS. Actually, coordmatIng WIth the mllrtaJ.-Y~~'l1ary responsibIlIty 
under their contract. 

/ 4. H~ or its employees ever requested military aid or backup? If so, please explainthe 
incident and its consequences. "What was your opinion of the assistance provided to you by 
the military? \ 

,1 
\ 
J 

l 
. ,.as had to call for assistance a number of times. Based on the companies 

~nce· with the ROC they have fOUhd that generally contractors are calling for 
medical assistance instead of a Quick Reaction Force because incidents ·with insurgents 
are' usually over ViTi thin a matter of minutes. That being said however, @ one G.Quld 
remember a time (since June 2004) that a request for assistance did not get the help they 
have needed. ----..,,,._ . .._._v---

5. Have ~i,if".~·:~nployees ever provided aid or backup to the milital-Y? If so, please explain. 
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No answer prmlided 

( 1\ ,1- [6. Has . .oticed any differences in dealing/coordinating vvith the Marines or coalition 
mila; M'bpposed to the Army? 

e There has been no difference. One of the RROC is located with the Marines and they 
have been very cooperative. 

7. H<am; f uffered an friendl 7 ·th the military or other contractors? Please 
describe1fite circumstances aroun these incidents and any actions the company may have 
taken to prevent such incidents in the future. To whom are these inCidents reported? If 
these incidents are reported in wliting ·would you make them available to us? 

8. Have ~ nployees discharged small arms or other weapons in performance of its 
contract(s) ll: Iraq? .If so, doe.~ produce a re~Jort of these incidents? If these incidents 
are reported m wntmg would you make them available to us?' 

e '!Li:;;;au:,:presentatives did not say whether or its employees had discharged their 
weapons, but the, noted that reports of PSCs filing warning shots have been filed "With· 
the ROC and ar available on line. ? 

, 

9. Has~"eloped its own intelligence/information gathering capability? If yes, to viThat 
extent has this intelligence/information been shared with the military? Also, does the 
military provide intelligence and security information ~, 

( Because of the ROGw'W'lillliilprPftot developed its OViil1 irtformationiintelligence gathering 
capability. However, if it should receive some information, it viTould be passed on to tile 
military through the ROC. In addition see questi~n 5 belmv 

10. Are there any interoperability issues betvile •• , aithe military? 

7 and contractors do not 

1. Please explahl~ole as the ROC contractor. Please provide details on your specific 
responsibilities. 

Page 3 

@: ~'o:ded us vvith a document that explains the ROC and its operation. Accordrng 
t(~~~ t~ompany is a facilitator. It can not direct the military nor can it direct 
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other security contractors in Iraq. It can not make peo"Qle participa;te,jn the ROC _ 
although.4 j ; said h£ does' not understand why everxone does not use the ~Q.Q., 

t 

I 
! 
! 
[ 
r 
i 

siuc~a61e to all contractors NGOs, government agencies at no cost. .-... -----~-----'--.~-.---~-----

2. How would you assess the cooperation between MNFI and the MSCs and the PCO/ROC 
particularly in the regional centers? Has the rotation of forces caused any problems for the 
ROC operations? 

• . The cooperation between the ROC and the MSCs is good. The RROCS are located with 
the MSCs and this has helped to improve coordination betvveen the PSCs and the local 
military units. In addition, MNFI is issuing a FRAGO on the ROC shortly which should 
further clarify responsibilities and strengthen the coordination between the combat 

~, forces and the PCO. (Note: Per my IiII I. _1j!iiI!E!ji$' H~_ . the FRAGO 
\.' 1 has not been issued and will be classified. He agreed to send us a copy as soon as it is 

released.) The rotations have not caused any problems; in fact the military 'units now 
look to the RROCs as the institutional memory. 

3. What services are provided by the ROC and how would a PSC or other contractor request 
such services? For example, how would a contractor request a QRF? 

" , ~DC (> 

Page 4 

(; The ~OC provides intelligence infJrtnat1Orf~d briefings, acts as t~Jor contractors 
who need assistance for example medical assistance or a QRF, and provides, 
communication interface betw'een the maneuver divisions and the contractors. 
Contractors who need assistance contact either the ROC or the regional ROCs and ROC 

ersonnel contact the closest military unit and ask them to provide assistance. . 
Assistance such as a quick reaction force or medical assistance is Drovided if militalJ~ 
assets are available. Furthermore 'ommunications viTitl'l the military can be difficult try> 
.-'). ack of radio interoper bili between the military and contract~ The . 

ROC fac tates commumcations et\veen the nlili . ' 'st, the ROC provides contact 
num ers lor e military to private secUlity provi ers to use 'when they are moving around 
Iraq. Second, the ROC will ensure t..l-tat the military is Rware of contractor movements. 
SecUlity providers, who choose to, can provide the ROC 'mth mf'ormation on COnvo3' 
movements which the ROC will forward to the appropriate military commands. Third, the . 
ROC can contact the military to pro-vide assistance to contractors, and finally) the ROC 
can track convoys through a real-time tracking systern which uses the global positioning 
system and includes a communications link with the ROC if assista..nce is need. 

E¥+i'¥ \f@~ed that PSCs are urged to work through the nearest RROCs. There is no 
need for a PSC to contact the national ROC if the PSC can contact theRROCs. The RROCs 
are doing most dIe facilitatiJ1g between the military and the PSCs vihen it comes to 
coordinating routes etc. A PSC might contact the national ROC if he intended to move 
from one end of Iraq to aI].other because it 'would be easier for the national ROC to advise 
all of the necessary military units of the move. 
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• ~ lS not involved in scheduling convoy movements however they do track them .. The 
-:LMCC (which is part of the PCO but not part of the ROC) s~hedules the movements of 
convoys apd tracks them as well. The LMCC is run by : It is not located with the 
ROC but t~ do communicate. The ROC tracks co T vements if the convoy is 
equipped with a trans onder that works with a estry system. apestry is the civilian 
version 0 'Blue Force Tracker". It is a real real-time tracking system which uses the 
global positioning system and includes a communications link with the ROC. To 
encourage participation in the ROC and the LMCC the PCO has purchased a number of 
transponders (about 200) to give to contractors. In addition, many contractors have 
purchased there ovm tral1sponders that work Virith Tapestry. The military can contractor 
convoy movements on "Blue Force Tracker" but the ROC can not see the miiitary on 
Tapestry. 

fl Recently there ,vas an llicident when a contractor was in trouble and instead of hitting the 
panic button on the transponder, they contacted the LMCC. The LMCC had to call the 
ROC (because they are not co-located) and the ROC had to call the appropriate division 
for assistance. In some instances every second counts so it would be good if the LMCC 
was co-located with the ROC. 

5. VV11at role does ~md the ROC play in providing intelligence and security information to 
PSCs and contractors? 

f The ROC serves as a conduit for llltelligence information. The military sanitizes the 
intelligence information and prmrides it to ~M~ ho uses it to prepare the daily 
intelligence summary which is posted on the viTe~e. In addition, t..1-te ROC hosts a daily 
intelligence briefing which highlights current intelHgence information. In addition, ROC 
users can call the ROC R..l1.d get intelligence info oyer the phone for specific routes etc. 
~st recently received access to the SPIRnet which will improve intelligence 
shruing. According tc_= ; has severalD.S. employees that have secret or 
top secret cleru"ance ruld these !OIf§ Jl1i~e able to use the SPIRnet. . 

6. To what extent are the ROC's services being utilized by other contractors? 

e The ROC's senrices are being used by a lru."ge number of contractors (about 75 to 80 
percent is the guess) however using the ROC is voluntary and there some parties that 

r, • ~r;fer ~;t to be involved. Also, ~o records o~ who uses me ROC are kept so it's ?? v .. :rf~ ? ( +' \ ImpossIble to know exact numb§:s. . According tc. ~_ orne contractorS--hse all 
'.. . af111e ROC's services while other contractors avail themselves of just a few .. Every day,· 

l' ROC persopnei see convoy'" mmriD:: along the Tapestry Map and have no idea who these 
( .1': ~ people may "'2.e. ~t'''d· lid that the services of the ROC are available to all 
\,. {J contractors, NGOs, etc at no-cost so it does not make sLl1.ce that people don't participate. 

However, he said that some agencies such as USAlD don't gettoo involved with the ROC 
because their contractors may use the ROC frequently. Also, GilIitu~d ~"., 
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are not required to use the ROC by State and generally, do not use the national ROC but 
do use the regional ROCs on occasion. (According t('~ folks we talked to the do 
not use the ROC because they get the same information from the Embassy Operations 
Center. Also, it is the RSO's responsibility to coordinate State Department movement 
with the military se ~L does not need to use the ROC to coordinate there 
movements with MN -1.) 

II) Also, the Iraqi security'adviser has indicated that he would like to have someone sit in 
the ROC. 

7. In your view how can the ROC operations be improved? 

(t While many contractors use the ROC, the ROCsvalue could be improved if all 
contractors were required to use the ROC. If all participated then there would be a true 
common operating picture in Iraq. 

t' ~egardin? reducing. the incidents of blue on blu~ violence th~ ROCIPCO s.hould be ~ 

checkpoints and convoys butnbthingifl'writing. The contractors all use various forms 

mvolved m developmgprocedur for )roachin. chech"pomts and passm convoys; ( 
. NFI and MNFC have provided so' oral instructio-ns-- garding dealing V\>ith 

. of-ld:eritlficatiori howevernothlngisofficial. Most popular means ofidentification is a ( -f ) ·U..8:·0r·U:K fla~ . _ noted that friendly fire incidents spike dUling the rotation 

e~~:~~s~hOUld be provided to the incoming units about the ROC and the RROCS. No ) 
one from the ROC briefs the incomingui1its. A briefing vi70uld be helpfuL "/ 

Interaction Vlrith other Private Security Companies 

1. Does~ave interaction (separate from its interactions via the ROC) 'with other private 
security contractors? If so, please describe this inte:r:action. 

{ ...p. I 
" I 

J 

e ~~ . ...:; been doing more and more work for the Gulf Regional Division of the Army 
) Corps of Engineers at the request of the Corps. _'!*~~'er thought if Vvas because the 
j Corps was becoming more involved with the PCO regarding the management of 

reconstruction contracts. Corps has their own secUlity contract0l€eetM" ... 
~~d not offer an opinion as to why the Corps was not using their o~~ctor. 
At this point \I .. tas not received any funding from the Corps. 

l
r j;,., \ 

I • . ! 

2. Is the Private Security Companies Association of Iraq (PSCiu) still intact and is your 
company actively involved in the group? 
It· ~~he believed the organization had outlived its useflllness. 

3. Do you think that PSCAl has helped to convey contractor's issues to the Iraqi government? 
G No answer provided 

/1'\ Y '\ Interaction with the Iraqi Government 

Page 6 
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1. ''Ji!&J&Ji!m~ gistered with the Ministry of Intelior and the IVIinistry of Tradej.n Iraq? "What has 
your com,pany's experience been "with the Iraqi Government? 

(i The company is fully registered with the IVrOT and MOL The company looks forward to 
working with the Iraq security forces as they begin to take on more responsibility. 

Employees 
1. How many U.S. citizens work [Iii! An Iraq?" 4W ~mploys U.S. citizens in Iraq are any 

of them former U.S. military? If the company employs former U.S. military were these 
employees hired when they separated from_military or did they work for other PSCs plior to 
joinin~~ 

@ .[!!.~ only a handful of U.S. employees working for them. They were hired because 
tile contract .requires that some contractors that work in the ROC hold U.S. security 
clearances so they can deal with classified information. 

2. \Vhat are the employment arrangements for individuals working in Iraq fore- , Are they 
company employees or are they independent sub-contractors? 

r::::-'~, 
~. A,bo~ent ~ mplo~ working in Iraq are actually_subcontractors to 
'~'~rn emplovees sign a 1 veal' contract and they gE:(fO days paid leav~The 
~~ get paid the same rate inside or outside of Iraq. 
~ ---""-- -----

3. Please provide us vi7ith the daily pay rates for employees worldng in Iraq. 

( PJ1SWer not provided 

4. How doe~ a,A ....-LS employees? 

II Vetting of Iraqis is very difficult because of the lack of records etc. The State 
department now vets the Iraqi employees that ~es. For commonwealth 
employees a counter terrorism check is run by the government. 

Legal Issues Related to "Working in Iraq 

1. What is the legal status ~~pIOyeeS working in Iraq? Do you have any concerns 
regarding issues of inul1unity oin Iraqi law? 

2. i:;,re you aware of the Military Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Act (MEJA) and its possible 
ramifications for your employees eu.S. citizens and otherwise)? Did anyone provide you 
'with information on MEJA? Do you have any concerns regarding MEJA or the application of 
other U.S. or international laws to your employees? Also, could you provide the following 
for your non-U.S. work force? 

Page 7 
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a. Number of non-US. citizens Yvorking fo' ~ n Iraq - Not provided 
b. Countries of Oligin of these employees - Not provided 

! c. Number of employees fyom each country - Not provided 
I 
t 
t 
t 
f 

3. Have any of your employees been accused of committing any crimes while inlraq? If so, 
were the incidents investigated by either Iraqi or U.S. authorities? How did • . .jeal with 
the accusations? What, if any legal steps were taken relating to these accusationJ, and by 
vvhom? 

45 None of _ employees have been accused of a serious or major crime but there --l:ave been about ~ dozen discipline cases. 

4. Are employees of ~ubject to British criminal laws for acts committed in Iraq? 
II! No answer provided 

5. Are you aware of any PSC employees in Iraq being accused or involved with criminal 
incidents in Iraq? If so, please describe. 

e- No answer provided 

Concluding Questions 

1. How 'would you desclibe the secUlity situa.tion in Iraq? How has the security situation 
changed Ln Ira.q sin(~~~~:~€i'ili' -.;gan 'working in Iraq? 

According to ~e security situation 1!-as turn.ed the corner. We are at the 
beginning of the end. Intel flow from Iraqis has improved. 

2. In the company's view how could the PSC/military relationship in Iraq be improved? 

Page 8 

~ The government could set up an armory and provide weapons GFE. The weapons become 
government owned property at the time of the purchase anyvvay so having the government 
supply the weapons could result in a cost savings, plus the contractors would not have to de2 
with import'export licensing. Also, the company would like to draw Ammo from the central 
ammo supply point. This could also save money as well as improve control of the ammo. 
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Record of Interview with representatives of "'1 La . 
T Iii, 

, 

To obtain information on working as a PSC in Iraq 
Face to Face 

ii!lf 

April 12, 2005 

GAO Steve Stemlieb AD DCM 202 512-4534 
Carole Coffey AlC DCM 202512-5876 

\ CormnentslRemarks: 

\ 
\Company Description and Security Overview 
\ 
\ 

1. 'iVhat contracts does Me,.: ~ have in Iraq? 
~ rrn ed the contract fot q ~~~ 

contract to providE at 1"I't; ;. e IiLWn¥***&i#l~~~ The 
contract was with the D.::;. military Task Force Olympia~' 0 longer l1as this 
c~nt:act. Also the company ha~, a contra?t with th",~!A.t8~: sO,me se.:?tllity 
ViTlthm the green zone and provwed securIty to'& - ."~i~, 
Currently the company has the e" _11" ~£ 

... KiM .\ .. ~ 

f!!fi. ~ the contract to provide v. fflH'WH&~4"~" ). In 
addition, they have an on call service - people coming into Iraq can call and can be 
provided security on a short term basis. 

·2. What types of security (convoy, personal security, facilities) does ~'''' __ .)wvide for 
contractors and govemment agencies in Iraq? 
o The company provides all of the above services as well as secUlity management and 

advice. In the way of facilities security, they provide secmity for housing areas as well 
as work sites. The also provide secmity for convoys as they make their way into Iraq or 
as the convoys move through Iraq. 

;" Chain of Command and Military Interaction 

1. How does ~~,~:;,. r its employees coordinate vvith the U.S. military? H81 ~.,;,";;,~'.;,7ili-. 
~blished any procedures for working with the military? Has the military established 
any procedures for working with PSCs that ~. are of? 

Page 1 Record of Interview 
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e .. ~;>has eI~~HtQlj.§h~5lQrQG~dlJi:~,s. to.he .. used .. atmilitary.che.clm.Qints andJI\!b~(t. 
•. ; encountering U.S. ~li1Jt<1r.YJ::O.Il.Y.QY~. A IIIrrepresentative noted that the .pSCs 
i: have--irlccrto develop some cQmB1QDJ)J:m:e.itur~s for dealing with the militarY- - . 
,:: at checkpoints or when thry l!.lcct convoys however thE).J2.N.Cedill'~§.l1a'@ l!1ot , ~ ".'" ---·~n--

• i b~£:.TI.g.£.Cg.p1.~!lhy MN.EI." S<;(~ ~ result..9a('h...£QDJE?!t.:y.h~.S~?.t.~I?.H§h~_ci_tbQ.Lr.Lh:4~'~' 
:j l own P'!Q.s.~Q.urE}§..§:nd j?!:actic.~~>- ,I ri<' 
~ ~ ~-~--.-~"~ j t 

2. H~ or its employees ever requested military aid or backup? If so, please 
expmm-ihe incident and its consequences. What was your opinion of the 
assistance provided to you by the military? 

o 'IWIhas never a requested a QRF from the U.S. military but \Y..Q.[~-9~_ 
assistance.-fro.m...the..o.ue..oLth~ coalition partners and the assistance_ was never 
~~L1EIfldicated that they frequently receiv~~~1.JrQ.m-=::': 
the U.S. m.~ and it is always first rat<}. The m_edical assistance lS- rend_~~~~ 
without regard for Gontractor nationality. of the contractor . 
.. --------~ ---... 

3. HaVE Witlmployees ever provided aid or backup to the military? If so, please 
explain . 
• No 

4. Has.." noticed any differences in dealing/coordinating with the Marines or 
coalition military as opposed to the Army? 
II F~~mit whether th~y. ar~ Marines or Army units have ~11ghtdi.ff~r~.J:1~~sjn 

procedures, although all of the procedures are basicallyt.l1e...§..<p:ne. 
-~---.--.----- ----------".- - .. ~ 

5. Hru .,.suffered any~iYf1;';cidents :~th the military or other 
contractors? Please d~ribe the circumstances around these incidents and any 
actions the company may have taken to prevent such incidents in the future. To 
whom are these incidents reported? If these incidents are reported in writing 
would you make them available to us? . .as been involved in any frien 

note: 
fu~~ ~~~ h~a 
vehicle damaged or a client Q..t..empluy.f!.eJn,j.u.r:e.d_hyJLSJroops so they do not 
d)"i1sfcier that the have been involved in friendly: f!!e. _ .. 

6. Have ~mployees discharged small arms or other weapons in performance of 
.., contract(s) in Iraq? If so, does~roduce a report of these incidents? If 
these incidents are reported in writing would you make Lhem available to us? 
• According to re was oEb' one incident when their emlLlQyee.§j].a<Lt9.... 

Dre th~:\yJ~ .. Q..ILQmuu:l(LthaLw.as .. it:1 .. .al-Kut.-,.As it was explained, the philosophy 
oT_s not to fight but to Dec, to get their client.s out of a dangerous 
situation as quickly as possible. There vehicles are designed to withstand gun 
fu:e and tb.Qy_.~ll.~}!.IL.QIL.Ll!:!.ttire$, so t.here is rcally very littlenec'd to excnange 
fire ... vith the insurgentB. .. " --,. .......... . 

'" '. 
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7. Has_ developed its own llltelligence/infomlation gathering capability? If yes, 
to what extent has this intelligence/information been shared with the 
Also, does the military provide intelligence and .1' information to . 
" Information gatheling is a core business for . theYltav~ developed a 

rob!:!.st il.lt~lligeJ..l..c.e/infDJ:matimLgathering capability which they_§h?!.~_witICffie 
rnilitary and with other PSCs when a12P...!:2priate. ---'-"'-. 

e-,~,~'1i1fclITieuc..e.Js...pLQ.Yid~~9.£) and the representatives of.." believe ~)~> 
Q.f~Jhat the infQ:r:matiorLheing.pmvided by' the RQC_has_.imp.r.Q.v~JLoverJbell?St { i~: 

-.l(l'~~/ilew_m.Qn.Ug; .• will use this information when they are planning '( \ 
!)7~j{7 /' { movements around the country and when they are going into a new area. ) 

"\~'l.,\, / ..... ;,,::<.~ '<",tI '\ ,/ 

<~//' 

8. Are there any ~Q.p..erabiliW issues between ..-and the military? 
• Yes, because P..§Q§..and the military can not communicate over radios. 

However, 'Yhen wants to contract the militanctheJ! call the ROC and..the RQQ.. 
contacts the appropriate mili~ unit. Th~e.li.e~ that this cO.IUffiunications 
system works fairly well. Also, they ~a~\~ll ~which may or may not 
work and satellite which can be useq. If t; ey have the necessary numbers etc 
they can call the military units mrecti"r"&> in-country teams try to get to . 
know the local commanders in areas they are working so that if they require 

.. ~s~ce or sUPE,ort the;y can contact the ap~riate people direc'!!:y. The' 
(lnformarj:lgrson~ts and networks were p,9.rti.c.IDarl~i.mp~!.ant~_~..t_. 

the ROC was stood up and provided a central point of contact for all PSCs. 
,...------.-~--*---;:;:,.----.-~ 

The peo's ROC, Movement Coordination, and Communication 

1. Who is responsible for scheduling convoy and personnel movements? Is there 
any coordination of movements or activities with the U.S. or coalition military? 
How does "ensure coordination with the military? 

• No answer provided 

2. What, if any, is as. elationship with the Project and Contracting Office's 
(PCO) Reconstruction Operation Center (ROC) and or Logistics Movement 
Coordination Center (LMCC)? What services offered by the PCOIROC does -.. 
use? What is the company's opinion of the services provided by the PCOIRO~ 

3. Does Dihave access to other government run operations centers that provide 
different information than that provided by the ROC? What are the pros and cons 
of having more than one operation center available to PSCs? 

• No answer provided 

4. How does ... !iew the success of the PCO and the ROC? How could the PCO 
and ROC be improved? 
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Go __ believes tl~~RQQ"h~,Qg,!~rLC!:"gQQ<;l,,_~~~tion and it prQ~1.qes a vital service 
~Yh~.nee~,Q!_r:r§.tion. fQJ;'_roll.t~".p.l<gm.~gK~t.~~, As was no'teef'above; 'tIle' ,. 
RQ..GJ}.~prov~~;Lc.Qrnn:lJmic.a..t;i.Qnfd>~nJbe..militar:~U;U1Ji".tlJ.~.f§.gs and 1_ ~~?~~l¥,,~~yis~s the p:OC w~it is movil1,g.~Qou,Hb~.Q...o..mltIY. 

5. Has ,ltilized ther~~;::e~o \y~bsi.!~? If so, how helpful is the website? 

.. No answer provided 

6. Does -... keep a database of its personnel and their movements in Iraq? What 
type of information is included in the database? Has -... shared this information 
with anyone at the embassy or the military? With the ROC? 

• No answer provided 

7. Does ~ Nrite after-action or incident reports? \¥hat types of reports regarding 
securiiY"C!o you issue to your clients? To the PCO's ROC? Are you required to 
provide after-action or incident reports to the military? 

..... ' does detailed reports of all incidents induding traffic accidents, office 
~i'~2l}ts, and incidents with i~sw:gents, etc. SQ!!!e r~ports such as ttos_e, 
..........:.~~l.~ocUInell..t.Jm£~£§..WlthlnSllrgellts-ar:.e_~~-t~~~?~. 

Interaction with other Private Security Companies .. 
1. DoeJliliil' nave interaction with other private security contractors? If so, please 

C: ~r~is interaction. 
• ' there is some interaction with other PSQs..LQLeXample, 1- _YllLshare 

, :uritYTrJorm.ation with other pSCsLifthey involved in incidents or come --, 
under a new type of attack which migfitsuggest that the insurgents have 
developed a new ~ 

2. Is the Private Security Companies Association of Iraq (PSCAI) still intact and is 
your company actively involved in the group? 

• Yes. ? 'lelps fund the PSCAl and' T Considers a good forum to get 
competitors together to talk on an open basis. 

3. Do you think that PSCAI has helped to convey contractor's issues to the Iraqi 
government? 
• No answer provided 

Interaction with the Iraqi Government 
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1. Is ~ registered v,n.th the lVlinistry of Interior and the IYfinistry of Trade in Iraq? 
Vi/hat has your company's experience been with the Iraqi Government? 

• _ls registered with both the Ministry of Interior and the lilinistry of Trade. 
It took about 9 months to complete the process. 

Employees 

1. How many U.S. citizens work fo~ in Iraq? If .. employs U.S. citizens in Iraq 
are any of them former U.S. military? If the company employs former U.S. military 
were these employees hired when they separated from military or did they work 
for other PSCs prior to joining • 
• Currently there is 1 U.S. citizen working in Iraq fO!_ 

2. ViJhat are the employment arrangements for individuals working in Iraq for... _ 
Are they company employees or are they independent sub-contractors? 
• Most Ob • employees in Iraq are independent subcontractors under short 

term contracts and are deemed to be self-employed. This makes terminating 
easier if they do not meet standards. '_IIIIII_--IiiIIIII __ I1!11_~ jj _____ ~ 

.. W '".4 " s- depending on the contract and the 
nationality of the employees. Employees are only paid when they are in Iraq. 
Generally employees work 6 weeks in Iraq and then are out of Iraq for about 3 
weeks r· does not have a problem with other firms poaching their 
employees because of the "duty of care" they provide. 

3. Please provide us with the daily pay rates for employees working in Iraq. 

• See above 

4. How does _Wt its employees? 

• Western employees such as those from the UK, New Zealand, Australia and the US 
are vetted using all publicly available sources. In Iraq, Iraq employees are vetted 
by the private security companies that provide the personnel to .... The Iraq 
company claims to have a vetting process and .-usts the companies to 
provide qualified people, however, it has taken over a year to develop this level of 
trust. 

Legal Issues Related to Working in Iraq 

1. What is the legal status of-t'_mployees working in Iraq? Do you have any 
concerns regarding issues of immunity from Iraqi law? 



~ ~mployees are still functioning under the immunity granted in the CPA's 
orders and memos. -.. lid not indicate that it had any concerns regarding 
immunity issues. 

2. Are you aware of the IVlilitary Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Act (MEJA) and its 
possible ramifications for your employees eu.S. citizens and otherwise)? Did 
anyone provide you with information on MEJA? Do you have any concerns 
regarding MEJA or the application of other U.S. or intemationallaws to your 
employees? Also, could you provide the following for your non-U.S. work force? 

1. Number of non-U.S. citizens working for _ n Iraq 
tP -..as between 450 and 500 persons working in Iraq and only 1 is 

a tJ.'S. citizen. 
2. Countries of origin of these employees 

• Not provided 
3. Number of employees from each country 

• Not provided 

3. Have any of your employees been accused of committing any crimes while in Iraq? 
If so, were the incidents investigated by either Iraqi or U.S. authorities? How did 

..... deal with the accusations? What, if any legal steps were taken relating to 
these accusations, and by whom? 

• No employees have been accused of any crimes 

4. Are employees of ___ jubject to British criminal laws for acts committed in Iraq? 

j • British employees in Iraq are not subject to British law. There was some 
'I discussion in Parliament about passing a MEJA like statute but nothing has 

come of it. 

5. Are you aware of any PSC employees in Iraq being accused or involved with 
criminal incidents in Iraq? If so, please describe . 

• No 

Concluding Questions 

1. How would you describe the security situation in Iraq? How has the security 
situation changed in Iraq since~egan working in Iraq? 
• In the last few months there has been a slight decline in incidents in some 

areas but several other areas are getting worse such as Mousel and Kir Rut. 

2. What does~ee as issues involving private security contractor activities in 
Iraq? 



3. In the company's view how could the PSChnilitary relationship in Iraq be improved? 

«I Continue to improve communications between the military and the PSCs 
sHave PSCs provide input to the pre-deployment training--,; believes that the U.S. 

military needs a better understanding of why PSCs are in Iraq and the types of 
services they are providing to both governmental and non-governmental entities. 

• State in writing what the military will and will not do for PSCs. Now it is up to each 
unit commander. 

Additional Questions 

l. Did any of your contracts require your employees to comply with orders of MNFI 
relating to health, saiety, force protection and non-interference in military 
operations? 'What is the impact of this clause in your opinion? For example, does 
this clause place your employees under the command and control of MNFI? To 
the best of your knowledge has this clause corne into play in Iraq? 

til None or • contracts have a clause which requires them to comply with orders 
from MNFI commanders .... would not allow employees to be under the 
command of the military. II iw concern is that the military may ask them to take 
on a role that would be outside their normal business practices and might make 
their insurance invalid for example. This being said, the company will all ways try 
to comply with directions that help promote the safety of their clients and their 
personnel. (Auditor's note: 7 ¥ 
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Contact Date April 26, 2005 

Participants 

.-
. ~ '~.p$. ;;;;##4WT£¢iiI!l"a· 
-e - JJW _ j Jfi"M"i""i! 

·WfM.ffH -dfP~~~, 

CommentslRemarks: 

I contacted, ' ........ iik'm M!liif!!adetermine if the Iraq pre-deployment training included a segment 
on private security contractors in Iraq. I contacted the W &&' : because we had been told that 
they were going to be rotating back to Iraq. ·4 _ 1.3¥·AfI,mml1liB'at made the following comments 

1. The division has not been notified as to whether or not it will be returning to Iraq. While the 
division still has some folks in Iraq, those that deployed for the Jan 30 election return in the 
late March time frame and .a,r.~_® block leave. The Division headquarters deployed to Iraq 
in mid-2003 and return to; ._0 ~ )n the fall of 2004. Prior to leaving in 2003 they received 
no guidance or training regarding PSCs. 

2. The division always has a brigade ready to deploy with hours. According to the Major, there 
this brigade has not received any training on working with PSCs or the PCO or ROC. 

3. ,According to eM' QI~ ,who s._e~ed as a battle captain for one of the division's 
) .brigades, his unit did not know that therewere PSCs in the battle space until the PSCs 

f 
. began to con ac or asSlS ceo He described the coordination between the PSCs and 

. his unit a non- xistent. )-
~ - --

4. The Cap.tam thought that co..a.r.d.ination shQuld NO.rk..th~MNF-I as it did for the Iraqi 
Survey Grout!. The Command would issue a Crago and the unit would provide assista:ii:Ce for 
the survey group as direct.ed by in the frago. 

6. 

Page 1 
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Command and Control of Private Security Contractors 

Our current understanding is that the military services directly contract for security of 
military facilities, that some DOD contractors may contract for security for their 
personnel, and that civilian government agencies and their prime contractors contract 
for security in Iraq and possibly elsewhere. 'While it is our understanding that thS n. 
-'lid not contract for security of military facilities in Iraq, we also understand that the 
~ may have come in contact with private security contractors frequently while in 
Iraq. That is the context for the following questions. 

Backl!rOlUl\\: Lierved as tIle Onerat:ion,q Offiep.l' for the 
t. the Squadron's mission wa .. <; 

to pfO"vid~~ security escort to the Coalition Provisional Authoritv in Baghdad Iraq. The 
Squadron conclucted over 5500 escort missions for CPA. Numerous missions involved 
interaction with 0 zw Llritv personnel 0 .. securitv personnel. From APH (H 
to JUL 04 the Squadron. concluded operations in Ad Diwaniva, Iraq. \;Y1\ile in .Ad 
Diwan.iya the Squadron oecupied Camp Wolfpack (formerlv camp f'oxtJ·ot). This camp 
was occupied bv the Squadron as well as a small contingent of CPA emplovees 'vith their 
::lSsigned security contractors frol _ '* U1'security. I (:urrentlv serve as .Regimental 
XO. 

1. 'What guidance did CENCTOM or C.JTF-7 issue for dealing with the private 
security contractors? Did the guidance differentiate between contractors 
providing security for U.s. government agencies and those providing security for 
contractors? Did thE' • pi'p any policies or guidance? If any policies or 
guidance were provided or developed please provide us with a copy. 

T do not recan any guidrulce [rom CETCOM or C.JTF~7 for dealing with securitv 
contractors. The Regiment did not publish a.nv specific guidance in dealing with 
contractors. At the Sauadron level we coordinated our activities 'INith the security 
contractors to ensure the safety and secUlitv requirements of om operations were met. 

2, 'What is the command and control relationship between military commanders and 
subcontractors that provide security to DOD contractors? 'What authority do the 
military chains of command have over private security contractor personnel and 
how is that authority exercised? 

I anI not aware of any formal C2 relationship between sPC'lIril v (:onlractors. The 
Squadron Commander executed his command authority over his are.a of responsibility. 
Policies and standards for operations and conduct. were publish<:~d for our soldiers and 
were expected to be adhered to hv contractors operating in our ha1tJe space. The KO or 
T met with eontractors daily to diseuss operations. We aU had a. common understanding 
of our mission and vvorked together to achieve suceess. If there was a problem. it was 

fV\J6V1J Lelt1~ 
J) oCJJ(: I r\}ej 

I 



addressed to the ~U)propriate level of supelvision at the CPA headgumters 0): in Dh\,'ani;i:"1 
with the CPA Chit'£' Ultimatelv, Lhe military cOllllnandPr [('Cal.ned author)!" {()r all 'J 
c~8(?rations, If seclUiU:' ~Ol~ltra;::tor:,?w~:(')"CQnd!l(:t InJ"Sl()~..:YQJJlwJ,[ll:Willll1':f' , ( 
secmitvor endanger lives, ttl!'. QorD.[ll!J.!1.£.erJ'Vuuldy''il;n~.J,.r_~;;.!;:.U,VLjll~ll..or)1.!J..Dl!l \ 
cancel it. j~v COll.:,D2E.l~:t~rsj~~drliJl(1rj,; . .oversigl:!,)\'('r (J2DJIa~l~ I 
.- ........ --- 7" 

3. What is the command and control relationship between military commanders and 
firms that are contracted by the U.S. Govenunent to provide security for State 
Department, U8AID, or other government personnel and facilities in Iraq? What 
authority do the military chains of command have over private security contractor 
personnel and how is that authority exercised? 

4. What is the command and control relationship between military commanders and 
the private security contractors who' are providing security to contractors who 
have been awarded contracts by US govenunent civilian agencies to rebuild Iraq? 
What authority do the military chains of command have over private security 
contractors and their personnel and how is that authority exercised? 

We did not deal with these security fi1111S. "-"7!, ,t, _ I '~Ld.:::;t.i;"1~~.{~~ yn~r1)-iCtl v'l~ ~.e..c.::.--vub'"--( 
r) "'-"'" ~ d: I : \ , ---k"~l Dl !'UL-A..... c"€''4'1>'1_C>O,--tJ.J~) __ q (:2..c:"'vtit'8Ct1;.'\/\..e, 

Interaction Between Private Security Contractors and US and Coalition Military I ' 
Forces 

1. Can private security contractor personnel calIon U.S. military commanders for 
support in case of trouble? What procedures are currently in place for private 
security contractors to call upon military commanders for help? 

I do not know the legal answer to this questIon. I l<IloW that anyone in the battle space 
we eontrolled that was in trouble got the help they needed. On numero11s oc:easions we 
provided SUppOlt to CPA contradors who were in trouble. We had established 
relationships with these organizations that knew how to C'ontac:t us. at om' operations 
center by eell phone or bv (:omjng to the TOC. Ultimately. the Commander made the 
decision to prOvide anv assistance. \!e...-f'''li.a-J !tJ,~ 



2. What responsibility, if any, do military cOlTIJ.'11anders have to defend, rescue, or 
search for missing private security contractor personnel, if they are (a) United 
States citizens or (b) foreign nationals? 

I believe Conuna,'s have the res )onsib.iJitv 1.0 safe 'Hard )(~rsol'lnel ,,:!to are 1:'1JO'a"ecl in 
the.husiness of building a sat(> and secure environment m raq. )n several oc.casions ~ve 
went to the assistlUlceor c.ontractors. botl1ffiilitmy and oth('l'S. who wen' in imminent 
dangler from a hostile threa.t in our batCh' space. 

3. What efforts have been made to promote interoperability between plivate security 
contractors and U.S. and coalition military forces? 

I do not know of any besides fostering a professional relationship based on the common 
goal of providing security fot contractors and then CPA personnel in Iraq. 

4. What interoperability exists between the communications equipment of military 
units and private security contractors? If there is no interoperability or the e;.1:ent 
of interoperability is unknown, what plans, if any, are there to establish or 
improve interoperability? 

There wa." no eommonal.ity in (:ommunications l.>!'lweell mOit.at'\' and private (:, !lltrac'l 
services. Even among diffenmt contractors tl'l<~re were different c:onunullicatinn 
svstems. The onlv common linl< was bv cell phone. Our Sqwl(iron never had tIl(' aSSf:'t.S 

9: to Joan such svstems 1.0 contract secul'i.ty personnel. Doing so InHV also compromise the 
secmit ' of US forees. When we had to work Ii crf! ,1121' or needed a shcU'ed "'2 

? co,:::munication networJ, the ~act( v-oulrlloan us some of their racli(~S 
\. 

5. What mechanisms are there for intelligence sh:uing betvveen private security 
contractors and United States or coalition troops? 

'vVe would share limited intelli,gence with private". contract services. Most of the 
information we provided pertained to route security. rl?cent attacks. emerging tactics, 
techniques and. procedures the enemy 'INa." using and the cmnmt enemy situation in our 
battle S )<1('.e<,11 f( rmation ('oncernincr tarCfetin 1 of insurcrents and inforrnation eoneernin 
Q!2.3n!1:ism~ we were conclucting w~s not shared. The contractors prO\idecl us anothex 
source of infonnation wit.h their internal cont<Y~ts on nnmerous occasions that. ht'lped in 
developing OLlr targetjng. 

6. To what extent do private security contractors share their intelligence 
information with United States and coalition troops? 

Again, we established a v~lXpr2fessjonal relationshiR based on rnu!rutI tmst and a 
c.orrnnoiiiUission. Thev Im(~w we ga.ve t.hem as much info1111ati.on a.q possible to COndllct 
'thell' operations t;;'ulnn the mission to pented t:he,ir primaries. Thev also lU1oerstoQd 
that \,,-e could not diHllge all info1111ation based on ()pr~r!1tjons security. In tlU'D. thill: 
W0.1'e vcry fourt.h coming in prmicling information to us on t1wir experiences and ,..,-hat 



, 
1 

they had seen. Thit; Wc~s (;sru;c:iallY.tr.us:..in Ad Diwa.niy;:\ ~llld wit!:! ~.·uritv J2.<;1J;:3QHnill. 
in Ba.ghdad. 

7. 'iNhat procedures are in place between military commanders and private security 
contractors for coordination of movement of contractor personnel through U.S. 
and coalition military sectors in Iraq? 

<Contract 
)eration cen 

~r'ille in nigh ad. the Squadron coordinated all of its movement: through other units 
battle at-least 24 hours I}lior to J11o-ving through that area. I do not helieve eontractors-'l 
have that capabilitv based on their communication equipment eompatibiJ.ily to ~ 
coordinate their movement' with the mili1.a.rv Imless the\! coordin<.lt.e through .JTF-7. ) 

1 8. What procedures are in place for movement of private security contractor 
l. personnel through military checkI)oints? 
I' 
·l 

Contract seeurity had to adhere to the same procedures i'J ... " anv other civilian agencv 
.~ cmning onto our compound in Ad D.iwan.iva unless spec:iaI arrangements w~r.e..rrtacle~ 
r <SJ?ec:ial arrangements \vere made ""hen the contractors were escortil~h I~vel VIPs;i> 
i ,,(loorginatiou tPeasw'xr.iw;:ll]ded ltisllglc"i@:nals, cell pho,?-'\,e c.alls and convoy descliJ)tion~ 
: an' com) ,'0' These convov . moved throl1 o h our c:heck oirrt:s nnhinder8 to )revent 
i .dtg-from.~? In a POSSi e vulnerabl~ are~ s..-::'ceptible t,o attack.,; 

9. What impact (if any) did having private security contractors in Iraq have on the 
ability of tr. •• _ ... 

, addition . .uri S I or' 1 movino VIPs or conrluctin· missions durinct ena s of 
.B£1£W·",neg ffDsjg.n. On ne occasion, wllE'n thp Squadron was conducting operations in 
Nmt the c:ont.ractors escorted the CPA chief to the tovm of ... AJak without our , 
knowledge. \~'hile in Afak, tlw party \Va." surrounded bv llostil(~ forces ,'V'hUe attendillli..<! """ 
meeting at the dtv government. building. An aggrC':';sivp fin' fight (''Jy,uprl. T\I('lillll;}drun 
had to react rapidl\' to send a relief c:olllrnn,!!.!.res('u(' 11w l! .... rt\'·_.lJli"~!.Llii!.L!:illB.::Jl 
s13nificant impact on our operatiuns, • . = 

10. What actions should be taken to improve the interaction between private security 
contractors and the military in Iraq? 

,,>,:,~,'" 



J- S!~2lss:n~uct that. anplv to all cOl1tractc!:s that dearl.YJls:1:lllil.llil0LQ.f -'f 
~' <rt!Xnrr!rtITlCJi1;i"'Oi"\and ;'tuthor¥-S. e.c:ifkall\i~ continna!!v l1acLvro)!!ems \vnll { 
.... ~)iltract.ors carr ;1.11' < F1J \,\'<:\a')(HlS (HI S(:'('I!.I'e :nilil;ll' . {"om i{)UUci.S :jr\Il in Pili' (jinin" 
)'aci.ill.ittL. n the c:orlt.ractO[ is (lchvely engaged a" a lH.)(iv gu.arci for a VIP, this is no 
. )roblc1D, Other than that; they should not c:arl'V loaded wea xms on US com )(Yunds, We 
stlietl enTh1't:t!ttdTi'S"'S'fim' an ane esco :e( rnan\' (:0 tJ.:a :tors ofT our installation that 
'i'B'iiSeCfTo cOllmr . -S~ar s also need t() be enforced to notifv unit commander;? 
~in:01rl'thelr .a '. ,tandardized communications ,'FOulct also bQ 
~elp, 

11. Did the _ "m.;omplete after action reports or incident reports on any of its 
interaction with private security companies? If so please provide us with copies? 

We did not do an AAR concerning privat.e s~'('urjtv contractors, 

12. Is SJA aware of any incidents of contractors violating U.s, or Iraq law (besides the 
prison incidents)? If yes, how were these dealt with? 

I am not aware of any violations. The contractors we dealt 'With had very lirnitecl if any 
contaet with the Iraqi people. 

om to ,The vas . 1 

us very wen. Any iSSll€S eoneerru.J1g stannard:; am operanons were addressed 
~ to the leadership of these organizations and resulted in immediate 
rectification. ,--
There i d~ air of friction and contention iJ ,'1 wit 'f . 'l/tor.'. 'his i:'i.gjbledallL 

-( Formatted: Indent: Left: 0" 

smeJn th.e ;l'~~,Zon~ Th:~ cC:!ltractors th~.~t \r()rkp.(L!!:.ilh~L!2aghda(l1lil!..LtlWJ.£arn 
ill Dlwamya W(~l'e verv pfO!(·sslOnal and a.ssl:,.:ted ns gn~atly,!l\(' weHrli\' lNtrll l.n •• ·ill'riiII •• !I~ 
(all senior pdor service special operation forces soldiers') even prtwided the troopers 01 
my Squadron training in urb,m movement techniques. VIP escOlt techniques. small anns 
engagement techniques and defeTL<;ive driving. 

so ciers W0rf']ufed into uerative contracts as private spr:uritv contrac10fS and left the' 
Annv for that oecuj)ation, 

( 

) 



Questions Regariling Private Security Contractors 

Command and Control of Private Security Contractors 

Our current understanding is that the military services directly contract for secUlity of 
military facilities, that some DOD contractors may contract for security for their 
personnel, and that civilian government agencies and their prime contractors contract 
for security in Iraq and possibly elsewhere. W'hile it is our understanding that the fi , 
... did not contract for security of military facilities in Iraq, we also understand that the 
e.. ,. may have come in contact with private security contractors frequently while in 
Iraq. That is the context for the following questions. 

~ icsponses will be from the perspective of my duty positions held and the 
time served while deployed in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom. 

1. "That guidance did CENCTOM or CJTF-7 issue for dealing with the private 
security contractors? Did the guidance differentiate between contractors 
providing security for U.S. government agencies and those providing secUlity for 
contractors? Did the -= p}evelop any policies or guidance? If any policies or 
guidance were provided or developed please provide us with a copy. 

I am ~are __ gt:.~ ~rmaJ"specific guidance provided by CENTCOM or CJT-7. We 
developeq...iriternal)ftformaV12focedures as the sit!lations arose. These policies continued 

"to be refined over tinYta:s"the situation continued to develop. -----'-,----

2. 'What is the command and control relationship between military commanders and 
subcontractors that provide security to DOD contractors? What authority do the 
military chains of command have over private security contractor personnel and 
how is that authority exercised? 

I run un~~are of any formal command and control relationship.-th.a_Le.xist.ed_bet~~ 
contr"actors and military commanders. It was the general understanding that the military -commander maintained complete and final authority of his battle space to include any 
persons operating within that area. 

3. What is the command and control relationship between military commanders and 
firms that are contracted by the U.S. Government to provide security for State 
Department, USAID, or other government personnel and facilities in Iraq? What 
authority do the military chains of command have over private security contractor 
personnel and how is that authority exercised? 

I am_unawarfUlf any' formal comruand..and control relationshipJ;haJ was establ~ 
b~t~e.!J...t@_ military commanders and these organizations. Our specific cases were' 
based on a~nal reiationsn!fmat tookfi1~nt ou~esponsibility towards 
the saf~tL§:nd ~ecurity for all individuals within our battle space ®d-W_CDlluaGt-G£& 
recognized need for support due to their limited resources, We never encountered a 

.. -.... - .. -.'-~ 



situation that could not be resolved through qisc:~~§jQ.J1 and m-jQ!J;;~QQ.r.£lip.ati2n so the 
need to involve a higher headquarters to arbitrate a disagreemeii.fi1ever arose. 

4. What is the command arld control relationship between military commanders and 
the private security contractors who are providing security to contractors who 
have been awarded contracts by US government civilian agencies to rebuild Iraq? 
What authority do the military chains of command have over private security 
contractors and their personnel and how is that authority exercised? 

I am tglaware of a specific command and ontrol relationship between military __ 
corrunanders and rivate secun contractors. Agai-,t, profu§sional court~<topen 
ommunications ere the key to facilitate both milit;ary operations and the mission of .

(ffiese contractorsj.:ttwas ourigeneral understanding/that w..e..hcl.d..au.thority over the;;; 
2. ipdividuals since tneyoperated within our battle sp,?ce alttLQJJgtLW_E'~eLhad..tQ ~ 
t~xercise this authority: ..... J ...J 

Interaction. Between Private Security Con.tractors and US and Coalition Military 
Forces 

1. Can private security contractor personnel call on U.S. military commanders for 
support in case of trouble? What procedures are currently in place for private 
security contractors to call upon military commanders for help? 

It was our c~n und~rst~ that we would pJ:Q:Slid~.staP.ce to any individual or 
group that required it in order to maintain security and stability ·withiu..Q..ur...ar.e.aQf---~ 
operations. Numerous times, security personnel would conduct coordination with our 
i.ll1i1 in order to synchronize their movements and activiti'es. The majority of this 
cO"D"trtifi'ation was conduc:ted in J2erson due to the lack of communication 
interoperability. -. __ .. - ~..;- ---' 

2. What responsibility, if any, do military commanders have to defend, rescue, or 
search for missing private security contractor personnel, if they are (a) United 
States citizens or (b) foreign nationals? 

As the military authority within our area of operations, our commander considered it his 
res120nsibility to provide assistance to any individual or grou~ (whetheilJ.S. citizen or 
foreign national) ~thin his battle space that required i~ -

3. What efforts have been made to promote interoperability between private security 
# contractors and U.S. and coalition military forces? 

«.£i,~lular l?hones .were .the only c~mmon communications means..that :w-~aY~labl~ 
. :,~~~9<wunumcate 'Y!.!-h pnvate securIty contractors. TheseiYs~ 'ijere unreh§.hlB)and were 

i'ji)-~\'~ ') extr~ limiteqi'in availability. Often, liais~ were ~osted in close proximity to o~r.. __ 
. (I bper~t!Q.ns .. c_ent~ ilitate coordination. 

-4: What interoperability exists between the communications equiprnent of military 
~. units and private security contractors? If there is no interoperability or the extent 

of interoperability is unknown, what plans, if any, are there to establish or 
improve interoperability? 

Cellular phones were the only communication assets that were available to communicate 
and significant distance with private security contractors. If operating in close proximity, 
on occasion~.Rrovide.d "Talk-AhQu.t:.s.nlliuadLos to c®.¥actors to be able to 
c·~uni{;ate. -
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5. What mechanisms are there for intelligence sharing betYveen private security 
contractors and United States or coalition troops? 

Limited intelligence was shared with private security contractors and the type and 
'amount of intelligence was strictly controlled by the commander. The majority of 
information pertained to recent enemy contact, route status, and local points of contact. 

6. To what extent do private security contractors share their intelligence 
infonnation with United States and coalition troops? 

On multiple occasions, security contractors would share infonnation with our operations 
center. This information was mainly anecdotal in nature and would be cross-checked 
with current on-hand intelligence. 

7. What procedures are in place between military commanders and private security 
contractors for coordination of movement of contractor personnel through U.S. 
and coalition military sectors in Iraq? 

I am unaware of any specific procedures that were in effect to coordinate the movement 
of contractors within our battle space. Over time, contractors realized that it was in their 
best interest to contact the local military authority and conduct coordination before 
beginning movement. 

8. What procedures are in place for movement of private security contractor 
personnel through military checkpoin:,:::ts::,:?_-------

Contractors were required to adhere to al~dard operating proc~\Vhile passing'-, 
through our checkpoints unless prior coordination was conducted. 

9. What impact (if any) did having private security contractors in Iraq have on the 
ability of tr- a !It to perform its mission? 

On numerous occasions, short notice plans would be developed in order to support a 
security contractor's mission within our battle space. This resulted in less than complete 
instructions being relayed to the troops potentially supporting these contractors and 
reduce the time available to them to prepare for any contingency missions. 

10. What actions should be taken to improve the interaction between private security 
contractors and the military in Iraq? 

In my opinion, a central coordination cell should be formed that provides a means of 
coordinating between various private contractors. These cells should be established at 
the headquarters of each brigade sized element in order to facilitate the timely sharing of 
information. 

11. Did thE 'aiL • complete after action report.<:; or incident reports on any of its 
interaction with private security companies? If so please provide us with copies? 

No AARs or reports were developed concerning these matters by our unit. 
12. Is SJA aware of any incidents of contractors violating U.S. or Iraq law (besides the 

prison incidents)? If yes, how were these dealt with? 
I am unaware of any such incidents occurring within our area of operations. 
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~------------------------~~------------~--------~----------~-----------Purpose To learn more about the operational relationship between 

Contact Method 
Contact Place 
Contact Date 
Participants 

CommentslRemarks: 

private ser.nritv ('()TIt-radors (PSC) and military units 
I ) in Iraq during their recent tour of duty 

there. 

Specific issues: 
• Degree of coordination betViTeen PSCs and U.S. mil. 
• Awarehess/use of the Reconstruction Operations Center 

(ROC) by both parties. 
• Interaction between PSCs and U.s. military. Related issues. 
• Insight into improving interaction between PSCs and U.S. 

Mil. 

Interview 

--
Carole Coffey, Senior Analyst, DCM 
Mattias Fenton, Analyst, DCM 
Duration of this interview was roughly 2 hrs. 

I. Characterizing relations between .. '·-_ ... _.ri.,·ivate security contractors 

The officers generally felt that the relationship between the military and the PSCs was too irregular 
and suffered from a distinct lack of coordination. They felt that(.ti1creased communica:ns;: and 
training would be theKeyto better cooperation and fewer friendly-fire incidents in the battlespace. 

Based on the experiences of the officers, significant issues regarding the'interaction between PSCs 
and U.S. military were as follows: -
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-, 
a) Command structure: PSCs, like NGOs, are not in the chain of command in the field because {;, 

the commanding officers in the field have no contractual relationship with the contractmg 1 
fi.rrils. -~ 

While PSCs did not fall under the chain of command in the fi~th!i':ywere subject to the 
rules and regulations of base cornman while on the base~nforming to these rules 

some lmes the source of strife between PSCs and base au Oriti? 


